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SUMMARY

The monphology of cnazes induced in polyamides by

salt solutions has been investigated by scanning and trans-

mission electnon micnoscopy. In genenal they nesemble

cnazes found in glassy polymens but differ mainly in scale.

A mechanism fon craze fonmation in polyamides was

deduced fnom analysis of the fnactune sunface of spontan-

eously nuptuned specimens. Vrlhen a vaniety of stness-cnazing

agents wene used it was found that two c?aze patterns

emenged. Salts including lithium halides and magnesium

penchlonate, which ane known t4l to associate with amide

gnoups using an intenposed solvent molecu1e, pnoduced cnazes

and fnactune sunfaces which diffened fnom those caused by

salts capable of direct cation-amide bonds (zinc and cobalt

halides). Enengy-disper.sive X-:ray analysis substantiated

the existence of two types of cnaze mechanism.

The effects of changíng experimental conditions (for

example, salt and solvent ídentity, applied stnain nate and

physical state of the polymen itself) upon the monphology

and mechanism of c?aze formation and bneakdown were investi-
gated. Conditions which favon napid uptake of the agent

into the polymer can be connel-ated with pnominent cnaze and

cnack production.

It is now necognised that envinonmental stness cnaz-

ing can occun in both polan semicnystalline and amonphous

polymens. The disnuption by sal-ts of hydnogen bond
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rrcrosslinks* in polyamides nesults in facilitating pol5rmen

fl-ow. Unden appnopriate stness conditions ) craze initia-
tion nesults. It can be implied fnom this study that
most polymens wilt, unden suitable conditions, be suscept-

ible to envinonmental stness crazing.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTÏON

Crazing has only been accepted as a significant and

distinct fonm of defonmation in the last two decades. The

impor.tance of crazing, however, has been neflected in necent

years by the vast output of l-iter atune, which has considered

many aspects in glassy polymers. Without doubt, further.

pl?ogness wil-l- be made, especially in explaining the effects

of oirientation, tempenatune and stnain nate upon crazing in
glassy polymers. However, the ultimate goal of pr.oviding

a univer-saI moleculan descniption of craze initiation, gnowth

and bneakdown may not be achieved foi: some time.

The mechanism of Gent lI r2J explains many aspects of

cnazing and sums up what is curnently undenstood by cnazing

in glassy polymens. fn essence, stress-induced cnazing

occutls by the tiransfoi:mation of a small negion at a tip of

a chance fl-aw from a glassy to a soft rubbeny state under

the influence of a large l-ocal, dilatant stress, followed

by cavitation of the tiransfonmed matenial. If the mater.ial-

at the tip region under:goes vet?y lange deformations befone

softening, then a tnansition to ductile yielding occulrs .

The theony has been able to pnedict the magnitude of tensile
stness at which crazing occurs and the effect of external_

pnessure, and can account for the dimensions of crazes, the

physical characteristics of -the craze matten, and the effect
of loading upon the crazíng pnocess.

However, thene is still- some uncertainty about centain

aspects of the craze pl?ocess . In panticular, the fi:acture

mechanics applloach which is attractive because it can offer
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the possibility of measuning panameters which influence craze

development, have not been totally successful; the complex

nela-tionships between intirinsic physical properties of the

polymer, and the local st:ress, conditions which arise at

the craze tip, for example, have not been fu1ly solvec.

Tn contr.ast the morphology of crazes from wh:'-ch the greatest

contr.ibution has undoul¡tably come from J(ambour., is nor^r lve11

understood foir glassy polymens.

ft has been furthen irealised that crazing was becoming

the limiting critenion for the use of plastics uncler condi-

tions of high stress and active environments, and so it was

consj-dened valuable to investigate the mechanism of craze

initiation and development.

Thc discoveny and substantiation of rtstress-cnaclcin.q"

in polyamides caused by a lange numbei: of salt solutions
(:reponted by Dunn and Sansom t3-61) appeaned to be r"elated

to environment sti:ess-cnazing in glassy polymers. The

wonk descnibed in this thesis has as one of its aims, to
show that c:razing is a significant defo:rmation mode in poly-

amides unden particular conditions.

The stnength of secondar"y bonding between chains lar.ge-

l-y detei:mines the resistance to flow in polymers. Tn poly-

amides, hydi:ogen bonding is the majon component of the inter-

chain fonces, and so its disr.uption will gneatly weaken the

polymen. The complex chemical intenactions between poly-

amides, salts and solvents such as water. has been reviewed,

because a knowledge of them is vital if an undenstanding of

the fundamental mechanism of cnazing is to be achieved.
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Because the monphology of crazes in glassy po1¡rmers

has been so well ascei:tained in glassy pol5rmens, it was con-

sidered the logical c:ritenion for venifying enazing in poly-

amides. The scanning electnon microseope offered many advan-

tages ovelr othei: instruments for examining crazes in poly-

amides and so r^ras extensively used. The monphology of crazes

in polyamides is descnibed in detail in Chapten 4 of this

wo::k.

The enengy dispe::sive X-::ay analysen pnesented a

method of dinectly connelating the distnibution of the stness-

erazíng agent with the mo:rphology of the cnazed. nylon. This

pnomised to be a valuable aid in assisting the fonmulation of
a c:razing mechanism, as the nole of agent in determining the

physical pnopenty of the polymer was considened to be funda-

mental. Funthen chemical evidence was also sought to

supplement the X-nay analysis.
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CFIAPTER 2

LÏTERATURE REVIEW

2.I. Intnoduction

Stness-crazing in nylons by salt solutions has

been studied wittr panticulan emphasis upon chanactenising

the monphology or crazes which ane produced unde:r a vaniety

of conditions, and upon examining the nature of the chemical

intenactions which pnomote crazíng.

fn glassy polymers cnazing has been extensively inves-

tigated whereas in crystalline pol5rmers it has only recently
been necognised. consequently, the first section of the

neview (2.2) deals wittr aspects of cnazing in glassy polymens

which may be nelevant to that which occur?s in nylons 
"

The natune of chemical inter-actions between salts and

amides, both in small model compounds and in polymel?s, is
neviewed in section 2.3 " An attempt has been made to
indicate how significant secondany fonces are in detenrnining

the mechanical pnopenties of polymers, and how molecures and

ions aue abl-e to disnupt them, weakening the polymer.

rntenactions between cations and amide functional_ gnoups in
synthetic polyamides (nylons) and biologically impontant

polyamino acids (pnoteins) ane outl-ined.

rn the last section (2.4) envinonmental st::ess cnazing

in glassy polymens is bniefly neviewed. rt is considened

that this would be a basis upon which stness-cnazing in
nylons coul-d be compared. A better undenstanding of the
mechanism of stness-cnazing in nylons could then be gained

by analysing the diffenences and sinilarities between the
two phenomena.
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2.2. Aspects of Craz ans in Glassv Pol-r¡mens

This section neviews the progness made in unden-

standing how glassy polymens fail- under tension, in panti-

cul-an, by craze formation and bneakdown (with coincident

fractune). Tt is in five parts.

The first outlines some of the theories of craze ini-
tiation. The appnoach taken by most woirkers is to define

the conditions unden which crazes initiate, without nefer:ence

to the mol-eculan pj:ocesses involved.

The development of crazes in then discussed in section

2.2.2. In panticulan, the kinetics of linea1 growth in
cl?azes is described, as this subject has been extensively

investigated.

Craze bneakdown (on crack initiation) and crack pro-
pagation are the subjects of the next two parts (2.2.3 and

2.2 .4) " The gnowth ol' cracks within and outside the pre-

crazed negions is mentioned, and the conditions fon which

cr.ack initiation anises ane outl-ined. The advanced stages

of c:rack propagation ane discussed and some of the prcblems

which are not pr.openly resolved are given.

In the l-ast section (2 .2.5) the morphology of cnazes

in glassy polymens is bniefly neviewed.

.2.I. The Initiation of Crazes in Glassy Polvmer.s

The appnoach taken by most r:esea::chens when

developing theories for: c::aze initiation is to deter.mine

either the conditions unde:r which crazes fonm, or to deduce

fnom the geometry of the crazes what type of mechanism was

rlesponsibl-e. The theonies descnibed below have vaniously

used st::ain and stnain enengy, ol? st:ress ol3 shear yield

2
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critenia. At the pnesent time there is no concensus of
opinion, and in any event, Kamboun states [7] trrat in most

cases a cnitical- stiress may be interchangeably defined with
a ci:itical- stnain in tenms of an erastic modulus. Molecul_ai:

theories of c::aze initiation alle pnedictably absent; the
p:resent cnude model-s of the stnucture of amonphous sol_ids
(entailing ttchain endtt and ttlooptt Ievels, etc.) lack cnedi_
bility. As a finst step towands the ultimate goal of a uni-
versally applicable mol-eculan moder, the expenimental diffi-
culties which exist in nesolving the mol-eculan stnuctune of
amonphous polymens need to be ovencome.

Hawa::d tBl has estimated the hydrostatic stness ne-
quined to nucleate a cavity in a pol5rmeric liquid and has

found it to be much lowen than the bulk yield and c::azing
stnesses, at tempenatul?es well unden the glass tnansition
tempenature. For an erastic-plastic solid, a cavity with
nadius n is ín equilibnium with a hydnostatic tension p, as

given by

2oy 2u(In
E

p )+
e 3oy(1-ô)

whene oy = yield stness

ô - Poissonts ratio
0 = intenfacial tension of the void
E = elastic modulus.

The finst tenm nepnesents the str,ess necessany to
expand the void against the nesistance to plastic flow, and

depends upon sol-vent content and tempenatu::e. rt appears

r
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that if cavitation pnoceeded fnom a single void, and p

rlepresents the hydrostatic cavitation stness, then the

necessary condition fon initiation,

p< o
v

would not be met. By suggesting coopenative nucl-eation at

a numben of voids occur?s, Haward explains how this pnedica-

ment can be oveltcome I Ba] .

Andnews and Bevan [g], use a simil-an theony in explain-
ing c?aze initiation in solvent cnazing. The stness-dil_ated

tip r:egion in this instance is swollen by the solvent: so

that o at the tip is lowen than o__ of the burk polymen, andv-y
now p < o,, (bulk). They \^rere abl-e to combine the cavitation

J

theony of Hawand with the equations fon the sunface wonk of
e?aze fo::mation, and obtained good connel_ation with expeni-

mental- :resul-ts .

The theory of Gent lIr2l pnoposes that a cnitical
stress at the tip of a chance nick on flarnr is requined to
bning about a trglass-to-nubbei:tt tnansition. This tnansition
is considered equivalent to the nonmal- glass to ::ubbei: tnans-

ition, which takes place at a stness-dependent transition
tempenature T(D); T(D) neaches the test-tempenatune at a

critical dilatant stress, Dc. The moreculan model is that
moleculan motion becomes possibÌe when the free volume

incnease (from the dilatant stness) exceeds a critical value.
The cnitical dilatant stness is given by Fen::y []_321, when the

fnee volume is increased by volume expansíon in excess of
'Lir¿-L ch¿-r'd.cLer'isLic c-rf the glassy state only, by
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D (r r)

ane

in
are

(o,
l?

the

the

the

0, ) (C - C )gre

coefficients of thermal expansion

rubbeny and glassy states, and

corre sponding compnessibil-itie s .

c ùò

where cl¿ . cr,T' g

ctbn cI

By observing that the hydnostatic pressune has a

lineal dependence upon the glass tnansition tempenature l2l,

Gent obtains an equation nel-ating the tensile stness needed

fon development of a thin band of softened material;

tß (r T)+Pl/yoÞ

where = critical value of the applied tensil-e str.ess

= a coefficient related to the pnessure

dependence of T,

= glass tnansition tempenatune

= test temper-atu:re

= sti:ess intensity facton at the fIaw.

Vrlhen the local stress at the flaw tip is maintained

at -o^, the tnansformation of more polymen from the glassy toc'
the ::ubbery state will occun, but when o" is sufficiently

high to cause defonmation of the glassy polymen (- E/3) then

the craze matten can no longen be considened to be i:estnained

between two nigid negions, so that the dilatant stness is no

longe:: enhanced at the tip. Under these conditions genenal

plastic yielding occurs. The cnitical glassy-to-nubbeny

tnansition described above, is a step in the total sequence

of craze development, which Gent pnoposes to be:

o

oc

ß

Tg

T

k
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(a) pr:oduction of a lange dilatant stress at a chance

nick on fl-aw

(b) transition fnom a glassy to a soft nubbeny state

and (c) cavitation of the tnansfonmed matenial.

The effect of both compatible and incompatibl-e stness

crazj-ng agents is then discussed. Compatible liquids cause

swelling in the absence of stness, and the degnee of swelling

increases with dil-atant stness tfOl. The glass tnansition

tempenature is effectively neduced, and so the value of õ.

is lowened. 0f interest is the finding that the swelling

ability of incompatible liquids is greatly enhanced by

dil-atant stress; and so material at a flaw tip will select-

ively undei:go softening. The cnazing mechanism is abl-e to

account fon the powenful stness-induced c::azing effect of

weakly swelling liquids.

Expeniments using poly (methyl methacnylate) (PMMA)

unden biaxial stness conditions have enabled Stennstein et

al- tlll and Bowden and Oxbonough ll2l to develop craze ini-
tiation cnitenia in terms of a stness bias. Ster.nstein

showed that a finite hydnostatic tensile str.ess was ::equined;

Bowden and Oxbonough developed the equation for initiation.

vo
2

+B
o +O

2I

where v =

Ao1

A

B

2

o

Poissons natio

tempenatune dependent constant

a time and temper:atune dependent constant

majon, mino:: pnincipal stness, respectively

stress bias

or' o

2
and o 1
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ü/hen

c 1 \o Z is tnue,

then a stnain crite::ion for. cnazíng,,

Ar/ Br
P

can be pnoposed.

P is the hydnostatic tension, and At, Bt ar.e dependent

upon the environment. The dependency of craze initiation
upon stress is not clean in this theory, although it is
known that the finst stress invaniant, r (ttre sum of the

thnee majon stnesses) needs to be gneaten than zero. There

may also be a cnitical value of the major principal_ tensile s

stress fon craze initiation to arise.
A 'rtwo-dimensional equilibnium model_il is used by

Knight trgl to explain stness-cnazing in thermoplastics.
rt is based on a numbei: of assumptions; stnesses must nemain

finite because linear- mechanics equations have been used, and

significantly, it is assumed that arr stnesses at the craze

sunface al?e perpendicula:: to the J-ong axis of the craze ( a

condition which cleanly fails at on nean the c.raze tip).
The non-nonmal- stresses which ar?e nequined at the cnaze tip
ane ignoned. rnternal and extennal- stness distributions
ane detenmined fon the model, which assumes that craze matten

compnises 'ttenacious elongated fibnil-stt. when the fibr.ils
of the c?aze matenial are elongated, rronientation handeningrt

causes stness intensification to occur at the craze bulk
intenface, pneventing genenar elongation; instead cnazes pno-

pagate.

Ee o

+e c
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In this paper, Knight admits that no allowance has

been made fon stness or temperature cnitenia fon the síze of

cllazes, and whilst the assumptions used cannot be ignored,

the concept of orientation handening as a Process which pro-

motes craze gnowth rather than normal yielding is val-uable.

More recently, Knight i14l has attempted to relate

molecufar sti:uctune with fnacture toughness in polymers '

It is considened that the initiation of a ttcraze-fractureft

(ttre fonmation of a coaze, followed by nupture of the 1ow-

density c?aze matenial-) is related to the 'tstress-defonmation

function'r of the matenial. The PaPen appears to be a plre-

liminary attempt to con:relate bnittle ductil-e behaviour with

stress-defo::mation parametens, taking into account the ireal-

ity of craze fonmation befone fnacture. It is un-substanti-

ated by a thorough mathematical- analysis '

A veny different approach has been used by Matsuo and

coworke::s [15116]. They have embedded soft and hard ball-s

into a polystyrene matnix, and have studied the effect of

alte::ing the distance between balls uPon stness cnazing'

!'lith nubber balls, crazi-ng initiates at the equaton (pi:e-

dicted by all theories), but when steel ball-s \^lel?e used,

cnazing developed at an angle of 37o fnom the applied stress

dinection, suggesting that a maximum stnain on maximum strain

energy is the cornect cnitenia to use (dilation Pnoposes

maxima at 0o, principal stness at 25o and shear str:ess at

44o). The later papen t16l shows how by using different

spacings, the cornect criter.ia is maximum strain. The

dilatation mechanisms of Gent lIr2l and Kambour t17l ane

thenefore t,athel' suspect, although the evidence of Matsuo
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nequines further verification, panticulanly in the absence

of molding artifacts (onientation, stresses etc.).
Clearly thene nemains a gneat deal of cont:rovensy

about the mechanism of eraze initiation. ultimatery, the

r:elevance of t'inhei:ent flawstr, the real critenia fon cnazing,

and the fundamental reasons for crazes to exist at all, may

only be known when the mol-ecul-an stnuctune is more cleanJ_y

def ined. One shouf d be awane, ho\n/ever, that when metarl_ur-

gists who wished to determine the mechanism of fnactune in
metals expended large amounts of effect into developing an

atomic-level understanding, they met with rittre success.

(The bi:eakthrough came instead fnom a continuum appnoach

where the stiress field was necognised as the important para-

meter. )

2.2.2. Cnaze Growth

Cnazes enlange by simultaneous areal development and

thickening.

Thicken of Cnazes

This aspect is expenimentally more difficurt to study

and the kinetics have not been thonoughly investigated.
Thickening may occur in any of thnee ways:

(a) in the eanly stages tnansfonmation of bul-k mater-

ial above and below the craze to craze matter,
(b) viscous dnawing of the c?aze substance

and (c) viscoel-astic defonmation of c?aze fil-aments l2l.
rn glassy polymens with no hostile environment, Kambour

tl8l considens that clrazes thicken by extension of ci:aze

matenial- alneady pnesent. 0n1y nean the craze tip is new

c?aze matter created. The intenfaee between the cltaze zone
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and the bulk polymen is veny narl?ow, suggesting that the

tnansfonmation from bulk polymen to filaments is sudden.

Vlhen long filaments are Seen in environmentally stress

crazed polymens, fon example, it apPears that flow must con-

tinue fnon the bulk Polymer into the craze region. A

ttvaulted archrt configunation at the intenface, associated

with latenal tensile components (which rnay assist void forma-

tion) is proposed t191.

Kinetics of Craze Growth

No adequate experiments have been documented which

correlate aneal c?aze grol^Ith with time or tempei:atune. The

kinetic studies of craze elongation unden restnicted test

conditions (discussed below) are of limited usefulness,

because quantitative analysis is complicated by an even-

changing stness-fiel-d at the leading edge of the craze.

Regel l20l found two elongation nates when he measuned

craze gnowth versus the applied body stress of polystynene

at room tempenature. \nlhil-st the first r:ate was immeasu::ably

fast, the second nate was sl-ow and constant. Ït was latei:

shown that shean band annest competed with craze gnowth in

the second stage. Ul-timately ) ctaze gnowth decelenates

because of homogeneous cneeP nean the craze tip. I¡lhen

conditions near the c?aze tip favon nonmal ductil-e yielding

craze gnowth ceases.

Higuchi l2l-l found with PMMA and a constant stnain rate

that the length of the craze incneased linearly with incneased

fog strain nate,

d (dc)
l-.ê.

dt
ßê
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\nihere è is the

plane

stnain rate no::maf to the growth

and ßisa

of the c?aze

constant.

This equation allows fon the obsenvation that with

incneasing stnain rate, the density of crazes at fnacture

incneased. The dependence of both craze initiation and

growth on temperatuné and st::ain rate needs to be known so

that coaze density can be pnedicted. Appanently ínitiation

is mone sensitive to strain nate than is craze gnowth).

Stennstein and Sims l22f conducted experiments under'

veny dif fenent conditions. lrlhen stnaining a Prenotched

PMMA test-piece in ethanol-waten mixtunes, they measured

envinonmental stness crazing with a second gnowth nate fasten

than the fii:st. They incl-ude the commonly obsenved induc-

tion time, to, in the equation fon constant load conditions,

whene l_s the craze length

the elapsed time

a rate constant.and K is

lrlhen the stress is incneased, both K

exponentially.

The changing molecular conditions at

gnowth pnoceeds is acknowledged by Knight

time incneases, molecular orientation (and

1c K 1og 1J¡
t

o

I c

t l_s

and t decnease
o

the c?aze tip as

t131. As etapsed

so craze tip
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bluntening) inhibits aneal- craze gnowth. This bulk flow

has a gneaten temperature dependence than has craze gnowth,

so that lower tempenatures favon long, thin crazes and high

aneal gnowth nates. At high tempenatuues, aneal gr"owth is
slowen, and the tip is blunten. Consequently, thick, shont

crazes usually fonm.

2.2.3. Cpaze Bneakdown - Cnack Initiation and Gnowth

When a c?aze in a polymen is no 1onger stable, because

either it has become so thick that the elongated cnaze matten

finally fnactunes, on the mechanical- pnoperties of the craze

matter have become adver.sely affected by the envinonment,

then cnack initiation and pnopagation occur. The two pno-

cesses ) c?aze breakdown and cnack initiation, al?e one and

the same thing. 0n1y at cnyogenic tempenatunès can tnue

brittle fnactune, the fonmation of two fnesh sunfaces with-
out plastic defonmation, occr'ul t231. The forlowing aspects

of craze breakdown wil-l be discussed:

(a) the conditions fon cnack initiation
(b) the gnowth of cnacks within c?azes)

and (c) the pnopagation of cnacks beyond precnazed negions.

Craze Bireakdown Cnack Initiation
I"lost theories which apply to craze bneakdown ane unsub-

stantiated in moleculan tenms, because the micromo:rphology is
not known. The practical difr'iculties of obsenving such

napid changes have yet to be overcome.

Munr.ay and Hull l24r27f have pnoposed the sequence:

craze thickening, with sma1l void negions deveroping about

nelatively macnoscopic heteno-geneities, enlanging and

finally coel-escing to fonm a cavity within the craze. At
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a cnitical stage the cavity develops into a crack which

moves through the centre of and para11el to the cTaze mater-

ial; cavities which form in fnont of the cnack merge into it

as the crack gno\^ts.

Four types of molecular Processes ane impticated in

craze bneakdown and cnack p:ropagation l2B r29l. They are

the formation of cavities, plastic fl-ow, viscoelastic b:reak-

down, and molecul-ar nupture. Viscoelastic breakdown requires

the most energy, whereas nuptur.e has only a small nequirement

t301.

Conjectune exists about the nature and importance of
t'inhenent flawsfr. If a veny small- flaw is able to initiate

fnactune, then it is expected that eveny crazed matenial-

would be velly susceptible to c::acking, and would superf ic-

ially fracture at 1ow elongations. If large fl-aws are

::equired fon cr-ack initiation, then foneign inclusions or

othen macroscopic heterogeneities may be necessany befone

craze bneakdown will occutl. Iirihile it migfrt Ue possible

that the ultimate stnength of the material is limited by

íntr.insic fl-aws, which can develop into plastic and visco-

elastic flaws, the estimation of stnength and ener-gy r-equire-

ments to pnopagate c::acks using intrinsic flaw theonies is

beset with pnoblems.

Growth of Cnacks in Pnecrazed Material

When the work nequined to fnacture a glassy polymer is

measui:ed, it is found to be greaten than would be expected

just to form two new sunfaces, but less than that needed to

sever eveny bond which initial-ly Passed through the fracture

plane. ft is no\^I accepted that a cnack passing thnough a

polymen is pneceeded by a zorre of cnazed material, so that
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much of the surface wonk is consumed in the for"mation and

disformation of craze matten. lr/hen it is assumed that a

gnowth theonies to all-ow fon the pr?esence of the craze.

Growth of a small crack in a lange craze is much easier than

in a sma1l craze, because not only is the craze matter

alneady extended in the lange craze, but no ne\^r craze maten-

ial needs to be created [31132].

The model for a cnack is modified by inconponating

a craze zone, which ís shown in Fig. 2

length of the crack is 2a and that of

.1 [ 33,34] , where the

the craze is ,^,

a

bulk
Fig. 2 .I

I¡lhen uniaxial- stness p is applied

__l

ane

and the yield stress

related by the

a- âp

ap

-l- a

l-

P

is py, then the values of a and

equation

?

o'

p

PY a
P

craze

Cos
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It can be shor^rn that undelr adiabatic conditions, a

c;'.aze of constant thickness should proceed a nunning crack.

By analogy with fractune theory in metals, a criterion

for fnactune which may be used is the cnitical crack opening

displacement ô" is a measulre of the separ:ation of the frac-

tune faces at the tip of a cnack; if O exceeds a centain value,

then the crack g?o\^ls. It is defined by the equation

2

Py

K
õ
o c

E

where K

and E

is the stress intensity facton

is Youngts Modulus.

A linea:: fnactune mechanics aPpnoach can be used t35l

if it is assumed that test temperatulles a::e much less than

the glass tnansition (Tg), and that only 1ow stnesses ane

applied. Fon fnactune to occul?, the cnack must be above

a cnitical length, Co, fo:: each set of test conditions.

If a cnack pre-exists, then pnopagation witl occulr only if

ô is above a critical value r oll if the stness intensity

facton, KI, existing at the típ, is above the cnitical

value, Kïc. Fon fnactune mechanics to be used it is nec-

essary to assume that the rrene:rgy losing zor:rerr about the

cîaze tip is small- companed with the ove:raIl cnack length

(not valid for a small cnack in a lange craze). The

el-astic non-lineanity of glassy polymens al-so casts some

doubt upon the validity of these cnitenia.
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Another theony which has been adapted from "brittle

solid'r studies is the energy balance appnoach t361. I,Vhen

the strain enengy neleased by the body is gneaten than or

equal to the energy requined to cause c::ack extension, a

crack propagates.

l-.e âe

ÐA

intenfacial area of the crack,

T

where A

and e

is the

is the total elastic energy.

The surface wonk, T, in glassy Polymers r is always

much gneaten than the true sunface enel?gy, because of plastic

defor"mation at the tiP, and viscoelastic extension of craze

mateirial. Kambour [14120] has calculated that the contni-

bution made to the total su::face work are:

sunface enengy of the holes in the craze l.Seo

plastic \^/oltk in craze formation L6eo

viscoelastic extension of enaze matter + 
B2.Seorupture

At Iow temperatures, the cnack is initiated at the

sunface step and passes thnough only a very thin c?aze zorre;

veny little viscoelastic deformation occur:s, so that the

suirface work is much closer to the true sunface energy t37].

Othen theonies have been proposed which nely on two

assumptions; that no neI^I craze matten is created du::ing cnack

gnowth in the craze, and that all work done is viscoelastic

in nature, even at l-ow elongations t38l. These nestnict the

theonies to particular situations onIy, such as eanly cnack

gnowth in a lange, matune cîaze-
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2.2.4. Advanced Crack Pnopagation

T'he transition from a cnack growing within a pnefonmed

craze to one continuing to gl?o\^I beyond the coaze is accom-

panied by a change in the monphology of the c?aze layer seen

on the fnactune sui:face. This is the result of a transition

fr.om nuptune of well-developed craze filaments, to rupture of

the veny restnicted craze which pneceeds the cnack. Cnaze

formation in fnont of a cnack with high velocity is panticul-

arly hindened. Other complications such as secondany cnack

initiation, make analysis of fnactune sunfaces complicated;

some of the differ-ent phenomena which may anise ' with theiir

effect upon the fnactune sunface monphology, alle descnibed

below.

cnacks enlarge sIowly at finst, thnough the midplane

of the cTaze 132f. As the velocity increases, fnacture may

occur along the cnaze-bulk polymen in-ierface 1241, until at

veny high velocities the ci:ack can oscil-Iate fnom one inten-

face to the other [25139], or jutnp over to a secondany coaze

[40r4f]. In nylons, el-ectnon micnoscopy has nevealedtfsub-

micnocnacksIt in strained f ilaments , which may intei:act with

the main cnack fnont t421.

When the craze matten is highly elongated, cnack pno-

pagation is reJ-atively slow; as the cnack proceeds 'lhrough

a narltlo\^i crazeð zone, or into initially uncrazed polymer',

the crack velocity inci:eases. The extent of eraze develop-

ment when sfow cnack gnowth changes to crack pnopagation is

determined by the viscoel-astic deformation dependence upon

molecufan weight and other matenial pnopenties t431.

lrlhen a crack passes through a polymer, with localised

crazíng occunning in fnont of the cnack tip, the stness
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intensification may be sufficiently high to enable cnazing

to initiate above and below the main cnack tnajectony t401.
This frsecondary craze fonmationrt often occurs when cr\aze

initiation is favoned ovel? craze defonmation (fon example,

in high moleculan weight polymens, on at low test tempena-

tunes). \,vhen the cnack velocity is high, ,cÐaze jumpingrr

can occur [44r45]. rt is possible to deter"mine an optimum

cnack velocity fon minimal secondany craze formation.
At noom temperatur?e, the craze area in porystyi:ene is

lange befone cavitation to initiate a cnack begins. conse_

quently slow cnack gnowth occurs thnough precnazed material_

1267, and so ftpatchyrr sunfaces a::e pnoduced by seconda:ry

fnactune as desc::ibed by Munnay and Hul_l- 124f. lrthen sl_ow

craek gnowth invol-ves genenation of new craze matten (as

occut?s in PMMA at room tempenatune ) a smooth sunface is plro-
duced.

The nesidual cîaze layen on the fnactune sunface has

been shown using a vaniety of methods l2e, 46-+9l to be

similar in natune to whole craze matten. For e><ample,

polystynene has craze filaments between 0.01 and 0.Ospm in
diameten [s0-s2] and f::om 0.r to 2.8 ym long ts3l. The

stabil-ity of such filaments depends upon the polymen type,
the tempenatune and the natune of the envinonment.

At low temper:atunes, the cnack always initiates at
the surface of the specimen although it is difficur_t to dis-
celrn a heterogeneity at the onigin. Th.ene appeans to be

no slow-gnowth stage, because viscoel_astic defonmation is
inhibited. stnesses associated with the sunface steps
ane considened to cause cnack initiation [16r37rs4].
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Three aspects of advanced failune in polymens ane

poo:rly undenstood. Fir-st, the inf luence of f laws and onien-

tation upon secondai:y crazing and fnacture is not known;

second, how the cr.ack velocity and stnain nate changes the

fi:actune morphology has not yet been pnecisely determined,

and finallyr flo qualitative wor.k has been carried out on

semibrittle (low temperatune) fnactune in glassy polymells.

2 .2 .5. Morphol-osv of Cnazes in Gl-assv Polvmens

The monphology of cnazes in glassy polymers is relat-

ively well known and has been extensively reviewed by

Rabinowitz and Beardmone t31l and Kamboun t551. The mone

impontant features of crazes in glassy polymens will be

discussed with the thought in mind that any differences on

similanities between crazing in semicrystalline polymer:s wil-l-

help in the el-ucidation of envinonmental stness cnazing.

Crazes in most matenials l?esemble cnacks in that they

aï-e nat?ïro\^/ zones caused by heter-ogeneous stnain behaviou::.

The matenial within the zone has diffenent physieal propen-

ties from the suri:ounding polymen. Fon example, crazes have

different refnactive indices which make them discennabl-e in

tr.anspanent polymers. The majon obsenvabl-e diffei:ence

between cnacks and cr:azes is that the crazes are fíIled with

highly voided and elongated matten which still has a load-

bearing capacity [50r57]. In isotnopic polyme:rs, crazes

elongate at night angles to the majon pnincipal stness axis.

The initiation of crazing, and the transition fnom unc::azed

to cnazed polymen is poonly understood; Some cunnent theor'-

ies will be discussed in a subsequent section. The stnuc-

tur.e of plastically defonmed polymer within the c?aze is,

howeven, well cha:ractenised, and appeans to be similan fon



all glassy Polymers

An indication

Fig. 2.2 .

ló.

over a wide range of

of the geometny of a

conditions.

c?aze is shown in

oooo o

D

Fig. 2 .2

Each craze comprises rlascent craze matte:r at the tip

(A), matune craze matenial (B), a bulk-polymen-craze inte::-

face negion (C), and a sunface discontinuity (D). A well

developed craze may be as thick as 4¡rm and have an ar-ea of
_^2 2abou-E tU Inm

Tip Region (A)

This region is nanrow, generally having a thickness

of no more than 0.01pm lU rSB]. The frfreshrr c?aze is

sponge-like, with intenconnected t171, sphenical voids,

shown by tnansmission electnon micnoscopy and X-ray diffrac-

tion to also be about 0.01pm in diameten. The pnoduction

of the ne\^l cuaze matter and the unifonmity of the voids ane

both incompletely undenstood. The angle fonmed by the
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Craze matten has been characterised using transmission

and scanning electnon microscopy, X-nay diffnaction and

numerous othen physical methods 17 rl-7 )Lg)24-26 )28t61r621.

The density of the dny craze matten can be detenmined [17 '63]
using the Lor:enz-Lonenz equation:

2

craze wa1Is near the tiP is

at a distance of fnom 10 to

thickness, the sides of the

Craze Matten (B)

n

whene p

and

very small (fnom 2 to loo) [7 r59];

50 times the eventual craze

cîaze ane panaIIe1 t601.

c 11

+2 o'c

p
2

nc

1.

pc

= the specific nefnaction of the polymer

= the craze nefractive index

= the density of the c?aze

lrlhen stresses are 1ow, newly fonmed crazes have been

shown from density measuuements to contain 50 to 60qo polymer',

whereas the fr-actune sunface of polystynene (after extensive

elongation) contains only 35eo polymen tl8l. The factons

which determine the coarlseness of the craze matten are not

known. Tnansmission electnon micnoscopy of a variety of

amo::phous ploymens has revealed that the void diameter of

matur.e craze matenial is about 0.02 Um: at l-ow elongation

[..g. 7rI7 r19161163]. Although the polymen within the

c?aze zorre may be strain-handened and so have a highen tnue

modulus than the unoniented bulk polymen, when the lange

void content is taken into account, the craze is compliant,
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as sho\nln in Fig. 2.3 l29r44l'

+
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Fig. 2.3 ,

At lange elongations, Beahan and cowonkers t64l have

observed the microstnuctune of cnazes in solvent-cast and

bulk polystynene. Five fibnil stnuctures can be seen and

they praopose that craze development occulls aS shown in Fig'

2.4.
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The transition fnom c::azed to uncnazed polymer- is

always found to be abrupt. The interface (C) is considered

to be no thicker than 0.002 um t69l; further Pnogress is

restnicted by the resolution limit of replicas and ,"-rrìrr,,

electnon micr.oscopy. The thin sections used in tnansmission

electron micnoscopy give no thnee-dimensional infonmation

about the stnuctune of the intenface.

Sunface Discontinuitie s (D)

Crazes initiate at the surface of a specimen, unless

a suppression agent is pnesent t651. As the c?aze gnows,

sunface discontinuities (D) develop. They may exist as

lips of uneven height t661, which ane associated with erazíng

unde:: most conditions, or as shanp steps which fonm when

narlr?o\^/ crazes ane produced at low temperatui:es t67]. Each

type is repnesented in Fig , 2.5.

I

ï

bw

temp

normal

temp.

Fig. 2.s

The edge groove nesults fnom consti:ained Poisson con-

tnaction as the matenial within the craze extends 1287; the

síze of the sunface discontinuity can give an indication of

the síze of the craze tl8l. The step seen at Iow tempel?a-

tunes may behave as a stness-intensifying notch, which can
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pï.omote cnack gnowth in the thin c?aze [37168]; this explains

\^7hy cTaze matten only expe::iences low elongation befone frac-

ture. It is not understood why the heights of the lips are

unequal, non why step production occulls '

2.3 Theonetical As ects of Polvmen-Salt Intenaction

The appnoach adopted in tiiis pant of the neview

is outtined beIow.

stness-crazing in polyamides is a consequence of the

weakening of secondary for.ces between adjacent polymen

chains. It is impontant to necognize the fonces which

exist before treatment, and to be a\^7are of the urays in which

salts and sol-vents may intenfene with the seconda¡y fonces '

,I'he physical pnopenties of polyamide and nelated poly-

mers is outl-ined first, âs a knowledge of them is fundamental

to the compnehension of thein behaviour in a hostil-e environ-

ment. In particulan, synthetic polyamides and polyamino

acids have been selected as being representative of two

classes of polymen having a similar primary stnuctune (in

that both have amide gnoups), but different secondary

stnuctune.

In addition, much intenest has centred around the

l_atter group, because of their biological significance,

with the advantage that many stud.ies of cation-polyamino

acid interactions have been reponted'

some of the theoretical- aspects of polynelr - small

molecul-e interactions ane then discussed. The factons

which detenmine whethen a solvent is taken uP by a polymen'

and the types of interactions which may occur between saltt

solvent and polymer, alre given. Predictions are made about
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the conditions which would favor uptake of salts and sol-vents

into the polymer.

The next section examines more closely the evidence fon

amide salt intenaction which is pr-ovided by model compound

studies. The expeniments cited have llePercussions fon both

synthetic and biol-ogical polyamides. The results al?e often

less complicated than those obtained for macnomolecules, but

can be applied to polymers, if the ad<1itional influence of

the síze of the polymer is acknowledged.

Fina1ly, review of the l-iteratune descnibing inten-

actions between polyamide-type polymers and a variety of

salts, both anhydrous and in solution is given. These

results have particular nelevance to the stness-crazing of

polyamides which is to be described at length in the nemainde::

of the thesis.

2.3.I. Polymer Propenties

Polymer.s which are stnongly affected by salts and salt

solutions are those in which the polymer molecules are att-

racted togethe:r by polan secondany fonces. In other words,

ion-dipole, dipole-dipole and hydrogen bonding fonces ane

those most affected by highly polan on ionic envinonments.

A list of some polymens which can have polan interchain

secondany fonces is given in Table 2.I. along with the types

of secondar:y fonces which aire most impontant fon each Poly-

men.

Many of these polymens may have thein intenchain forces

(and consequently thein secondar-y str.uctune) modified when

subjected to a highly ionic envinonment. It wil-l- be con-

venient, however, to discuss the possible intenactions
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between only a few polymens and the envinonment. Polyarnides

and polyamino acids (the latten occunning in nature as

pnoteins) have been sel-ected to represent polan polymers,

and it is assumed that comments made about them can apply,

in genenal tenms, to the othen polymens.

Polyamides (on nylons) alre a family of synthetic poly-

mers in which non-poIa:r, hydnophobic methylene segments alre

linked by the amide group, -NH-CO- (poIan and hydnophilic).

The -CHZ- segments are flexible whilst the amide gnoup pot-

entially has the ability to fonm hydnogen-bonds with neighbour-

ing chains. The amide gnoups can thenefone be reganded as

being able to neduce the flexibil-ity of the chain. Hence

the spacing of the amide gnoups (on the length of the methy-

l-ene segments ) will- affect both the ovenall flexíbil-ity and

polan natune of the polymen. The effect of incneasing the

spacing of polan gnoups upon the cnystalline melting point

is shown in Fig. 2.6 t691.
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Nylons whic:h have amide gnoups elosely spaced together.

ane able to absorb lar.ger quantities of polan molecul-es than

when the amide groups are wide apant. In the thr.ee

lö, Polyam¡des

(d, d-^m¡no ôc¡d ælymeß

lc, Polyurethãnes

(c) Polyesteß
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coÍrmercially impoi:tant poÌymers depicted in Fig. 2 -7 , the

spacing of amide gnoups in nylon 11 is larger than in the

other two polyamides, and it is found to abso:rb smallen

quantities of water than nylon 6 o:r 66.

Some nylons may assume diffenent cnystallognaphic forms.

Adjacent chains may in some cases have the same orden of

appearance of functional gnoups (ttpanalIeltt) r oF in othen

cases the onder- may be r:eversed in each consecutive chain

(t'antipanallelt') (Fig. 2.8). The potential fon hydnogen

bonding, and the interchain spacing are affected, and so it

is impontant to distinguish between these fonms of ny1on.

I'rTithin the context of this discussion, the most impont-

ant facet of nylons is the interchain hyd::ogen bonditg, the

geometny and strength of which will- be detenmined by the

nelative position of adjacent chains. Van den ltlaalrs foi:ces

and otherl non-polar inter.actrlons a::e not nelevant to polar-

ionic interactions and will not be considered funthe::.

In polyamino acids, thene are two impontant stnuctunal

diffenences fnom nylons. The finst is that intnamolecul-a:r

hydnogen bonding occurls, panallel to the molecular traxisrr

( in nytons interchain bonding penpendicul-an to the mol-ecular.

ttaxistt occui:s). A stabil-i-zed helical mol-ecule is produced,

which is shown diagr.amatically in Fig. 2.9 t701.
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Hydrogen
bonding

etc.
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The othen major differ:ence is that the side-gnoups may

be one of twenty or more different stnuctures. In synthe-

tic polyamirio-acids, it is usual fon one side-gnoup to be

repeated along the chain, but in p::oteins a complex stnucture

is inevitably encountened. Some of the side-gnoups ar.e high-

ly polar, and so will affect not only the confonmation of the

pnotein mo1ecu1e, but also stnongly influence intenactions

between the pnotein and its envinonment. Examples of side-

groups encountered in pnoteins aue shown below (Fig. 2.10).

2

arganane R- CH 
2 

- CH 
Z- CH Z-NH- 

C = NH

glutamic acid R-CH2-CHZ

R-CH -0H2

R

NH

serane

Fig. 2.L0 .

-c00H
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Most significant is the disnuption by salts of hydnogen

bonds ( similan in both polyamides and polypeptides , with a

bond energy of approximately 30KJ/mo1e and a spacing (x in

Fig. 2.1,I) of 0.295 nm IZf].). In poJ-ypeptides the hydnogen

bonding may be slightly modified when larger sidegnoups ane

attached to adjacent carbon atoms (marked C:'r).

CH
CH,

H
I
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H

I
N

\

1
xl-
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o

CH

*

2

2

Fig. 2 .II.

Stnong hydnogen bonding is possible in polyamides

because the amide oxygen may neadily neduce its bond onder.

An electnon pair on the nitrogen can t:ransfen towards the

canbonyl oxygen: so that the tautomer shown in Fig.2.I2 is
possible. The atoms -NH-CO- are coplanan, making the defoc-

al-isation of the el-ectnons possibl-e.

H\
\ c,/'

CHz\ \
Hrô*

N
+
N

H
I

-.N

I

o
+>

c/ CHz\

lt
o

Fig. 2 .L2.

N-alkylation inhibits hydnogen bonding with the resul-t

that only weaker dipole-dipole forces nemain; the polymen

is l-ess crystalline, and has a reduced melting point and
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yield point. (A1kyl gnoups attached to the nitnogen will

afso stenically hinden chain alignment and so also be a

contributing factor. )

2.3.2. PolYmer Interactions with Sal-ts and Solvents

An empirical system has been developed fon predicting

the compatibility between solvents and polymens, which had

oniginated from wonk by Hildebrand and Scott 1721. A

solubility panameter, ô, which oniginally was nelated only

to the cohesive forces between molecules, \^IaS assigned to

each polymer and solvent.

It was then pnoposed that solvents would intenact

stnongly with polymers having the same ô value, and a solu-

tion would resul-t. lrlhen small diffe:rences of ô existed,

the solvent \n7as only capable of swelling the polymen.

The values of solubility pa:rametens fo:r non-po1an

polymers have generally p:roven to be satisfactoi:y when inter.-

action with non-polar sol-vents alre considei:ed. Modified

solubility parameters whieh include the effects of polan

gnoups in polymens have however not been satisfactoryo

indicating that intenaction of polar gnouPs is somewhat mone

complex than that suggested by Hansen [73r74]. The concept

of solubi]ity panametens is discussed funther in section

2.4 .

rt can be predicted that smal-l polar molecul-es capable

of penetrating the bulk polymen would be most Iikely to dis-

nupt hydnogen bonding between polyamide chains. This is

confinmed by noting the known solvents and mol-ecufes absonbed

by nytons shown in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2.

MoJ-ecul-es absonbed bY nYlons.

NAME FORMULA

(n
tsz
Erl

Flo(n

m-cresol c6H4 ( oH) 
2

phenol c
6

H
5

OH

formic acid HC02H

2 13 tetrafluoro-
pnopanol cHF2 -CE Z-CH2-oH

Chlonal hydnate cc13-cHO+H20
Ì ccr3-cH(oH)2

z
O
Ff

z
Êo

â
Ê'l
Éú
O
CN
co

methyl alcohol cH30H

wate:: H
2

0

othen aliphatic
alcohols R-CH20H

methyl cyanide CH
3

CN

benzyl alcohol- coHscH20H
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Alttheliquidsli-stedai:ecapableofinterfering

with hydnogen bonding. In addition, the solvents for poJ-y-

amides have a deshielded proton, resulting fnom efectron

withdrawal a\^7ay from the O-H bond. The enhancement in the

acidity of this hydrogen enables each of these compounds to

dissolve the PolYmen.

small protic molecules including water and methyl

alcohol ane absorbed into the polyarnide matnix when the

length of the hydnophobic methylene segments in the chain

is smal1 (for example, in nylon 6 or 66). Hydnogen bonding

can occu:r between the sol-vent mol-ecules and polyamides, as

shown in Fig . 2.13 (atcohols may only hyd.rogen bond as in A

and not as in B, because they ane not dipnotic) t751.

\
CH

CHt

oH-
c

N

H2c :Q ......H

H_N
\ C:O

H

B
C:O

Fig. 2 .L3 .

Interactions between n electrons in some solvent

molecules and the polymer amide group al-so aPPeans to be

significant. concentrations of benzyl alcohoI, much highen

than cyclohexanol, can be absorbed into nylon 6 [76]. Even

when the diffenence in the dimensions and shape of the two

cyclic compounds is taken into account, it :remains clean that

the aromaticity in the ning promotes increased uptake'

2

H
A

o
.H
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Sa1t-solvent interactions a:re well understood; only

a bnief suÍmary is given below.

Cations have unfilled electronic onbitals into which

efectnon pains from solvent mol-ecules may be accommodated.

The coondinate bonds between small molecules such as water

o:: methyl alcohol and cations are stnong and in dilute solu-

tions the maximum possible numben of solvent molecules will-

be bound to the cation. Many cations, such as most of the

finst peniod tnansition metals, will have six solvent mole-

cules sunnounding each cation in an octahednal stnuctune.

Zi-nc complexes are an exception and usual-Iy fonm tetnahedna

(Fig. 2. 14).

L. L

Co
.L

L.

L

Fig. 2 .I4 .

In dilute solutions, all the ligands will be solvent

molecules but at high concentnation, ther:e may be insuffic-

ient solvent molecules to satisfy the coondination nequine-

ments of the cations, and in this case, anions will also

coondinate to the cation. An example is shown in Fig. 2.1-5.

L
L

.z\:...
L

L"L
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Cations may intenact with appnopniate accepton mole-

cules to pnoduce moleculan adducts. Lindquist 177) defines

the ttdono:?-acceptonrt bonds in these adducts as rrthe inter-

action between donor and accepton molecules leading to the

formation of an adduct molecule which exhibits an increased

coordination and an associated gain in enengytt. Donor mole-

cules have one on more lone pains of electrons which fonm

the bond with ttre accepton; the electrons often come fnom

oxygen. Examples of dono:: molecules are urea, simple ali-

phatic amides and estens; polyamides and polypeptides also

qualify as donors.

Accepton species must be able to incnease on impnove

coondination, by neducing the numben of sha:red bonds. The

enengy density about the acceptor will incnease, and about

the donon, dec::ease. It has been established l77l that

when a donon molecule has two different elements both capable

of neducing their electnon density, then oxygen pnedominates,

when pnesent. fn an amide complex, fo:r example, the donon-
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oxygen instead of

Intenactions
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be between the cation and the carbonyl

the nitrogen t7Bl.

between Polvmer. Salt and Solvent

v,/hen solvent is absent, it is possible that cations

may fonm donon-acceptor bonds with canbonyl glroups existing

in the polyme:r. VrThen solvent is present, a number of al-ter'-

natives ane possible.

Vrlhen the concentnation of both salt and solvent is low

companed with polymen, then only a small numben of secondary

bonds between the polymen chains can be disnupted.

Vlhen the concentration of solvent is high companed

to sal-t, then salt-solvent complexes will- form, and the

canbonyl donors in the polymer chain wil-l- be unabl-e to com-

pete with the excess sofvent for: the cationic coondination

shel1s. Afthough no dinect cation-polymen intenactions ane

pnedicted, the secondany forces between the polymer chains

may stil-l be rnodified by solvent.

lrlhen cations fonm stnong donon-accepton bonds and the

concentration of sol-vent molecules is nelatively 1ow, then

direct inte::action between cation and polymer is possible.

Vlhen the cation fonms very stnong bonds with solvent mole-

cules, then it may be possible fon the sal-t-solvent aggregate

to intenact with the polymen.

2.3.3. Salt-Model Amide Intenactions

The study of the intenaction of salts with monomole-

culan amide-containing molecul-es is helpful in unnavelling

the more complicated intenactions of sal-ts with polyamides.

An advantage in using such compounds is that thene

exists no macnomol-ecu1a:: superstnuctune which night mask the
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evidence of cation-amide binding. In addition, complexes

which are denived from model- amides are easien to isol-ate

and characterise, and interpretation of physieal measurements

(such as infra-red spectra), are often l-ess ambiguous. Once

the natur.e of the binding itself has been detenmined, the

additional consequence of the lange síze of polymers (and

the complexity of proteins) can then be attempted to be

taken into account.

Changes in the physical chemistny of sma11 pnotein

analogues which occul? when treated with both aqueous and

non-aqueous solutions of alkal-i and aIkali'eanth metal- salts

have been measui:ed. Lithium and calcium salts appea:r to

change the propenties of the model amides most, and so have

been the most extensively studied.

Anhydnous lithium penchlonate was shown by Diorio and

cowonker:s t79l to form a complex witfr N-rnethyl pnopionamide

(a model compound fon keratin and other pnoteins). In this

complex a dinect donoi:-acceptor bond between the lithium ion

and the canbonyl oxygen was shown to exist. Howevel?r in

aqueous conditions, waten molecufes competed successfully

with the canbonyl group fon the hydration she1l of the

l-ithium ion.

fn a similan expeniment Bello and Bell-o tB0l obsenved

the inter.action of aqueous Iíthium bromide with N-inethyl

acetamide (N.M.A.) and othen simple amides. They isolated

a molecula:: adduct in which ]ithium cations were sunnounded

by four canbonyl oxygens (from the amides) and two water

mol-ecules. The bnomide anions \^/eue each coondinated to foun

amino-hydnogens and two waten molecules, the latten bnidging

lithium with bromine.
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Ir'/hen IOM aqueous lithium bromide was used, panticipa-

tion of the water molecules in complex formation \^IaS ve:ri-

fied using deuteration expeniments tB0l. The agglomenation

of amides, waten and l-ithium ions caused an increase in the

viscosity of the solution. It was proposed by Be11o and

Bello that the aggnegate now behaved like a very lange mole-

cule. They consider that the lithiun ion increased the

hydrogen bonding potency of the waten mol-ecules by de-shield-

ing the pnoton. Lithium bnomide appeaned to cause a langer

viscosity incnease than lithium chloride, indicating that

the anion has a secondary but significant nol-e in salt-amide

inte::actions.

This work was extended by Be11o, Haas and Be1lo t8ll

by using a variety of atkali and alkali-earth metal- salts.

Viscometry, calimetny and cnystallognaphy wel?e used to show

that only tithium and cal-cium salts inteiracted stnongly with

the model-amide compounds. v'Ihen 6M aqueous salt solutions

\^7ere used, it was found that calcium chloride complexed to

the amide in a simil-a:r way to lithium bromide and lithium

chloride. For the l-ithium: 4 N.M.A. complex, c::ystallo-

gnaphic studies confinmed the identity of the ligands which

had been eanl-ien ProPosed.

The l-ithium bromide - N.M.A. complex had a gneaten

enthalpy of fonmation than the corresponding lithium chlon-

ide analogue. This was explained by suggesting that br:om-

ine intenacts molre strongly with the amino hydnogen than

chlonine, as reflected by the N-H...Bn distance in the

crystal l-attice. The authons also agree with Robinson and

Jencks l}zf, who consider that denatunating salt anions,

upon interaction with amide groups, lost some coo:rdinating

watei: mo]-ecul-es.
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Bal-asubramanian and Shaikh tB3l isol-ated 4:l moleculan

adducts of N.M.A. and dimethyl for"mamide with lithiun bro-

mide and chl-oride. They conf inmed Bell-o and Bellors observ-

ations that tithiurn coordinates directly with few canbonyl

oxygens, under anhydnous conditions, and showed amino

hydnogen-anion binding. Infna-ned spectroscoPy neveafed

that the fnequency of the ca::bon-nitnogen absorption peak

had incneased, and so the nesonance hydnid shown in Fig, 2.L6

hras pnoposed.

Fie. 2.16.

lr/hen waten was pnesent: ho amide spectral shifts wel?e observ-

ed, showing the absence of dinect cation-canbonyl oxygen

bonds.

Lithiun salts \^Iere found to intenact most stnongly

with amides in the orden tentia:ry amides > secondany >

primany, as measuned by heats of reaction under anhydnous

conditions. Irrlhen a variety of lithium salts were dissolved

in liquid amides, the heat of reaction was gneatest for the

penchlonate, and decneased in the orden penchlonate >

bnomide > chlonide > acetate.

Solution studies using waten, salts and the liquid

amides \^rel?e less easy to intenpret. For examPle, N.M.A. in

c-N+
\

/
o

a
¡

o
a

I

IL
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dilute aqueous sol-ution was shown to hydrogen bond pi:efer-

entialty to watei:; only at concentr:ations as high as l-2M

did the interamide hydrogen bonding exceed 50eo tB4l.

Viscosity increases which welle noticed when concentnations

up to 3M lithium chloride r^7ere used r hlelle caused by ttfixingrl

of watei: molecules. Only when the concentration was

increased to 5M did st::ong lithium-waten-amide associations

cause the viscosity to increase funther'. Using calorimetny

and sol-ubility measunements it was shown that lithium salts

bind much more stnongly than either sodium on potassium

salts to waten and amides.

The generality of cation-carbonyl complex formation

ü7as shown by Bul1 and coworkers tBSl when they pnepaned

twenty six adducts of NrN-dimethylacetamide (D.M.A. ), with

salts of fourteen diff erent metal-s. Apai:t from the infra-

i:ed spectnal shift (approximately s0cm-f) which showed

metal-oxygen association in eveny case, thene was al-so evi-

dence that halide ions or: water: mol-ecules often coondinated

to the cation at the aame time as the amide. Significantly,

the only adduct prepaned using a Gnoup I or II metal salt was

lithium perchlorate : D.M.A.

when investigating the mechanism of stness rfcnackingtt

in nylons, Dunn and Sansom t4l used three model compounds

(N-ethy1 acetamide, t-caprolactam and N-methyl-2-pyroLlidone) .

The salts which wene active coul-d be put (using spectnoscopic

evidence) into one of two catego:ries; tyPe I sal-ts; in which

cations bind dinectly to the canbonyl oxygen when in concen-

trated aqueous sol-ution, and Type 2 satts, which modify the

solvent, thus allowing solvent stress cnacking. In the

l-atter case, water molecules bnidge the cation with the amide
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group. Proposed st:ructures for each tyPe of binding

irepiroduced in Fig. 2 .17 t 4l .

al?e
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t¡-rctr
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Fie. 2.L7 .

Salts of Gnoup f and II elements of the peniodic tabl-e

(including tithium halides, calcium chlonide and magnesium

penchlonate) I^/el?e TyPe 2 agents. Salts of the tnansition

elements wene in the Type I category. This nomenclature

will- be adopted in the remainden of this thesis.
õL. 3.4. Evidence for Cation-Polvmer Intenaction

Pnoteins are macnomolecules which compnise a large

numben of amino acids linked by amide bonds. They ane

stnuctural analogues of synthetic polyamides, containing

polar regions which, like polyamides' may associate with

cations. Their biological activity may be modified as pant-

icular tertiany stnuctures alle destroyed and previously

hidden on shielded groups ane made avaiJ-able fon interaction

with the environmental- species. The change in pnotein

activity has widespnead biological uepel?cussions and has

thenefore stimul-ated considenable ::esearch.
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There aue two commonly occurr.ing conditions under:

which protein sti:uctui:e may change. Having l-ocalised sites

of high polarity, pr.oteins are mol?e discriminating towands

cations than synthetic regulan polymers. As a consequence

of the peculian anrangement of the large numben of different

amino acids which make uP the protein; low conceqlnations of

cations may affect the pnoperties of the poÌymer.

The second effect is a nesul-t of vaniations in high

concentnations of salt. !Ùhen the ionic strength of the

medium surrounding the p::otein al-tens, the tentiany str-uctune

of the protein may change. This phenomenon is nelevant to

the pi:openties of synthetic polymens under conditions of

high sal-t concentration, and so is neviewed.

Regular polyamino acids and synthetic optically active

polyamides have been used as models fon pi:oteins; they may

with equal validity be used as model-s for nylons.

Changes in the helical confonmation of poly-L-proline

can be brought about by lithium br-omide in the absence of

waten tB6l. It is considered that unden satunated aqueous

or anhydnous conditions, lithium brornide binds directly at

the peptide linkages, lowening notation about the peptide

bonds. Reversibl-e mutorotation from a right-handed to a

l-eft-handed hel-ix was induced by solvents such as m-creso1,

and chl-oroethanol, as well as the l-ithium salts such as

lithiurn bromide and penchl-orate d.ecreased the vafue of lsP/c

for polyproline, by pnoducing a globular pnotein-salt mixtune,

fnom which a five to one complex of pnoline to lithium sal-t

coul-d be isol-ated. They acknowledge that modification of

the poly-L-proline could be the nesult of:
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i.changesinthepolypeptide-solventintenaction'

ii.bythelithiumsaltsalter:ingthepropertiesof
the solvent,

on iii. salt-binding dinectly to the peptides'

The isolation of l-ithiurn-proline complexes from mixtunes

containing l-ow 1evels of water indicates direct binding'

optical rotatony dispension (o.R.D.) and viscosity

measul:ements were used by Lotan t87] to examine the effect

of lithium chlonide-methanol- solutions uPon poly-lls-(+-

hydroxybutyl)-L-glutamine. VrThen the concentnation of fithium

chlonide was incneased fnom 2 to 4M, a decnease in the vis-

cosity indicated a conformational change fnom semi-nigid

r.ods to disondened chains. As the concentration of lithium

bnomide was further increased fnom 4 to 6M, an inc::ease of

the viscosity of the mixtulle \^7as attributed to tithium bind-

ing between the peptide chains. Lotan ProPoses that the

chl-o::ide anion is solvated by nethanol mol-ecules and the

l_ithium ion-amide complex fonms as suggested by Balasubna-

manian t83l.
Hamoud and coworker-s IAB,89] have al-so used 0.R-D. to

measune the changes in the Physicat p::openties of optically

active polyamides. Of the Gnoup I and If salts tested, only

calcium chloride was found to bind significantly wittr the

amides, and funthen it was shown that direct binding z-ather

than conformational changes occui:ned. A solid-state prePan-

ation of an adduct eompnising cal-cium chl-oride and a diamide

in a mofan natio of l:1 was caiTied out; it had a melting

point of 22SoC compared with l3BoC fon the pure amide.

The intenactions which \^7er1e observed between amide
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groups and salt, as measulled using O'R'D' t \^7ere said by

Hamoud to explain the solubilisation of polyamides in

alcoholic solutions of potassium and calcium chloride'

The depression of the melting point of nylon 6 by

lithium sal-ts \^ras measuned by Valenti et aI t901, but these

results were later found to be ambiguous because of thenmal

degnadation of the unstabitised ny1on. Bianchi and co-

workei:s tgrl made a mone intensive study of the bulk pnopert-

ies of nylon 6 in the plresence of lithium bnomide and chl-or'-

ide. They found that the melt viscosity of the nylon 6 was

inci:easecl when quite low (up to )eo w/w) levels of salt hlere

added, but that the morphology of the sol-id was not signifi-

cantly altered. The cnystalline state of the treated nylon

\^ras complicated by the pl?esence of both ¡¡ and y fo¡ms of

nylon 6. In the l-aten exper.iments intninsic viscosity

val-ues were found to be unaltered with fusion time (cf

Valenti et al- t90l)showing that now molecular degnadation

did not occur"

When Bianchi pr.oposed a mechanism for satt intenaction

with nylon 6, the obsenvation that the t, of nylon 6 was not

greatly affected by sal-ts and that l-íthiun chlonide depi:esses

the Trn of nylon 6 more than tithium bromide t92l \^Ias cited.

(The concentrations used by Ciferni t92l \^/el1e given in % w/w

and not as molan natios, so that the molan concentnation of

l-ithium chloi:ide woul-d be highen than l-ithium bromide).

Bianchi considers that the salt binds to amorphous i:egions,

but duz-ing crystalÌisation the bound salt can dissociate as

ondered r.egions develop. lrlhen long anneal-ing times \^/ere

used, highly cnystalÌine samples of salt containing nylon 6
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were prepared.

This companes with the nesul-ts of Val_enti t90l; when

B% lithium chlonide ol? I2eo l-ithium bnomide was used, the

nylon 6-salt mixture was not cnystallisabl-e. salts i^7ere

found to depness the T, of nylon 6 in the or-de:r lithium
bnomide > lithium chlonide ) potassium chl_onide (c.f.

Cifer-ni t92l)"
Kaplan and Kellehen t93l studied the effects of pot-

assium and l-ithium chloride upon the fusion temperature and

crystallinity of nylon 6, unden anhydrous conditions.
Lithium chlonide was found to neduce the cnystallinity of
the nylon, as the mole fnaction of the salt was incneased,

and the fusion temperatune is depnessed. Both the cx, and y

modification of nylon 6 was detected using X-ray diffraction.
rn contrast, potassium chl-onide pnoduced no changes in the

nyIon, and only the o type of nylon was pnesent. The

authons explain these nesults (in pant) by suggesting that
lithium chfonide can enten the cirystalline region of the

nylon betten than potassium chl_oride.

Melting p'openties of nylon 66 and spectnoscopic pro-
penties of formanilide (n-phenyl formamide), in the presence

of chloirides, thiocyanates, steanates and acetates of zínc,
lead and coppel? \^ier?e observed by Kangin et al- tg+1. Ace-

tates and stearates of all salts , and lead salts in genenal,

had no effect upon the me]t pnopenties of nylon 66. zj,ne

tlriocyanate and chlonide (25eo w/w) pnevented cnystallisation
of nylon 66, and localised amonphous regions r^rere obsenved

adjacent to intnoduced coppen salts. coppen chl_onide sIowly

dissolved in nylon 66; coppen thiocyanate caused no str:uc-

tunal- change until- abnupt dissol-ution occunned. rnfna-red
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spectnoscopy neveal-ed that the car.bonyl stnetch frequency

hTas ]owened and the N-H defonmation fnequency r^ras altened

in the pnesence of active zínc sal-ts. The 'rT bonds of the

thiocyanate wei:e shown to inte:ract with the amino pi:oton,

fonming a type of hydnogen bond. Acetates and steanates

hrel?e shown not to associate with the nylon.

The sonption of some hydroxylic solvents by nylon 6

has been measuned by Addy and Andnews tgsl. They used

aliphatic alcohols, benzyr alcoho] and phenol (in canbon

tetnachl-onide). Fon simple monoalcohols, uptake nanged

fnom 0.40M of methyl alcohol, to 0.10M of hexan-I-ol_, fon
each mol-an quantity of nylon 6. The uptake incneased as

the mol-eculan size of the alcohol decneased. Diols and

tniols, and cycJ-ohexanor \^/ene also absonbed to about the
same l-evels, but benzyl al-cohol- and phenol showed veny high
uptakes. Because they are absonbed much more than cyclo-
hexanol (having a simil-an mor-eculan size), it can be con-

cluded that anomaticity has an important nole in binding to
the polyarnide. Although the nature of the intenaction was

not discussed by the authons, pnesumably some type of n

electron intenaction must occur which favons uptake of the
anomatic al-cohol. (There aj:eno conjugation effects between

the oxygen and the benzene ning in benzyt al-cohol_).

A diffenent nange of swell-ing agents fon nyron 6 r^Ìas

examined by Andi:ews t961. The effects of phenol, iodine-
potassium iodide, and concentnated aqueous sol_utions of zinc
chlonide upon the mechanical and thenmaÌ propenties of nylon
6 wene investigated. lr/hilst the phenol_ was found to act as

a plasticiser-, neducing the glass tnansition tempenatune from
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70oC to -23oC in the highest l-evels used, zínc-chl-oride was

shown to act as an anti-plasticiser, increasing both the

si-ze (indicating a higher amonphous content) and the posi-

tion (to highen temperatui:es) of the c*-peak.

When nylon 6 was tneated with up to 3M aqueous zinc

chtor:ide, swelling occunned, caused by the change in the

crystallognaphic fonm of the nylon fnom cr to Y. This \^Ias

accompanied by an incnease in the yield stress of the stilf-

highly cnystalline nylon. lrlhen tneated with aqueous zínc

chloride in concentrations incneasing from 3 to 6.5M, a

neduction in the cnystalline content was observed, and the

yield stness of the nylon decreased.

FinalJ-y, at very high concentnations (gneaten than

6. 5M) , the cnystalline content began to incr-ease. These

nesufts nequire funther explanation.

Sanda and Peacock t 17 I \^7ene among the f inst to necog-

nise the intei:action of metal salts with nylon 66. Infna-

i:ed measur.ements of thin nylon 66 films treated with concen-

trated (50, l-00eo w/v) aqueous solutions of magnesium and

lithium penchlonate and lithiun bnomide indicated that a

new peak at 31390 cm-l and a bnoadening of the amide bonds

in the l-r400 to 11600 c*-f negion T^lel1e the only changes to

occur. The new band was attnibuted to a nodified N-H bond,

and the cation was thought to bind dinectly to the nitnogen

atomr âs indicated in Fig. 2.t8.

o
ltc-+

L N-
I

H

Fig. 2.IB .
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The solubility of polyacnyl-onitril-e fibres in aqueous

l-ithium bromide was suggested as supporting evidence with

the cyanide nitnogen intenacting with the l-ithium ion.

Othen pnoposal-s were al-so somewhat conjective.

Dunn and Sansom [3-6] have investigated intenactions

J¡etween salt sol-utions and nylons. They made a systematic

study of the stness-cracking of (mainly) nylon 6, caused by

metal halides, thiocyanates and nitnates.

In the finst papen t3l it was noted that stness cnack-

ing was favoned by high tempenatul?e, moistune content, con-

centration of the agent, and stness. Chain scission and

hydrolysis hrere absent. An abbreviated list of the most

active halides in waten and methano1 are given in Table 2.3.

Vrlater- as sol-vent

Highly active LiBn, Mg ( C10 4) 2 IZCI 2 tZnI,
Modenately active CoCl 2) fnCl

3

Methyl afcohol as solvent

Highly active Lj-Bn ,ZCI 2) ZT
2

ModenatelY active CoCl- 2) InCl, ,CaCIrrLiI,
LiCl

Table 2.3

Anhydnous nylons and nylons which absonb very littl-e

waten (such as nylon l-1), welle genenally mone resistant to

stness-c:rackirg, although even nylon 11 could be stress-

cr.acked aften conditioning in methyl al-cohol- fo:r one week.

Similan treatment with water: did not affect the i:esistance



of nylon 11 to envir:onmental stiress cracking. Nylons con-

ditioned in hydroxylic liquids such as ethylene gÌycol,

methyl al-cohol and isopnopanol \^/ere also found to be mol?e

susceptible to cracking, and in genenal, methanol-ic salt

sol-utions had enhanced cracking activity ovei: the aqueous

equivalent sol-utions.

At concentrations less than 30% w/v, no cnacking was

obsenved, even with long exposure times and at high stresses.

Cnacking appeared at concentrations highe:r than 30eo 2 and the

activity of the solution increased with incnease in concen-

tnation. Above a concentnation of 509o w/v, however:r flo

furthe:r increase in cnacking activity was observed (the

activity of B0% w/v zíne chlonide was not significantly

highen than at 50eo).

These resul-ts show how solvent mol-ecules can compete

with canbonyl gnoups fon the hydration shell-s of the cation.

lrlhen an excess of solvent (in practical- tenms, when the con-

centnation of zi-nc chlo:ride is l-ess than 30%) is pi:esent,

complexing of cation with amide is inhibited. Above 50eo

w/v, all possible cation-amide associations are pnesent.

Dunn and Sansom plropose that the cnacking agents can

swel-l the polymer, causing mi-cno- and gnoss plasticisation,

with the solvent acting as a swelJ-ing agent and transpont

medium for the salt. Initiation of cnacks often occunned

at the agent-ain-polymer interface, but the reason fon this
I^/aS not given.

lr/hen the activity of thiocyanates \^rere measuned using

a stnessed film method [5], l-ithium, cobalt and zj-nc sa1ts,

as well as cobal-tothiocyanates, were found to be highly
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active. The lithium salts werae the most active, and caused

the nylon to become higl-r1y amonphous. The cobal-t and zínc

salts complexed with the nylon and subsequently tnansition

fnom the cnystall-ine to the amorphous state occur:ned.

Deutenation expeniments showed that water molecules could

only enten non-crystalline negions.

V'/hen nitnates \^/erle tested [6], it was found that only

copper and zínc salts werae active in aqueous solution, with

copper nitnate having a cnacking activity comparible with

zínc chlonide. All nitrates possessed some degnee of

cnacking activity in methyl alcoho1, but those nitrates which

\^rene bound by the Type l mechanism t4l and had the highest

activity, lvel?e more active in waten. Salts which r^relre

found to be inactive hrel?e all acetates and sulphates.

2.3.5. Summary Metal Salt-Po lymer Intenactions

1t has been established tliat under appnop::iate condi-

tions, it is possible fon cation-canbonyl associations to

occur. The associations al?e stnong with calcium, lithium,

magnesium and many tnansition element sal-ts. In the absence

of solvent, dinect binding al-tens the physical pnopenties of

both small and lange donon molecul-es. Changes in the

spectroscopic and viscosity val-ues can be ::eadily explained

by dinect donon-accepton bonds.

Some cation-amide bonds alre mol?e sensitive to the

presence of sofvent than othens. It has been shown by

infna-ned spectroscopy, in particulan, that solvent mol-ecules

compete strongly foi: the hydnation shells in lithium, calcium

and magnesium salt complexes. Sol-utions of these salts wil-l

complex indinectly with canbonyl oxygens, thnough intenposed

solvent mol-ecules.
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Tr.ansition metal salts bind directly to the canbonyl

oxygen'evenwhengoodso].ventssuchaswaterandmethano]-

at:e present. lr/hen the solvent is in high concentration,

there is l-ittle evidence fon cation-carbonyl intenaction,

with the solvent molecules noI^I being abl-e to compete SucceSS-

fu1ly fon the vacant hydration sheIls of the cation.

2.4 Envinonmental- Stness Cnazine in Glassv Polvmens

Environmentalstresscrazing(e.s.c.)maybede-

fined as crazjrng initiated at abnormally l-ow stresses by a

hostile environment. Fo:: glassy polymel?s, the environment

is often an organic liquid or vaPour. It will be shown

laten that e.s.c. may anise unden a wide range of conditions,

with substances as divense as liquid nitnogen and aqueous

salt solutions behaving as hostile environments for Some

polymers.

Histonically e.s.c. has been associated with glassy

polymers, and many aspects have been studied. 0f interest

are:
(a)penetrationoftheagentintothepolymei:

(b) the types of association between agent and polymen

and (c) the stnuctunal and mechanical consequences of such

associations.

2.4.1. A ent Penetnation into the Pol ?

There needs to be intimate contact between agent and

polymer for envinonmental stress crazing to occull. Diffus-

ion and other- types of tnansport of molecules into polymers

alle extensively discussed by cnank and Pank [98] and

Hopfenbeng and Stannett [99]. 0f particulan interest are two
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uptake processes, known as case I and case IT transport t1001'

Case I TransPort

Thesimplesttypeofdiffusioninisotropicpolymer.s

is case I oll Fickian tnansport, whe:re the rate of transfer

of the diffusing substance through unit area of a section is

pnoportional to the concentnation gnadient measuned normal

to the section;

ðc
i.e

where

and

D
ðx

= nate of tnansfer pen unit anea of sectÍon

= concentnation of diffusing substance

= space coor-dinate normal to the section

= diffusion coefficient.

F

F

C

x

D

llhen diffusion occuus in one dinection only (e.g. a

concent::ation gnadient in the x axis), then

âc ð2"
D

2at âx

i.e. the rate of diffusion is pnoportionaf to the concentna-

tion gnadient. F:risch t1o1l has identified type A and B

Fickian tnanspont, each applying to mol-ecules of a particula:r

síze.

Type A tnansport is obsenved with smalI penetnants '

such as diatomic gases, and may be significant in the early

stages of liquid nitnogen and argon e.s.c. of polymers t1021'
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Type B

cules t

Fickian diffusion, observed with largen organic mol-e-

is chanactenised bY;

(a) non-dilute penetnant-polymer mixture

(b) mankedly concentnation-dependent diffusion co-

efficients

and (c) temperatune dependent energies of activation.

Case II transpont allows fon the diffenence in concen-

tnation of agent between the outen, swollen layers and the

unpenetnated central core. The rate detenmining step is

osmotically induced polymenic rel-axations at the boundany.

Ìrlhen the two types of tnanspont alre superimposed, appanent

time dependent anomalies l?esult. The nelationship between

the diffenent types of uptake fon hydnocalrbons in polystyn-

ene has been detenmined fon diffenent temperatu:re and pene-

tnant activity conditions [103].

From this wor.k it is appanent that both the activity

and temperatui:e must be known before the absonPtion behavioui:

of a penetrant-polymer pain can be specified.

petenlin [104] considens that a Fickian diffusion

fnont pnecedes the advancing convection fnont manifest by

the boundaries between the swoll-en shel-l and the pantially

penetrated cone ( see Fig. 2 .19 ) .

In rel-axation controlled transport, a l-inean :relation-

ship exists between initial weight gain in the fil-m and time,

(r <<
ts

city, separ.ates the innen glassy corae of essentially ze?o

penetnant activity f:rom the outer swollen shell- of unifonm
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concentnation t1001. The parametens affecting nelaxation

(such as tempenature and polymen orientation) also affect

the transport of mol-ecules into glassy polymens.

POLYMER.SORBENT
INTERFACE

SORPTION
DISCONTINUITY

c

FICKIAN REGION

SORBENT

X= vt

Fie. 2 .Lg .

2.4 .2 . The Mechanism of Initiation of Envinonmental
Craz:-ng.

Tn glassy polymellsr a number of proposal-s have been

given fo:: the initiation of environmental- cnazing.

The fir-st is based on ttdomainsrr, which in Robentsonts

tfOSl view ane appnoximately 0.01 pm in diameten and ar:e

:regions of impenfect alignment of chains. Nielsen t1061

considers domains to be impenfections ol? inhomogeneities in

which high str:esses ane r:elieved by cnazing.

The second proposal, by Rosen [107]' is that the

vapoun ot? tiquid is accommodated when diffeirential- expansion

of the polymen occuns duning swelIing. Diffusion is con-

sidered to be nel-axation-controlled; intennal tensions

Y

o

POLYMER

o
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ar.ising from the swelling may cause internal fnacture on

crazirng. The swoll-en layen must pnesumably be thin, because

most crazes initiate at the sunface. Similar theories [104,

1091, emphasise rrcnystallisation stnessesf' which initiate

sol-vent crazing in polycanbonate.

The absonption behavioun of agents is modified by the

presence of voids and oniented polymer in erazed samples.

The::e is evidence that the voids in cnaze matten ane inten-

connected t17l: so that the active agent may move napidly

by a capillany action. The t::ansport of liquid at oir near

the ctaze tip has not been described in mol-ecula:: tenms, but

it appears that the passage of agent keeps up with the elong-

ation of the craze.

As wel-l as the domain and swelling-crystallisation

theonies, two other theo:ries have been developed to explain

how crazíng can be promoted by the envi::onment.

Stabilization of New]v'Created Sunfaces

This theony assumes stabilization of nascent voids

just pi:ion to and duning c?aze initiation, and gnowth. Ït

is assumed that the agent is absor-bed onto the intennal-

surface of the void, lowening the surface free enengy and

thus stabil-izing the void. This theony suggests that the

agent stabilizes ne\^I sunfaces and does not modify the inten-

nal inten-chain attnactive forces. It does explain how

non-solvents can act aS cnazing agents, but each of the

examples used to suppor.t it ( such as ctazing of polymens in

liquid nitrogen) has r-ecently been refuted (see ltOZl fon

example ) .
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Plasticization

It is now widely accepted that plasticization is the

significant step which leads to environmental stress cnazing

in polymers.

A plastiei-zer molecule must be able to intenpose

itself between polymer chains, but interacting with the

forces which hold the chains togethen (dispersion and induct-

ive fonces, dipole-dipole interactions, hydnoge,n bonding and

chain entanglements). As the plasticizer aI1ows increased

segmental movement of the polymen new mechanical- properties

of the polyme:: will nesult.

In non-poIar glassy polymers dispension forces are

dominant. They arise fnom electnostatic interactions

between atoms resulting fnom pentunbation of electnonic

clouds. To pnedict which substances may behave as ptastici-

zers for a panticulan polymei:, the concept of solubility

parameters has proven useful in estabtishing compatibility

between agent and PolYmen.

The Solubility Panameter-

The solubitity panametei: ( ô ) of Hildebnand and Scott

1721, ís defined as

AE
( 

-)V

1
2

6

enengy of vaponisation

volume.

whene

and

E is the

V is the

aô

unit

ô is the squane noot of the enengy of vaponisation pe::

AE,u"/, may be considered equivalent to thevolume.
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Itcohesive energy densitytt, aS it is a measune of aII the

cohesive fonces holding the substance togethen. If the ô

Values of two substances al?e similar", then the entropy of

mixing will be low and so they ane likely to be miscible.

Hansen [73r74] has been abl-e to measure ô val-ues for

a lange numbejl of polymens and liquids, and has pantially

been successful in predicting the behaviour of non-polan

polyme:rs in the presence of non-Polar liquids. The nelev-

ance of solubility panametens to envinonmental stress crazíng

is as fol-lows: when the ovenal-l value of ô of the polymen is

the same as that of the liquid Possible stress cnacking is

p::edicted. V'7hen the values of ô of sol-vent and Polymen ane

close, then swelling and e.S.c. are considened possibl-e.

In polan polymens, allowances have to be made for the

pnesence of stnong dipole-dipole and hydrogen bonding fonces.

The success in assigning ô val-ues which can ::ealisticaI1y

piredict cï-acking and crazing in these pol-ymells is smal-I.

The impontance of hydnogen bonding was demonstnated

for e.s.c. in PMMA, PVC and polysulphone by Vincent and

Raha t1101. Using a I'two-dimensional-" solubility pana-

meten¡ they succeeded in accounting fon the occunrence of

crazing and cracking using a variety of agents.

Recently Henry Ifff] has developed I'three-dimensional'r

solubility panameters, which allow for dispension, polair

and hydnogen bonding for-ces. They \^7ere used to pnedict

cnazing in stynene-acnylonitrile copolymers, in panticular,

but it was indicated that such pa:rametens could be applied

to a Ia::ge nange of polyme::s and solvents -
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2.+.3 Mechanics of Environmental Stness Crazing

The fracture mechanics appnoach to e.s.c. has been

used Successfully to indicate how environmental crazing

occulls in glassy polymetls. In panticulan, the work of

Andnews and coworkens ll-l-2-1141 and Marshall and cowonkers

[331115] with solvent crazing in PMMA, is notewonthy.

And:rews and Bevan ll,tZl found that fon each tempera-

ture a minimum sunface wonk, To, equivalent to the wonk of

c1.aze formation at a crack tiP, coul-d be defined. The value

nf r for PMMA stness-cnazed in a particular solvent de-
o

ci:eased as the temperatulle tlilas increased until at a centain

temperature, Tc, the value of the sunface work To¡t nemained

constant.

The vafue of this temperature-independent minimum

surface wor.k could be nelated to the diffenence between the

sotubility pairameters of solvent and polymer. The vania-

tion of to at T < T" was attnibuted to a yield stness effect,

and the vafue of .or. \^7as atti:ibuted to a polymen-solvent

intenfacial- energy effect. Fig . 2.20 shows To as a function

of temperatui:e for PMMA in methanol, isobutanol- and carbon

tetrachl-oride t1I2l. to

ccr

€

¡ö

Fig. 2 .20 .
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The dePendence of T"

PMI'ÍA is shown in Fig . 2 .2I '

effective glass transition

c?aze tiP.

with solubilitY Parameter'

T c is considered to be

solvated PolYmer at

fon

the

theof the

P.
P
I
.E

'ú

P

l8

I

I

I

I,

Fig. 2.2L fnom [112]

Andrews, Levy and V,li11is Iff g] investigated swelling

of PMI4A using diffenent sofvents ovel? a nange of tempera-

tunes. They \^Iere abl-e to calculate values of þ2, the

equilibrium polymen fnaction, and show how each value

influenced the yield stress, and glass tnansition tempena-

ture. They confi:rmed that stress accel-enates the uptake of

solvent in the c?aze tiP negion.

The fractune mechanics aPPnoach has been used by

Andrews and Levy tff+l and Manshall- and cowor:kers [33']-151

using single-edge-notched tensil-e specimens of PMMA and low

density PolYethYlene.

For PMMA it was shown [gg,tt+] that the c,aze Propag-

ation velocities \^Iel?e not detenmined by the applied stress

level alone, but rathen by the st:ress intensity facton Ko I

given by
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I
2

where = aPplied tensile stress

= length of the stanter cnack

= a constantand

Sunp:risingly, it was shown that the length of the

stanter c:rack was cnitical r even when it was much less than

the craze, in which it was insented.

Ancl:rews and Levy [1]-41 extended thein wonk by measun-

ing c;raze lengths and propagation velocities when

(i) Iow stresses l^lerae applied and craze arrest

occur:red after limited growth,

(ii) craze gnowth occunning at constant velocity

undér a steady applied stress, aften the rtbreak-

away pointrt,

and (iii) constant velocity growth continues after r:emoval-

of the oniginal ttstartenrr crack and reapplica-

tion of the l-oad.

They introduce I r the equivalent cr:ack length, Itequal

to the length of a tr:ue crack which woul-d give nise at its

tip to a stness concentnation equal to that actually exist-

ing at the tip of the c?azett .

The physical model which can be used inconporates a

cirack at the craze tip. The intendependence of Co, I and

K can then be analysed using fractune mechanics analysis.

The value of I is veny sensitive to strain handening in the

craze. A fnamewonk has been set up to detenmine stness

ocoo
z

o
K

o o

co

z
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requirements fon envinonmental cnazing.

Vrlhen Marshall and cowonkens used f:racture mechanics

analysis on envinonmental- cnacking in low density poly-

ethylene [115], they found that the stness intensity factor'

\^ras nel-ated to the c:rack velocity; presoaking and specimen

thickness differences had no effect upon the velocity.

Environmental erazj,ng of polystynene and polycarbonate

has been measuned in alcohols and hydnocarbons t1161. lrlhen

the activation enengies fon yielding and cnazing wene esti-

mated using the Eyring tneatment, it was discovened that

cnazing occul?s by a lowen enengy moleculan lleannangement.

This cornelates with the observation that crazes occuu befone

fr-acture on yielding (high activation enengy pnocesses).
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CHAPTER 3

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3 .1,. Matenial-s

3 . l. l-. Pnoperties of Matenial-s Used

Nylon 6 and 66 were used extensively throughout the

study. Two types of nylon 66 ancl thnee types of nylon 6

\^rere neceived fnom commercial suppliers and specifications

fon each tyPe alle given in Table 3 .l-.

The crystallinity of each sample was detenmined fnom

the measur:ement of densities, and the nomogllams of Miller

t1171. Fon this Pulrpose it was shown by wide angle X-nay

analysis that the ttas i:eceivedff nylons \^/ere essentially of

the oú cnystallographic fonm. The values of M' I^7ene found

by viscosity measurements, aS outlined in Section 3.I.2.

compr.ession molded and solution cast films of nylon 6,

66 and 1l_ wene produced from gnanules of Mar-anyl F.l03t

Mananyl 4.I00 (both I.c.I., England) and Rislan Gi:ade B.M.N.0

(Fisons, France), nespectively. Compression nol-ded films

\^rere genenally prepaned by melting gr-anules between glass

slides tr.eated wittr nelease agent, and applying a pnessure

of appnoximately 25 to 50 MPa (depending upon the desired

fil-m thickness). The film was then allowed to cool slowly,

or \^7as quenched, as nequined.

Thin fil-ms were usuatly cast onto waten fnom a dil-ute

(0.5 to S.Oeo w/v) solution of the nylon in fonmic acid or'

mol-ten phenol, as described in Section 3.2.

Salts used in str:ess -crazing expeniments hlelle labora-

tony gnade on betten. Fon the viscometny experiments, lre-

agents \^Ielre analytical girade. Solvents used fon all- exper:i-

ments \^rere analytical gnade, and water^ was tniply distilled

over g1ass.
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as l?ec I c

1.145

t_.139

L.T29

1. 131

not
deter-
mined.

+n (eo)

47

43

15

I7

not
deter-
mined.

M
V

1B,000

35,000

B7,000

94r000

33,000

Standard
testpiece

ASTM D63B
Type I

ASTM D 638
Type IV

ASTM D 638

Type ïV

Standand not used.

ASTM D 638
Type II, TV

Dimensions
as receìved

cross-section of
neck = l-2.9 x

3.l- mm.

extruded film
125 x 0.16 Inm.

extnuded sheett
thickness range
0.97 to 1.00 Írm.

extruded strip,
a::ea of cr-oss-
section 3.3 x L3.2

mm.

extnuded blown
fil-m, thickness

= .Q4 mm.

Nylon Type

Maranyl A-100
nylon 66

Po1ymer" Corpona-
tion Nylatnon

^ õb.').

Nylon 6 sheet

nylon 6 strip

nylon 6 film

o)
o)

Table 3.1.

Specifications of Nylon 6 and 66.
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3.1 2. Determination of Viscosit -Avera Molecular
e t

solutions of the nylon \^lere pnepared with concentr:a-

tions of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 1.0% w/v, in formic acid using

the concentrations given in Table 3'2'

Table 3.2

Measurementsl^TerecanriedoutinaUbbelohdesuspended-

level dilution viscometen, which had a flow time for water

at 25.0oC of 80.0 seconds. Ftow times \^Iere reconded for

each concentr:ation until agreement within 0.2 seconds was

obtained for three neadings. Care was taken to engure that

no solid matter enter.ed the capillany, that nesidues fnom

pnevious samples \^7ere not canried ovel?, and that the tempel?a-

ture of the solution had reached equilibnium. The waten

bath was kept to within 0 .1oC of the nequined tempei:atul?e '

From the values of the election times of each solution of

polymen, and that of the sol-vent alone, it is possible to

detenmine the moleculan weight of the polymen, using the

pnocedune given bel-ow.

n t
ù

o

n
S

Polymer Solvent Tempenature K a Ref.

nylon 6
85eo aqueous
for-mic acid

o20.0 c 0.75x10 -3 0.70 t1lsl

nylon 66
909o aqueous
fonmic acid

o25.0 c 1'1 x10 -3 0.72 tllel

n='t?
1o t
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viscosity ratio,
viscosity of the

viscosity of the

solution,
solvent.

n

r
ù

o

is the

is the

is the

The specific viscosity' n is given by
sp

t 1S o
n SP t

/c) [ 1n¡ lr/c c+o

nn

o

The viscosity numben (lo"d) can be detenmined by

dividing the specific viscosity by the concenti:ation of the

solution. The nelative viscosity of polymer solutions is

concentnation dependent, so the useful value is the limiting

one when Ined is extnapolated to zeTo concent:ration. This

vafue is known as the lirniting viscosity numben (= [n]), and

is defined by

tnl (n
SP c+o

The viscosity number is ptotted against the concentna-

tion, for: solutions of diffenent concentnations, to give a

l-ine which indicates the limiting viscosity nurnber: when c is

zero. Val-ues of lo.d (= n"p/") \^7ere plotted against c for

at least thnee different concentrations. A typical graph

is shown in Fig. 3.1- fon 1.00 mm thick nylon 6.

The increase in viscosity due to a polymenic solute

is a function of the volume of the polymen molecule, and So

is not a dir.ect measure of its molecular weight. The linit-

ing viscosity numben can still be associated with the
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absolute measuned mol-ecular weights,

linean polymens, by the

M, for a senies of

Mark-Houwink equationhomogeneous,

Itzo ,r2L7,

tnl KMA

Iirlhen the appiropriate values of K

Tabl-e 3.2) it is possible to determine

mol-ecular weight of the polymen.

and

the

a ane used (see

viscosity-avenage

3.2. Tnansmission Electron Microscopv Methods

Observation of thin coated and uncoated polymen fiIms,

and r-eplicas of thick samples r was can::ied out using a

Philips E.M. 200. transmission electnon micnoscope. The

pr.epanation of thin films, the methods used fon straining

them, and the neplication procedunes used fon othen samples

are desci:ibed below.

3.2.I. Thin Film Prepa::ation

Most thin fil-ns which \^Iene studied \^Iene of nylon 6,

and nylon 6 6 . The first fil-ms l^Iene cast onto waten f:rom

0.5 to I.0% w/v solutions of the nyÌon gnanules in 99eo

fonmic acid. ft was found that with pnactice ::easonably

unifonm films with a thickness of about 0.1- to 0.2 Um (as

estimated by intenfer.ence colours) could be cast on waten

at a temperature of about 50oC, although waten at noom tem-

penatune was sometimes found satisfactony. ülhen a lange

shallow pool of mencuny (anhydnous, inent and leve1) \^ras used

instead of waten, f ilms hrelle pnoduced which r^rerne not unifonm

in thickness, and in which tnaces of mencury pe::sisted; this

al-tennate method, which has pnoved satisfactory in other
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studies of polymer film, was thenefone relinquished. It

\^ras Soon r.ealised that nylon fil-ms cast from phenolic solu-

-bions were mone satisfactory; highly sphenulitic fil-ms of

unifor-m thickness could be routinely produced by allowing

a few dnops of a 1.0 to S.Oeo w/w solution of the nylon in

phenol to come into contact with water at el-evated tempena-

tures (usually appnoximately 5OoC). These filns were lre-

floated upon distil-led water to nemove tr-aces of i:esidual

phenol. Nylon 6 films of high quality were more easily

produced than those of nylon 66 (also obseirved when cast

fr.om formic acid), and so these were used more often.

Nylon fil_ms were cast from solution onto glass slides

and the solvent removed at elevated temperatul?es. The dny

filn could then be fl-oated onto waten or some other liquid.

These films \dere generally no better than those cast directly

upon water. Films which were to be shadowed on replicated

\^relre dr.ied upón glass slides coated with a nelease agent.

The coated fil-n could then be Scored, reflcated upon water,

and then col-l-ected on efectron microscope gnids.

3.2.2. Stnaining ExPeriments with Thin Fil-ms

Studies of the Structune and mechanical propenties of

polymei:s frequently require a thin polymen film ( f prn thick)

to be defoirmed in a control-l-ed mannen and hel-d unde:: Stness

fon a sufficient peniod of time. An appanatus \^/as con-

stnucted which enabl-ed this to be done and, by using magnetic

clamps, the nisk of accidental damage to the film in the

neighbourhood of the clamps has been minimised.

An ovenall- view of the device is given in Fig. 3.2-

Two arams (,I ) , each with a clamp r arc pivottcd at a common

point (A); the distance between the clamps can be negulated
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Fig. 3.2 Stnaining device used with very thin

nylon films.
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by turning the large thumb-scre\^I (D).

The mechanism fon opening and closing the clamps is

descnibed with refenence to the cross-sectional view shown

in Fig. 3.3. The top of each grip (I), is a col?rrosion-

nesistant penmanent rnagnet, which has a polished bottom face.

The lower hinged jaws (B), aire made fnom mar-tensitic stain-

less steel. Each jaw is opened on cl-osed by tunning scnew

(C). A centne nod (H) moves the arm (F), which in turn

acts upon disc (G), operating a lowen j-*. The arm (F) is

pi-nned to the disc (G) in an elongated hole so that ultin-

ately magnetic fonces bring the jaws of each gniP togethen.

The advantage of this method is that thin, fnagile polymer'

fil-ms are not subjected to excessive forces at the gniP

region, which l";ou1d result in localized fnacture.

The f ilm to be tnansfonmed was tnansfen::ed, after-

tnimming, to the sui:face of the desined liquid (usually waten

otl aqueous metal- halide solutions ) . \,Vith the al?ms of the

tensil-e device nesting on the 1ip of 250 ol? 400 cc beaken

and the jaws of the gnips open, the film was positioned

under. the magnets. By turning thumbsclle\^ls (C) r the jaws

\iùere cl-osed: the arms \^/el?e then opened using knob (D).

Aften the defonmation has been completed, the jaws wene

reopened and the device removed.

3.2.3. Reptication Procedures

Thnee methods were used successfully for which bnief

detail-s are given.

The most direct method was to shadow the specimen with

platinum, and then coat witfr a suppont film of canbon. The

coated nylon specimen was then trimmed and immersed directly



Fig. 3. 3

'1 I

Sectional- diagnam showing mechanism

of the thin f il-m straining device.
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in 99eo(w/v) fonmic acid. The metal--canbon filrn can be

sepanated from the swollen polymen, and carefully tnansfemed

to fnesh formic acid using an electron microscope grid.

After multipl-e washes with fonmic acid, the film was then

flattened on the sunface of distil-led waten, and examined

unden the optical steneomicnoscope fon traces of nesidual-

polymer. Clean neplicas l^iene then obsenved on grids with-

out a support film. Although this method was most success-

fu1 fon thin nylon 6 and 66 substnates, vel?y thick (> 3 mm)

specimens could al-so be neplicated.

lrlhen the sunface of the specimen was very rough (fon

example, in stness-cnazed polymens), single stage replication

using Foo*rru."@ *u." found necessaïay. Sevenal dnops of a |eo

(w/v) solution in ethylene dichl-or ide wene allowed to dny on

the region of interest. The stripped neplica fil-m was then

coated with platinum and cai:bon in the normal wayr and the

Formvan then r.edissolved in ethylene dichl-oride. Occasion-

aIly the replica with Fonmvar. intact was viewed in the

scanning efectnon micnoscope; the advantages ovell looking

dinectly at the crazed specimen wene bettei: contnast and

reduced charging.

A mul-ti-stage replication method, as descnibed by

G eit la22l , r^ras af so investigated. Tt pnoved to be a time-

consuming procedure, and because nesul-ts \^tere not signific-

antly better than the othen two methods, it was not adopted.

3 .3 . Scanning El-ectnon Microscopy

74.

elect::on microscope r^ras used extensively

monphology of stness-crazed polymens

a number of distinct advantages oven othen

The scanning

to investigate the

because it offei:ed



techniques. Sample prepai:ation was usually simple, speci-

mens \^rere able to be observed over a wide magnification

nange, images possessed a great depth of focus r and signal

pnocessing could provide furthen information'

3.3.1. Sp ecimen Pneparation

Two types of samples \¡,7ere most commonly examined.

Fr:actured testpieces presented no pnoblem - they were simply

trimmed, washed when necessalry, and glued onto an S.E.M.

stub. Finally, the dny specimen was coated with go1d.

The most unifonm coating was obtained when the sample was

simultaneously notated and gyrated. Usually a thick coating

of gold was used to neduce changing within the specimen; the

smal-l d.ecrease in ultimate resol-ution was not a pnoblem aS

nonmally very high magnifications \^7el?e unnecessany. Very

thick layers of gold \^Ielae avoided, because the metal flaked

off, causing antifacts and an unstable image.

Crazeð. testpieces which \^7el?e not broken were clamped in

smal-l fnames to maintain strain. The fnames \^7ere designed

so that specimens coul-d also be observed in the optical

micnoscope.

Each specimen was stress-crazed to the extent desined,

and then immediately clamped in the fname. The stness-

crazing agent was then removed by innigating the coaze r-egion

with sol-vent and then the ends of the testpiece r^lere trimmed.

The dried specimen was then made conductive by painting areas

of contact between polymer and frame, ancl fname and stub,

with silven dag. Finally the speeimen was coated with gold

in the usual- \^ray. Sometimes elements in the frame (such as

aluminium, coppen and zi-ne) gave high emissions of X-nays
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upon irradiation with the electnon beam, and so reduced the

efficiency of X-ray analysis. This pnoblem was ovelrcome

by precise alignment of specimen and detector'

3.3.2. Operation of the Micr.oscope

Polymers, including nylons, al?e not ideal- subjects fon

S.E.M. because they are non-conductive and unstable to high

levels of energetic electrons. Some of the steps taken to

:reduce the sevenity of these pnoblems are given below.

(a) unabsonbed stress-cnazing agents \^7el1e noi:ma]ly

nemoved fnom specimens; when present they cause detenioration

of the specimen after coating, and instability of the image.

(b) The conductive coating was made as unifonm as

possible. I¡thile it is inevitabl-e that deep cnevices and

the like could not neasonably be coatedr every effont was

made to spray the metal stowly whilst the specimen was

notated and gynated. This neduces vaniations in the thick-

ness of the coat and so misleading contrast.

(c) High tilt angles $7ere used so that the geometny

of the sunface of the specimen nelative to the electnon beam

and X-nay detector. enabl-ed high contrast images and efficient

X-nay collection.
(d) lr/hen the specimen did not requine X-nay analysis,

a fine el-ectnon beam spot size was used to reduce specimen

damage and enhance llesolution. This was achieved by using

a high condenser lens cun::ent. The poon signal to noise

ratio was overcome when photogr:aphs wene taken, because of

the slow i:astor rate.
(e) Sl-ow travel of a high enengy beam over a small

anea produced etching of the polymer surface, and sometimes

further decomposition. As this was unavoidable when some



types of X-ray analyses were conducted, the procedure adopted

was to photognaph the anea of intenest using low enengy,

small spot size electron beams finst; then timited destruc-

tion of the sample was of less consequence.

(f) voltages of l-0 and 20 KV wene found satisfactory

fon most purposes. Rarely a lower voltage was necessary;

lower resol-ution and contrast resulted.

Scanning electnon microscopy hras cannied out using an

rrAutoscanfr instnument, equipped with an eucentnic focussing

stage, and a Nuclean Chicago enengy-dispersive X-nay detecton

with Packand Multichannel analysen. Operatíon of the micno-

Scope did not :requine deviation fnom nor:mal- pi:ocedures,

except fon the pnecautions listed above.

3.3.3. Enersv DisÞersl-ve X-r-av Anal-vsis

!ùhen el_ectirons of high enengy impinge upon a specimen,

X-nays with enengies charactenistic of the innadiated ele-

ments are pnoduced. \,Vhen the voltage used is 20KV, and a

high flux of electl?ons neach the specimen, X-nays ane pro-

duced which alîe collected by a silicon X-nay detecton.

For. i:easons which need not be mentioned hene, it is possible

to measuire only X-r-ays charactenistic of elements with an

atomic numben gr"eater than on equal to tl (sodiun).

Each count is negistered in a single channef nepllesen-

tative of the energy of the X-r.ay. V'Ihen a lange total-

number. of counts have been collected, a rrhistognamrr is Pno-

duced, with each channel containing counts fnom X-r'ays of

the appr-opniate enengy. The nesultant spectnum will have

peaks located at energies which can be nead dir:ect]y on

the analyser. By nefe:rning to tables or pr:ominent line

enengy vafues fon all elements, it is then possible to deten-



Fig. 3 .4

1a

A typical enel?gy dispersive X-nay spectrum

of a nylon sample with absonbed zi-nc

chlonide.
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-mine which elements (with Z < 1l) ane pnesent.

rn a nylon sample which has been tneated with aqueous

zinc chl-oride sol-ution, for example , and then made conduct-
ive with carbon, only zj-nc and chlor-ine will pnoduce X-nays

which ane r.egistered in the spectnum (alr el_ements in the
nylon have z < l-1).. An example of such a spectnum is shown

in Fig. 3 .4.

The analysen used was only able to give semi-quantíta-
tive nesul-ts, but was stil-l invaluabr-e because not only
coul-d a spectrum of elements be necorded, but othen nelated
infonmation modes coul-d be used.

Fon example, when the electron beam s1ow1y rastons
acnoss the specimen in the photognaphic neconding mode, X-nays

of many energies will usually be pnoduced (depending upon the
el-emental composition). Al1 the counts r.eceived fnom each
Itmicro negionrt (a small element cor?responding to the area

upon which the beamtrdwel-lsftfor a small_ fnaction of a

second), ar?e tnansmitted to the anaÌysen. The analysen is
adjusted to netain al-l- counts which fail in channels corll?es-

ponding to the element of inte::est; arI othen counts are

electronically er:ased (by adding an equal numbe:r of 'rnegative
countsrt to each channel-). The counts which remain ar?e re-
tunned to the mic::oscope whene they ane neconded on the
viewing screen. Tn this way: an ttX-r:ay maptt of a panti-
cu]an element is pnoduced which connelates with the nonmal

image of the specimen.

An example of an X-nay map is shown in Fig. 3.s next
to the noi:maf image. rn this instance, X-nays with an

enengy of about 8.6 Kev (Zn Ks emíssion) have been sel_ected.

The sample is a thin nylon 6 fil-m dosed with zi.nc chlonide
( seen at top l-eft ) .



Fig. 3.5. a

Fig. 3.s.b
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An ultna-thin nylon 6 fil-m with zt-nc

chlonide treated negion at top l-eft
(white).

Associated ItX-nay maptt, pnoduce.d with

B . 6 Kev (Zn Ko ) X-r"ays .
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Anothen display mode reveals the concentration of an

element as the beam traver:ses the specimen once only. A

high intensity electr.on beam is made to tnavense the region

of inter-est slowIy. The mul-tichannel analyser is adjusted

to discniminate for a particuran element (as befone), so that
thene appears on the scneen of the analysen a histognam of
Itelement countsfr versus crsoss-section. lr/hen conditions ar?e

set for a veny slow scan nate, the totar counts neceived

will be high, making the backgnound counts less significant.
A ttline-scantt for. a nylon specimen containíng zi.nc chlonide,

with the analyser discriminating fon zinc, is shown in Fig.

3.6,

One of the disadvantages of this technique is that
large electron beam spot sízes and high voltages ane nequined

to give a sufficiently lange number of counts. vlhen the

enengetic beam nemains on a small- area for a long time (which

commonly occurs, especially at high magnification), specimen

damage invaniably results. The ttirnpnintrr of the beam as it
has passed oven the nylon 6 specimen, to give the line-scan,
is shown in Fig. 3 .7 .

The problem of J-ocalised mel-ting of polypnopylene has

been noted by \,r/ay and cowonker-s [123] and they compromised

by using l-owei: voltages and accepted lower- nesor-ution as a

consequence. Breedon and cowor.kens ltz+l and Gnubb and

Kel-len Irzs] found that topogr-aphic features in polyethylene
(such as sphenulites) \^rere accentuated aften shont exposunes

to the el-ectr.on beam.

The resolution fon X-ray analysis r^ias l_imited to
appnoximately 1 um (point to point), so that high nesolution
studies wene not conducted. At high magnifications it was



Fig. 3.6

Fig. 3 .7
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Repnesentation of a rtline-scanrt acnoss

zi-nc chlonide cnacked nylon 6 (discniminat-

ing fon Zn Kcr nadiation).

Morphology of specimen which the intense

el-ectron beam used to give Fig. 3.G has

travensed. The etching of the nylon

was del-ibenately made excessive to show

the beam path.
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important to necognise that vol-atile compounds within the

nylon coul-d be vaponised and so abnonmally l-ow X-ray readings

woul-d nesult fnom an area that had previously been subjected

to a sl-ow scan.

The scanning electnon microscope has proved to be of
gr.eat assistance in discovening the morphology of cirazed

nylons. Funthen impnovements and a langen range of access-

ories al?e continuously increasing the ability of the S.E.M.

to analyse matenials [126].

3.4. Tensile Testing of Polymers

3 .4.1. Method Used

Quantitative tensile testing was penfonmed using an

Insti:on floor- model-, type TT-DM machine, which was un-modi-

fied, except that for smal-l specimens (with thickness l_ess

than 0.20 mm), smal1 brass screwdown grips welre used. All_

tensile tests were performed at 20 ! 2oC. Tensile cunves

nelating time elapsed (proportional to distance between the

grips at constant crosshead speed) wittr foad (in Kg) wer^e

obtained. The strain was then detenmined knowing the

gauge-Iength. Some polymen samples \,vene al_so str"ained in a

simple testing device which could be mounted in an optical
microscope, enabling direct observation of changes in the

monphology of the specimen. As the main purpose of the

work was to study morphologicat changes duning stnes s craz-

irg, the device was often used when no mechanical data was

nequined.

Simple tensile machines and clamps v/ere constnucted

so that films coul-d be str.ained, and then coated (whilst
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still in tension) with gold or ca::bon in preparation for'

examination in the S.E.M.

3.4.2. Interpretation of Results

The pnocedure adopted fon carnying out str"ess-crazing

experiments with nylons was to apply a smal-l dnoplet of the

enazing-agent to the specimen, usually just prion to stnain-

ing. A discussion of the reasons fon using this method,

and fon not using othens, is given in Section 3.4.3.

Rathen, the punPose of this section is to intnoduce the

method used to describe c?aze monphology.

The whole craze which forms cannot be viewed in its

entirety, because nylons are not tnansparent, and so it is

necessany to use indirect methods of observation.

The surface enlargement of a craze can be easily obsenv-

ed and so is a valuabl-e indicator to the ovenall- development

of the craze. Another advantage is that it can be directly

viewed at high magnifications, but coupled with this are two

disadvantages. Tnformation rel-evant to the total stnuctune

of the craze which can be denived from sui:face features is

limited, and furthermore, intenpretation may be misleading,

because the conditions at the sunface are different f::om

those within the bulk polymen, whene areal- gnowth occurs.

Knowledge of the clloss-section of the c?aze: Passing

thnough plane abc in Fig. 3'.8, adds another dimension to the

understanding of the mechanics of craze growth.

Eithen the natural Pnognession of a cnack can be

allowed thnough the cnazed zone, until separation occuns r ol1

al-tennatively, the straining pnocess can be stopped at a

panticular stage in craze development, and then separation
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can be effected by using very napid strain rates and/on

Iiquid nitrogen tempe:ratul?es to pnomote bnittle fr:acture.

Vrlhilst both these methods aue commonly used by worke::s

investigating crazes in glassy polymers, it is necessary to

bear in mind the possibility of misinterpretation. Retnac-

tion of highly stnained filaments, lirnited ductile yielding

at Iow temperatunes [102] and othen antifacts can make

fractognaphic concl-usions ambiguous.

Two aspects of cnazing: surface monphology (through

plane AAtBTB) and fnactune monphology (thnough plane abc)

with an indication of the Pnognession of events in the craz-

ing pnocess, will be given generally in Section 4.1.

f

,"1
B,

/

(

Fig. 3 .B

3.4.3. Jústification fon the Test Method Used

The method of inducing cnazi.ng which was selected,

namely placing a dnop of solution on the specimen and loading

at a fixed strain :rate, can be criticized fon lacking in pne-

cision rso it is appnopniate to examine altennative methods
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and discuss the reasons for rejecting them.

(a) Complete immersion of the specimen in the active

sol-ution and application of a fixed stnain nate

or fixed stress.

There is little to be gained in complete immension of

the specimen. Fi::st1y, c?aze and cnack gnowth wilt occutl

at the point of maximum stress concentnation, and so wil-l

give no mol?e valuable or infonmative data than the adopted

method.

Secondly, it would be difficult to remove the specimen

fnom the sol-ution quickly, after the advent of cnazing.

The pneservation of cnazed specimens which alre fnee fnom

antifacts (caused by subsequent modification with the resi-

dual agent) woul-d be practically impossible if this method

hrere used.

(b) The application of a vairiable stnain along the

length of the specimen to detenmine the cnitical- strain for.

crazíng, and

(c) The application of constant loads to the specimen

to detenmine the critical stness fon cnazing.

The pninciple behind methods (b) and (c) is that there

exists eithen a strain on stness critenion for crazing. As

pointed out by Kamboun t551, thene still remaj.ns uncentainty

as to which cniterion is valid. The r?eason fon the l-ack of

agneement undoubtedly lies with the veny nature of c:razing,

in that the plrocess is complex, with a numbei: of physical

pl?ocesses being oper-ative simultaneously, both across the

length of the craze, and at the ci:ack tip. (This pnoblem

is cunnentfy being appnoached by tnying to isolate each
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process and detenmining the effect of vanying test conditions

upon it. ).
(d) The application of a fracture mechanics approach

nelated to (i) the stness intensity facton, K

(ii) the strain energy nel-ease nate, G

olr (iií) some modification of a linear elastic

fracture mechanics theo:ry inconporating

the Dugdal-e model- or the cnack opening

displacement theony wh,ich takes into
account the non-linean elastic behavioun

of polymelrs.

These methods have been applied with some success to

explain the behavioun of f'brittletr polymens such as poly-

stynene oll P.M.M.A., in the absence of a hostile envinonment.

Howeve::, in Itsemiductil-err or Itductiletr polymers such as rigid
PVC, [143] or when active envinonments are p::esent, these

methods a::e not as successful.

The method was discanded, then, because it did not

appean to contnibute r-eadily to the undenstanding of basíc

deformation mechanisms .

The dnoplet test method gave nesul-ts which h/erae inten-

nal-ly consístent and reproducibl-e, when effonts were made to

keep test conditions constant (fon example, the dnoplet size

\^ras kept unifonm by using a micro-sy::inge). Once defonma-

tion had commenced, deformation is extnemely localised and

so this contnibutes to the consistency of the nesults ob-

tained. Tn the context of the work it was considered that

the approach taken was pneferable to the altennatives listed
above.
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CHAPTER 4

THE MORPTTOLOGY OF CRAZED NYLONS

4.1. fntroduction

In this section the mechanism of craze and cnack dev-

elopment will be descnibed in general terms, fon both tneated

and untneated nylons. Thene alîe thnee parts;

(i) a descniption of the conditions which lead to

fnactune in untneated nylons,

(ii) an account of the monphology of the fractur.e

sunface of untneated nYlons, and

(iii) the morphology of agent-induced cnazeð nylons.

One of the pnoblems which needs to be outlined at this

stage is that of nomenclatu::e. It is difficult to distin-

guish precisely between three separate events t

(a) the passage of a crack thnough agent-induced

craze, which existed befone the c:rack initiated,
(b) the passage of a c:rack thnough well-developed

cyaze matter, which has again been agent-induced,

but which has been pnoduced subsequent to crack

initiation, and

(c) the passage of a crack through a craze, in the

absence of agent; in pa:rticular, whene the c::azed

zone is confined to a localised, highly stressed

region nean the craze tiP.

Although it is realised that some compnomise is being

made at the expense of scientific pnecision, the following

convenient expnessions will be used to distinguish between

each of the thnee phenomena. The finst (a) will be called
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crack propagation through fr'pl:eformed mature crazetl the

second (b) will be cal-led cnack propagation thnough rrmature

crazert and the thind ( c ) will be designated rrductile fractunerr.

The thind example is considered justified, because of

the evidence provided by HuII and Owen ll27f, fon example,

(which will be discussed latcn) which shows that viscoelastic
defoi:mation preceeds fnactune in polymelrs.

4.1.1. The Fractune of Untreated Nylons

To pnovide, as it wene, a datum fon analysis of enviir-

onmental stness crazing of nylon specimens it will be helpful
to appneciate the fractune monphology of nylon specimens that
have been fnactuned in the absence of the aggnesive envinon-

ment.

Assuming that a notch defect exists at the surface of
the specimen then the fractu:re mechanism can best be unden-

stood try considening the two extremes of stress fie]d condi-

tions as depicted schematically in Fig. 4.1.1-, namely plane

stnain and plane stness conditions.

Plane stnain conditions wil-l be prominent in situations
where

(a) a notch defect is pnesent

(b) the specimen is relatively thick

and (c) the yield stness is nel-atively high (at high

st:rain rates on at tempenatunes well under tr).
At the tip of the crack the stness distnibution anising

fnom el-astic strains will be as shown in Fig. 4 .I.2 . ( If
plastic stnains ane considei:ed the stnesses will be magnified

ahead of the plastic zone, but the i:esul-tant effect will be

simil-an.
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Fig. 4.1.1 Plane Str"ain Vs. Pl-ain Stress Conditions
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lrlhen the pnincipal tensile stnesses ox, oyr o, alle

app:roximately equal then a condition of equal tniaxial stness

distribution exists and the only available mode of defonma-

tion will be by rapid cnack growth, with cleavage of pnimany

bonds.

If the yield stress is lowened by neducing the stnain

nate o:: by towering the tempenature: or by neducing the

sharpness of the notch, then the condition of app::oximately

equal tniaxiality will not exist. Unden these conditions

net shear str.esses ane Pnesent and plastic defonmation by

sliding of chain segments is possible. l'lhen this occurs,

fo::mation of micnovoids, and associated limited plastic

deformation may occur, to pnoduce a crazed area'
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The production of cavities in the Presence of centain

defects is facilitated by dil-atant fonces, but the moleculan

sliding motion which then occurs requires a localised neduc-

tion in the flow stress. Gent ltrZl considens that the

glass tnansition value of the polymen is effectively treduced

because the incnease in fnee volume duning dilation facili-

tates movement of chains. At some stage afte:r cîaze fo::ma-

tion a crack wil-l initiate within the craze, and begin to

pnopagate.

To assist in the analysis of events duning fnactune,

the velocity of pnopagation acuoss the specimen of thnee

entities will be considened:

(a) the velocity of the craze, vcraze

(b) the velocity of the crack p::opagating within the

c?aze, vci:ack_craze(both in pnefonmed and othen

ttmature" craze) and

(c) the velocity of the cnack pnopagating within the

bulk polymer, vcleavage.

It is p:roposed that at a constant stnain nate, the

velocities have the relatíve val-ues shown in Fig. 4.1.3.

Ve

ac......-..._
Distance

Vcleavaqe

Fie.4.1.3
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The only relevant information on craze velocities is

that obtained by Higuchi t211, who found that for a constant

stnain rate the c?aze gnowth velocity was constant,

l-.e dIc
ßé

dt

The process of c::ack initiation and gnowth in the pre-

formed craze appears to be contnolled by veny similan Para-

meters to those which cont:roI craze gnowth. Kambour tSSl

has stated that the evidence suggests that rrboth cnaze gnowth

and breakdown ane time dependent pnocesses with manked visco-

elastic featunes, but that these processes, while similar,

ane not identical.tt Howeven, the craze is capable of

ca::::ying a load whilst of counse the cnack is not and so

the velocity of the crack will increase as the stness inten-

sity increases. Thus a point will be reached wher.e the

cnack oventakes the craze fnont and the possibility exists

that a crack will- then initiate free of pr.efonmed craze

matenial.

If the str.ain rate is neduced on the tempenatune

naised, then the viscoelastic processes in the craze r-egion

will be al-lowed to occur although the elastic consti:aint of

the undeformed buI-k polymen will prevent lange scale defonma-

tion ( see section 2 .2 .1. ) . f n this case the c:rack velocity

wilf be less than or equal to the craze velocity.

The other extr:eme stress condition is that of plane

stress, which is favour.ed by
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the absence of a notch

a irelatively thin sPecimen

a yield stness which is relatively low (for example,

when the st::ain nate is low or the test tempenatune

>T)
ò

Plastic instabilities occun with the fonmation of a

neck. If the wonk hardening nate is high and intenmolecular'

colusion is maintained, then cold dnawing will nesul-t. If

the work handening nate is too 1ow then the instability will

continue and failure soon f,oIlows (Fig. 4.1.1).

+ .r,2 . The 1o of Untreated on Fractune
ur aces

The fnactune monphology of nylons having

(a) a b:rittl-e fractune surface

(b) a ttductil-ert fracture surface

and (c) a fracture sunface containing both bnittle and

trductilert fnactune zones, is given.

The br:ittle fnacture was induced by straining an

anhyd::ous test-piece which had been immensed in liquid ain,

at a cllosshead speed of 50 cm/min. The fractune sunface

appeans in Fig. 4.1.+, and the initiation zorre at higher.

magnification in Fig. 4.1.5. At the magnifications used,

no fine structune indicative of viscoel-astic deformation can

be seen although othen wonkers have neponted that limited

defo::mation (resol-ved at very high magnifications) can be

detected at tempenatures as 1ow as 20oK. Duning the

fnactune pnocess only sma11 amounts of enengy ane absorbed.

fn this specimen the cnack is not passing thr-ough a

precrazed negion, nor is cnazi-ng pneceding the c::ack tip.

The stored el-astic energy is being neleased at a much gneaten
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Brittle fnacture sur.face of nylon 66.

Magn. = 25x

Same surface showing initiation zorre

Magn. = 9B0x
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Fig. 4.1.6
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ItDuctil-err fractu:re

Magn. = 20x

Fie. 4.1-.7 Fine detail of

speci-men shown

surface of nylon 66.

at centre of

4.1.6. Magn. 2040x

sunface

in Fig.
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rate than that which is nequined to supply the surface

energy r-equinements of the ne\^I faces and any viscoel-astic

energy absonption pnocess at the crack tip. The excess

enengy is convented into kinetic energy and the cnack accel--

er.ates to a high velocity, and may begin to fonk. The stness

field appanently becomes unstable, and oscill-ates about the

honizontal plane, to give nidges and steps. Although the

cr.ack does not propagate along cnystallogr-aphic planes, the

general faceted stnuctui:e may be compa::ed witfr that found in
glasses and metal-s.

I¡lhen a notched, Itas neceivedrr nylon 66 testpiece is

strained at r"oom tempenatune with a cnosshead speed of 1.0

cm/min., a ltductil-ert fnactune, as shown in Fig. 4.1-.6, is

pr.oduced " The highly dr.awn micnostructune of the fnacture

face, shown in Fig. 4.1.7, is from the cent::e of the negion

shown in the pnevious photog:caph. The exact processes

which are occurning cannot be determined fnom the mo:rphology

of the sunface, but by analogy with the i:esults canried out

on amor?phous thermoplastics by Hull llZl I and Kambour [63],
it is pi:oposed that craze fonmation proceeds fnacture. In

this panticulan specimen the texture is rel-atively unifoi:m,

across the fnacture face, suggesting that the cnack velocity

has nemained relatively constant.

V'/hen a notched nylon 66 specimen was stnained using a

crosshead speed of 50 cmlmin. at room tempe::ature, both
I'ductil-err and brittle fr-acture faces are seen in the specimen

[f:-g. 4.1.8]. The explanation is similar again to that

used to descnibe fnacture in glassy polymers.
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Fig. 4 .1. I

oo

Fracture surface of nylon 66 showing

transition fnom ductite to brittle fracture '

Magn. = 23x

Secondary fnacture r charactenised by

hyperbolae, initiated by visible inclusions

of foreign matte::. Fnactune proceeds from

left to night. Magn' = 47x
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At fii:st the cnack pnopagates at a l-ow to medium vel-o-

city, with limited viscoelastic deformation occurring in

fnont of the cnack tip. As the velocity incneases, the

amount of defonmation at the tip decr:eases (as neflected

by a trfining do\nlnrr of the sunface textune as the distance

from the notch is incneased).

The stness intensity factor will be high: so that it

is possible that stnesses gneaten than the fnactune stress

may anise at heter"ogeneities irr fnont of the ti'p, and so

initiate secondany fnactures. The intenaction between the

crack-fnont fnom the hetenogeneity, and the main cnack fnont

(each tnavelling at diffenent velocities), gives rise to

chanactenistic hypenbolae which can be seen in the ductil-e

fractune zone in Fig. 4 .l-. B . They ane r.eadily obsenved,

because secondary fnactune is not on the same plane as the

main cnack front. Pi:esumably limited enazing pneceeds

secondary fi:actur.e as weIl, so that in effect two highly

l-ocal-ised craze zones intenact at the intenface between

p::imany and secondany fnactuire (as suggested by HuI1 and

Owen foir polycanbonate lL27l).
Easily resol-vable inclusions have initiated secondai:y

f::actune in the nylon 66 specimen shown in Fig. 4.1.9.

(X-nay analysis showed that they contained cal-cium and silicon,

and so are ti:aces of dint, which must have contaminated the

nylon befone olî duning the molding pnocess. )

As the cr:ack velocity incneases duning the test ) craz-

ing in fnont of the accelenating crack tip diminishes.

Bnittl-e f:ractune ensues in the centnaf negion whene plane

stnain conditions alle optimized.
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The two distinctive morphological types occur in the

fnactur.e surfaces of many of the envinonment stress-cnazed

specimens and ane designated negions 3 and 4. V'lhen they

occuïî, it is considered that they are charactenistic of the

untr-eated polymer:, and cannot be attnibuted, Per Sê r to the

presence of stress-crazing agent.

4.1-.3. Monpholo ofS tress-C::azed Nvlons

L'he study of the monphology of cnaze and cnack gnowth

is quite complex both in ::elation to position and time of

events, and so to facilitate discussion, the following mech-

anism is pnoposed. Discussion of the validity of these

stages and the various exceptions wil-I be pnopenly dealt with

in taten detailed descniPtions.

Failune occuus by craze initiation at the sunface

followed by areal development of the craze (Fig. 4.1.10).

A cnack subsequentt-y conmences and foll-ows the craze path,

and depending upon the conditions, the possible ext::emes of

behavioun ar?e:

(a) the craze continues to expand across the specimen

and the crack size remains nelatively smal-I

or (b) craze gnowth is intennupted by the napid c::ack

growth which wil-1 oventake the c?aze and pnopag-

ate thnough the bulk.

Fnom the observation of fracture surfaces of a lange

numben of nylons stness-cnazed in the pnesence of salt solu-

tions, it has become clear that the::e are many analogies with

sunfaces of crazed glassy polymelîs ' so that it is inevitabl-e

that much of the tenminology used will be the same. The

pattern of cnaze monphology as indicated by fnacture sunfaces

is represented in Fig. 4.1.11.
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Craze

Crack

Craze Surface

Fie. 4 .1.10 .

The foun negions which ane

surface of nylon 66 cnazed \^rith

of many specimens.

Region I is the initiation
Region 2 ís the negion of

ment.

Bulk

in the fnactune

chlonide are typical

sho\^/n

4M zinc

site.
agent-induced c?aze develop-

Region 3 is the sl-ow-medium crack veJ_ocity zone, where

matu::e agent-crazi-ng precedes the fnactui:e tip, but wher-e no

induced cnaze has pne-existed.

Region 4 is the brittle fractune zone.

Regions 1 and 2 wil1 now be discussed in mor?e detail.
Resion I The Initiation Site

cnazíng in semicnystal-line polymens initiates at the

sunface, whene there is an abundance of crazing agent. The

exact sour?ce of initiation in homogeneous polymen is not
known, but fnom evidence obtained from the internal cnazing

Solution

/UtjUU vu v
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Montage of fracture surface of nylon 66

stiress c::azed witn zínc chl-onide, showing

Regions 1-4. Magn. = 505x
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of rubber modified polymen [15 r16] and from the effect of

sharp mechanical notches on the surface [144 ], it aPPears

that conditions wh:.ch favoun a triaxial stness state alîe

necessary. In pnoposing a mechanism fon c?aze initiationt

it is genenally agreed that a trflawrf or inhomogeneous region

is requined, but there is sti1l Iittle agreement about the

natui:e of the Itflawtf . Fon the uptake discussion given

below, it is assumed that a micnoscopic scratch has resul-ted

in a v-cut into the surface of the sample, which pnoduces a

tniaxial- stness stater ês shown in Fig. 4.1.12. Funther'

it is assumed that should heterogeneities (such as hol-es and

foneign matter) exist in the polymer, that they will cause

anomol-ies in the uptake of cnazing agents '

Solution (Excess)

Triaxial

St?ess

Affected
Zone

(a)
(b)

Fig. + .1- .1-2 .

the flaw two solution uptake Processes may occun'At

They ane

(a) nonmal Fickian diffusion of the agent thr-ough

the polynten

and (b) accelenated case IT tnansport as descnibed in
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Section 2.

Both uptake mechanisms will be rnodified by the

incidence of pne-existing cavities and similar hetenogenei-

ties. If it is assumed that the uptake is confined to the

zo'rre whei:e the stresses are concentrated (Fig. 4.12b) ' then

a situation fon cîaze gnowth exists, which is different from

that shown in Fig. 4.12a.

lrle now have a zone of polymen which has been altened

by cavitation and agent uptake. Complex modified tniaxial

stnesses remain in this |tne\drr polymer, which can cause the

following changes:

(a) If it is assumed that the concenti:ation of agent

in the polymen is high, then the polymer will extend at 1ow

stl?esses and wil-1 nupture at a 1ow elongation (see Fig.4.l-.18)

in the discussion of the tyPe II negion).

(b) There will- be continuing cavitatjon Pllocesses

occuruing in the dir,ection indicated in Fig. 4 .12b.

It is notable that the strain incurred in the initia-

tion of a craze will aIl-ow Some stness relief elsewhene so

that further craze formation is in fact discouraged and

one obsei:ves, unde:: say slow stnain nate conditions, nela-

tively few crazes per unit al?ea.

The monphology of the ini-tiation zone is predicted to

be relatively featuneless, for thnee reasons. The initiat

ftaw may be very small, elongation of the polyme:: in the

pnesence of lange amounts of agent wil-1 be l-imited and

swelling and retnaction of dnawn matenial- wil-l blunten any

discontínuities .
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Figs. 4.1.13 and 4.1.I4 show a typical region 1 morph-

ology. At 1ow magnification (Fig. 4.1.13) this region can

be readily contr:asted with the highty fibnilated and voided

region 2 . At high magnifications , (rig. 4 . l-. 14 ) apparent

swetting is evident, but stil-l no microdr"awing on f laws are

obvious.

If the agent is a particulanly good so]vent for the

polymen then an extreme case fon the extent of negion 1 is

pnedicted. Cnazes fonmed wilt rupture at velly low elonga-

tions and rapid netnaction of fibrils will produce an al-most

entinely featurel-ess fractu:re. The morphology and str-ess

stnain properties of nylon 66 tf sofvent crackedrr with 99%

(w/w) formic acid are shown in Figs.4.1.15 and 4.1.16.

This surface shown in Fig. 4.1.15 is similan to the initia-

tion zorre of some stress-cnazed nylons.

A very weak stres s c:r.azing agent would be expected to

produce l_ittle type 1 regíon " The amount of swelling and

the reduction in the mechanical properties of the nylon woul-d

both be less extensive (see Fig. 4.1.18, this section).

The nylon would be predicted to be able to sustain high

strains (elongating to produce long filaments) even when the

agent was abundant. Consequently, initiation is expected

to occuir at higheir stnesses, and the initiation zone (Region

1) to be poonlY nePllesented.
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Fig. 4 .1.l-4.
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Region I monphology nylon 66 fractured

in the prlesence of 4M aqueous zinc chlor-ide

solution. Magn. = 330x

Same specimen surface at highe:r magnifica-

tion. Tnaces of agent can be discenned at

bottom left of photognaph. Magn. = 670x
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Fnacture sui:face of nylon

from str.ess cracking with

Magn. = 375x

66 nesulting

fonmic acid.

Fig. 4. l-. ls .

Fig. 4. l-. 16 . Mechanical behavioun of nylon 66 st::essed

with and without fonmic acid pnesent.
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Region 2 The Craze Zone

The marked tnansition fnom a smooth featuneless negion

(f) to a highly filamented, voided negion (2) neflects both

the change in the micnomechanical- pnoperties of the polymer,

and the stress conditions which exist in each region.

Kamboun t55l considers that two rec¡uinements exist for

prominent crazi-ng. The finst, which is discussed eanl-ier

in this chapter, is I'cavity nucleation at fnequent interval-s

unden uniaxial applied load'r. The second nequinement is

the appropniate type of stress-str-ain behavioun.

Fig. 4.1_.17 il_lustrates three possible types of sti:ess-

strain behaviour for mater"ials having the same yield point

t551. They \^Iere oniginally proposed to explain the pnesence

or absence of crazes in resins of different moleculan weights.

Curve (a) rept-esents the ideal mechanical- behaviour fon

stable cTaze filaments to coexist. If stnain handening does

not occun (curve (b))' then as the polymen necks, the

instability continues, causing rapid fracture. This behav-

ioun is typical of low mol-eculan weight iresins, and Kamboun

explains the absence of c?aze growth by saying that the

stresses maintained above and below the deformed zone are

insufficient to cause cavity nucl-eation ahead of the cTaze

tip. The behaviour. of cl?oss-Iinked nesins, is explained by

stating that orientation hardening is too napid (curve (c) )

causing str.esses above and below the deformation zone to

become so high that fractune occuns before c?aze matter can

undergo extensive elongation, gì-vì-ng a fracture surface

devoid of craze filaments.
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Fig. 4.1.17. Thnee possible types of stress strain

behaviour fon rnatenials with the same

yield point (fnom [55]):

Fie. 4.1.18 . Change in the tensil-e characteristics of

nylon with vanious l-evels of absorbed

waten and zinc chlonide.
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In an endeavour to provide a mode1 fon the behavioun of

pol5rmen in the craze, whene the concentnation of stress-cnaz-

ing agent wil-t be high, a series of tensile tests \^/elle con-

ducted on nylon 6 filns which had equilibrated in zinc

chlonide sol-utions with different concentrations. If a

nylon was shown to have type (b) behavioun in the presence of

high levels of zi-nc chloride, then fractu::e at low elongations

with no well- developed craze would be predicted. However,

if type (a) behavioun is displayed by some of the specimens

containing zinc chl-or"ide, lange c?azes are predicted.

The experimental nesults ane shown schematically in
Fig. 4 . 1.l-B . hrhen nylon had equilibnated with aqueous

zine chloride, only low el-ongatíons, at low stresses, wene

neconded before fnactune. This conresponds to type (b)

behaviou:: (except that oU is lowened in this instance).

These conditions would apply to initiation of cnazing in
nylons, whene the sunface concentrations of agent ane veny

high. As :repor.ted previously, the fractune su:rface morph-

ology confinms that in this negion only l-ow el-ongation to

bneak has occurned (r.egion 1). As the local concentnation

of agent at on near the craze tip decneases to the equivalent

of 214 zi-nc chl-onide, fon example, type (a) behavioun is ob-

senved. High elongations to break ane no\^r possible, but

drawing occuns at neduced stresses. These conditions alle

ideal fon lange, stable craze pnoduction.

If it is assumed that the local concentnation of agent

nean the cnaze tip clecreases as the craze gror¡rs acnoss the

specimen, the gnaphs shown in Fig. 4.1.18. suggest that the
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deformation behaviour of the nylon will change.

lVith exhaustion of agent, large craze development

ceases, as shown by the tnansition from negion 2 to negion

3 in Fig. 4 .1.11-.

Re ons 3 and 4 Cnack Pr ation Be ond the ent-
n uce aze on

It is pnoposed that the negions 3 and 4 shown in Fig.

4.1.11- are identical to the ttductilefr fnactune and bnittle

fnactune regions discussed in detail in Section 4.L.2.

No funthen comments ane conside::ed necessary.

ical- E les of the Mo olo of Fractune
ur aces o CS a ô ons

Example 1.

A constant l-oad was applied to a nylon 66 specimen

so that the initial stress was 61 MPa (oU = 85 MPa). lrlhen

a dnoplet of 4M aqueous zínc chlonide was applied it took

20 min. for the specimen to fractune. (Crazi.ng began after

19 min. ).
Regions l- to 4 are shown in Fig. 4.I.19. At highen

magnification negions 1 and 2 can be seen molle cleanly (Fig.

4.1.20). The initiation zorre is contaminated with resi-

dual z:-nc chl-onide, which has been inconponated into the

nylon (detaits are given in Chapten 5, of sal-t uptake into

nylon at vanious stages of stness-cnazing). The fibnous

nuptured c.raze negion is also cleanly necognisable (::egion

2).

Although precise intenpretation of the featunes in

negion 2 i.s difficult, it appears that thene is a gnadual

inc::ease in the ability of the nylon to elongate acnoss the
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Fnacture sunface of nYlon 66

1 to 4 (fnom left to r:ight).

showing

Magn.

regaons

= 31x

Fig. 4.1.19.

Fig. 4.1.20. Region I

at left,

specr-men

(contaminated with zinc chloride)

and negion 2 at night : same

as above. Magn. = l23x
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sample. This is infl-uenced by the local- concentration of

agent (which is expected to decnease as the crack progllesses)

the sti:ess concentration at the craze tip, and the cnack

velocity companed with c?aze gnowth nate.

I,rlhen the stage of high polymer elongation is neached

(as shown at the right hand side of Fig. 4.1.20) a netwonk

of filaments and voids al?e pnoduced. The complex natune

of the fnactur-e sunface in this region can be attnibuted,
in pant, to intenaction between the nadiating leading edges

which have initiated fnom a bnoad initiation site. The

cnazed zone gives \^ray, as the l-evel of agent diminishes, to
a negion of mone napid cnack growth outside of the pnecnazed

zone (negion 3), Fig. 4.I.zL. Finally, the fractune vel_o-

city incneases until- bnittle fnacture occurs (negion 4, Fig.
L+ .I.22) .

Example 2.

rn this example a nylon 6 specimen r^ras sIowIy sti:ained
(cnosshead speed = 0.lcm/min.) in the pnesence of copiously

applied 5M aqueous zínc chlonide. The conditions have been

made so that extensive formation of negions l_ and 2 is
favouned; the slow stnain rate and lange quantity of agent,

coupled with the higher sensitivity of nylon 6 oven nylon 66

al-l contnibute to considenable uptake of the zinc into the

polymen.

The sunface seen at 1ow magnification (Fig. 4.1.23)

shows cnazing to have occunred on both sides of the specimen

(wheire agent had been applied), and that no bnittle f:ractune
(negion 4) is pnesent. This is expected, in view of the

conditions of low stnain nate and ambient test tempenatune.
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Fig. 4.I.2I.

Fie. 4.L.22

Region to right of that shown in Fig' 4'L'20,

showing transition from type 2 to type 3

monphology. l{agn. = L23x

Brittle fractune (region 4) of same

specimen. The shanply defined boundary

from ductile negion 3 can be seen at left'

Magn. = I23x
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Three negions may be identified. At the bottom, a

rnorphology which is intermediate between negion I and 2 can

be seen. Thene is a very small str:ip of negion l material

out of view; however., most pnominent is the negion whene

void formation and a smal-l- amount of elongation of polymer

has occurned. The level of agent taken up by the polymer

cau5es the potymer to fnacture Soon after necking, to give

the intenconnected filamental stumps.

The effective concentnation of agent taken up by the

nylon decreases acros" an. specimen (venified in experiments

descnibed in Chapter 5), until it falls to a level which,

coupled wíth the stness concentnation at the cnaze tip,

a]lows extensive drawing to occun. The Polymer now behaves

as in curve (a) of Fig.4.J.17. This region (region 2) is

shown at highen magnification in Fig. 4.1.24. In this

negion the voids nange in size, and are intenconnected, as

if in an innegutan honeycomb. The voids and interconnected

f il-anents are simitar- to those seen in polystyrene, near the

initiation zorLe,

Mann ltZgl shows voids which are largen than expected from

the f::actune ef craze matter (fig. 4.1.25). Similarlyo in

high mofecufar weight poJystyrene fractured at liquid nitnogen

temperatures, Haward t129] also showed interconnected rfmodul-an

fonms" (Fig. 4.I.26); the voids \^lere once again at least an

orden of rnagnitude highen than expected fnom the simple nuptune

of voids in craze matter (with a diameten of no molre than .02Un).

The mechanisms leading to the formation of these structunes

have not been fully explained. In metal-s plastic fnacture,

giving a surface sjmil,ar to that Seen in polymers r is thought



Fig. 4.1. 2 3.

Fig.4.1.2+.

117 .

Fnactune surface of nylon 6 stnained s1ow1y

in the pllesence of copiously applied zinc

chl-onide solution . Craze and crack gnowth

proceeded fnom both edges of specimen (top

and bottom of photognaph) simultaneously.

Magn. = 35x

Honeycomb negion 2 mo:rphology of same

specimen. Magn. = 2BSx
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to oecur by the coalescence of micnovoids; trdimplestt are

pnoduced by deformation processes nesulting fnom diffenences

in the elastic and plastic pnoperties of the metal [130].

The cr"ack velocity incneases nel-ative to the rate of

craze growth, untit the c::ack oventakes the main craze.

This is indicated by the transition from voided negíon 2 to

smooth "ductile f:ractunett negíon 3 in Fig. 4.1.23.



Fig. 4.1.25

Fig. 4.1. 26 .

119 .

Honeycomb stnuctune of nuptuned, cnaze

matter in polystynene (from t1281).

ïntenconnected trnodul-an formsrr in the

fnacture sunface of high moleculan weight

polystynene (from [129]).
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4.1.4 olo of the Craze Surface ab in Pl-ane

lr/hen nylons are stnessed in the pnesence of an active

crazing agent, long nallnow stnain inhomogeneities nesembling

crazes in amorphous polymens al?e observed.

The first evidence of cnazes is thein appearance at

the sunface because intennal aneal growth cannot be neadily

detected in non-tllansparent polymens such as nylons.

The dimensions and distnibution of cnazes in nylons

vairy g:reatly, depending upon the expenimental conditions .

I¡/hen the polymen in the craze is capable of 1a:rge visco-
elastic defo::mation, bnoad crazes al?e fo::med, whilst at low

tempenatures on when high concentr:ations of stness-cnazing

agent are taken up, narro\^r crazes ane pnoduced befo::e fnac-

tune occurls.

Unlike crazes in glassy polymers, those in nylons

appean to have no lip ot? step sunface-discontinuity.

rnsteadr âD abrupt depnession forms, as nepresented in Fig.

+.r.27. The height of the wa11, x, depends upon the matun-

ity and size of the craze.

x
----¡_-

Fig. + .I.27 .

Craze matten near. the sur:face may take many fonms;

experimental- factons such as type of agent and porymelr,

stness conditions and time wil-l- al-l- affect the surface monph-

ology. Foun examp]-es of the su::face of cnazes, in onden of
matunity, alre shown in Figs . 4 .l_ .2 B- 3l-.



Fig. 4.1-.28.

Fig. 4 .I.29 .

T2L.

Sunface monphology of an im¡llatune craze.

Magn. = 2290x

Highly dnawn filaments and elliptical voids

at the craze sunface. Magn. = 23S0x
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Stage 1

Matenial near the c.?aze tip is shown in Fig. 4.1.28.

The polymen has not been highly elongated, as evidenced by

the thick fibnil-s. The voids in this region ai:e appnoxi-

mately 10 Um in diameten, compared with about 0.02 prn in a

typical glassy polymen. The craze in this photogr.aph is
outside the tneated region. cnazing agent has moved with

the advancing craze tip thnough the bulk polymen.

Stage 2

The next stage in the development of a craze is
commonly the extension of thick fibnils to pnoduce highly
d:rawn fil-aments. fn the c?aze shown in Fig. 4.L.29.. voids

are now aligned and e11ipticaI. The arr?ol^r points to whene

some of the filaments have nuptuned; when the c?aze broadens

and cnacking occulls remnants of these filaments wil-l nemain

on the cnack wall.

Stage 3

Often nibs on nidges of polymen ane associated with
the c?aze surface. Those in Fig. 4.1.30 appean to be

cunved but this is an ilrusion nesulting fnom the specimen

being tilted in the microscope. Y-modulation o:: notation
of the image indicates that the nibs are stnaight and per-
pendicular to the long axis of the craze. The negular:

spacing between the nibs incnease as the c?aze gnows.

They resul-t fnom contnaction occunning both along and across

the craze. crazes on the sunface often possess a ttskinrr,

which is because of contnaction. At the sunface thene is
only biaxial constnaint, companed with tniaxial constnaint

in the intenion of the c?aze. Even in nannow crlazes nibs



Fig. 4.1. 30 .

Fie. 4.1-.3I.

r23.

Ribbed craze monphology caused by the change

fnom a triaxial to a biaxial stness distni-

bution at the surface. Porous, swollen

polymen between c?azes can also be seen.

Magn. = 820x

Matune eraze morphology. The ltskinrt may

not be tnuly representative of the intenion

stnuctune of the c?aze. Magn. = 2350x
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be seen. Inspaced close togethen can

polymer between the cnazes

appearance.

Stage 4

the specimen shown,

resulting in a poroushas swollen,

If the c.raze matter is capable of lar"ge viscoelastic

deformation without r.uptune (for example, when the l-ocal

concentnation of agent is not excessive), the craze sunface

wil-l- appear unifonml-y and highly oriented ( Fig . 4 . l- . 31 ) .

At highen magnifications the micnostructune nesembles that

of polymen in a ductil-e neck. It is considened that this

monphology nay be supenficial and not useful in pnoviding

information about the intenior of the craze.

\¡lhen a crack begins to gnow within a craze, without

complete nuptur-e, some of the elements of a craze can be

detected by tilting the specimen (Fig. 4.1-.32).

tilt

Fig. 4.I.32.

Thnee interesting aspects of the specimen which has

been tilted in this way (Fig. 4.f.33) are the sha:rp and

wel-l--defined interface between bulk polymen and the craze,

the featurel-ess region neanest the specimen sur.face, and the

sharp, appanently unaltered filament remnants.

Craze matter which is morphologically different from

that described hene will- be encountered later; the crazíng

ptaocess will- 1¡e arral-ysecl irr eaclr cd.se, Lherr Lhe corrcli'Liorrs
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Fig. 4 . l-. 3 3 . Inte::ion of a cnack showing nemnants of
craze matten. Specimen tilted as descnibed

in Fig. 4.1. 32 . Magn. = 358x

Fig. 4.1.34. Nanrow crazes which have tenminated by

intenaction of stnesses at the craze tip.
Magn. = l-64x
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which have resulted in such variations discussed.

Crazes may tenminate in one of two ways ' In speci-

mens wher-e a high numbei: density of shont cTazes exist, a

gr.adual and continuous reduction of the dimensions of the

claze matten will occur. Snal1 cïaazes which are atigned

but not quite in the same plane may grohl until- intenaction

of stresses at the cnaze tip nesul-ts in a neduction in the

sti:ess component which favons craze growth. They can be

seen in Fig.4.1.34.

Bifurcation may occulr at the ends of lange crazes t

producing a lange numben of narnow nadiating cnazes. This

is pnesumably a manifestation of the changing stness condi'

tions; the stness intensity factor changes just befone the

onset of divergence. This type of tenmination is il-l-ustrated

in Figs . 4 .1. 35-36 .

i/ühen a specimen is stnessed in the pnesence of only a

small volume of crazíng agent, some crazes may extend out-

side of the area whene the agent has been applied. Gener'-

a1ly no abrupt change in the monphology of the c?aze sunface

is detected at the treated-untneated intenface (Fig. 4.1.37).

This is consistent with rapid tnanspont of the agent with

the voided craze tiP.

The fine str.uctune of the craze may be obscuned by

some polymen crazing adduct, whieh might remain in the crazed

zoner op sepanate to form a cnust at the edge of the cîaze.

An extreme example is shown in Fig. 4.1.38. The specimen

has been all-owed to ret:ract causing the complex to be extr-u-

ded fnom the c?aze negion. It can be diffenentiated fnom

the bulk polymer by its ponous, amorphous appeanance.



Fig. 4.1. 35.

Fig. 4.1. 36 .

t27 .

Bifuncation of the cnaze tÍp outside of the

tneated zone (dank ellipse in centne of
photognaph). Nomanski íntenfenence

optical mícnognaph. Mágn. = 164x

TenmÍnation of a cnaze induced by

magnesium penchlorate solution in
sphenulÍtic nylon 66. Magn. = 2960x
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Craze passing fnom sal-t-tneated po1ymen

(at top) thnough untreated polymen (at

bottom) with no appanent change in
morphology. Magn. = 5720x

Fig. 4.1-.37.

Fig. 4 .1. 3B Nylon 66

extruded

- magnesium penchlor.ate complex

fnom craze zone. Magn. = 501-0x
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4.2. The MorPhologY of Crazfn inN lons Induced
b l- e nts

In this section the morphological ::esul-ts of uniaxial-

tensile testing of nylons in the Presence of solutions of

five different sal-ts will be discussed. Each agent was

found by Dunn and Sansom t3l to have highttstress-cnacking"

activity, and this was confi::med in the pnesent work, when

brief tests r^rerle canried out on a large numben of sa1ts.

The finst two subsections (4.2.1 and 4.2;2) will dis-
cuss nesul-ts obtained with zinc and cobalt chlo:ride, which

are Type I salts t4l. The othen two sections (4.2.3 and

4.2.+) deal with Type II sa1ts, the finst being magnesium

penchlonate, and the bnomide and iodide of lithium being

discussed togethen. The diffenences in c:raze and fnactune

morphology which can be attributed to a change in anion size

can then be ascertained.

This section will be confined to a discussion on

monphology alone. Othen aspects of the intenaction between

salts and nylons will- be discussed in Chapter 5.

4 .2 .1. Crazín Induced b ueous Zínc Chlo:ride
Solut l_ons

Nylon 66

Analysis of the fractune sunface of zine chlonide-

induced cnazed nylon 66 has been discussed in Section 4.1_.3

and wil-l- al-so be descnibed in Chapten 5 (in a connelation

with agent Ievels), so that this aspect of crazing need only

be bniefJ-y described in this section.

It will be nemembened that, using Fig. 4.1.1-f as a
guide , four. negions could be distinguished. Thene \^/as a

flat, featuneless initiation negion (negion 1), and if uptake
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of the agent and subsequent salt-induced cnazing was abLe

to occulr befone fnactune, remnants of the c?aze could be

identified as negion 2. Cnack pnopagation beyond the salt-

induced c?aze gave negion 3 at low velocities and negion +

(bnittle) at high velocities.

The var:iations on this model which are encounter:ed,

and which depend upon the test conditions o ane often most

prominent in negions l- and 2. Fon example, the fnacture

sunface of un-notched anhydrous nylon 66 (ASTM Type I test-
piece) strained with a cr?osshead speed of 10 mm/min., shows

no region II (Fig. 4.2.1.). Unden the conditions of the

test, uptake of the zinc chlonide has been confined to near

the sur:face of the specimen. The flat featuneless zone

(at the night in Fig. 4.2.1), which is shown at highen mag-

nification in Fig. 4.2.2, contains high l-eveIs of absonbed

zínc (see Chapten 5). Fnactune has then initiated from

point A, and rrductile fracturerr of un-modified nylon has

occunned. No absonbed zinc was found in this region.

Pnesumably the tip of the craze-crack which occur"ned at the

edge irlensified the stness so that at a rrffawtr in fr:ont of

the tip, catastrophic fnactune initiated. The crack has

accelerated until- ul-timately bnittle fnactune occurred.

The 'rductile fractunerr has pre-empted the development of

negion 2 matenial-.

The fracture surface of most specimens previously

cnazed with zine chloride conforms with the pattenn outl-ined

in the int::oduction. It is neverthel-ess often difficult
to distinguish between negions which have been pnoduced by

the nuptune of pneformedr pgent-induced crazes, and the

voided negions which can anise when the complex stness



Fig. 4 .2 .I.

Fie. +.2.2

131.

Fnactune surface of un-notched fnacture

sunface of anhydnous nylon 66 stressed

with zinc chlonide pnesent. Fnactune

initiation point is designated rr4rr.

Magn. = 29x

Zíne nich craze initiation zone of speci-
men shown above. Magn. = l_Bgx
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fiel-d is present. Fon example, a fnactu::e surface of the

complexity shown in Fig. 4.2.3 is often encountened. It

is possible to see, at higher magnification, sma11 voided

negions which are surfaces in l-ine with othen ci:acks on the

side of the specimen. By looking at the sample in toto, it

is possible to determine whether the voiding has been a con-

sequence of the agent being pnesent.

The sunface shown in Fig. 4.2.4 also il-lustnates the

ambiguities which can arise. Superficially, pant of the

fnactune face appears to fit the pnoposed model, with negions

l-, 2 and 3 present. However-, viscoelastic defonmation pre-

ceding r.uptune in both x and y directions presumably causes

shean fonces, and the fonmation of voids in the nylon may be

a consequence of this complex stress fiel-d.

In r.elatively thin specimens ( say < l-mm thick) develop-

ment of crazes is limited to two dimensions once the cîaze

has grown to the ful-l thickness of the test-piece. For this

reason, the morphology of the fnactune sunface of crazed

films often needs to be interpreted diffenently from thick

specimens, al-though it is often stilI possible to identify

the four negional types (regions l-4 ) .

The Monphology of the Crazed Sunface - Thnough Plane
AArB'I B

The distnibution and dimensions of cnazes in nylons

depends langely upon the conditions of stnain r:ate and agent

activity. I¡lhen the agent is highfy active and strain rates

are J-ow, high uptake of the agent into the polymen can occur,

and so: depending upon the mechanical pnope:rties of the

tneated nylon, eithen nuptune at low elongatíon: or production

of well-developed cnazes can nesult.
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Fractune sur:face of

inte::action of many

Magn. = 50x

nylon 66 showing

cnacks and cnazes.

Fig. 4.2.3

Fig. ).2 "4 Anothen part of fnactune surface of same

specirnen, showing complicated structure.

Interpnetation of failure mechanism is

ambiguous (see text). Magn. = 170x
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The monphology of nylon 66 which has been strained

in the presence of zine chl-onide until surface penturbations

are finst observed is shown in Fig. 4.2.5. The discontinui-

ties are simil-an to those seen in glassy polymers, and poss-

ibly ar"ise fnom shont-tenm l-ocalised swelÌing. The r-esolu-

tion is low in this photognaph because low voltages have

been used to neduce changing.

With furthen craze development, su:rface discontinuities

tend to disappear. Nar::ow crazes are seen in Fig. 4.2.6;

the edge of the craze does not nise above the plane of the

uncnazed sunface. Swelling can al-so be discenned a\^Iay

firom the craze.

lr/el}-developed crlazes are seen in Fig. 4.2.7. fn

this exper"iment the nylon 66 film was strained slowly until-

cl?azes $rere seen; napid innigation with waten pnevented further

craze and crack gnowth. No cl-ear connefation between the on-

set of craze nupture and ctaze thickness can be made, because

thene appear to be highly elongated craze fil-aments stil-l-

intact in the bnoadest region of the craze, whilst ruptune

has occurred in some of the nanllower pa:rts.

The fine stnuctune of pant of the craze is seen in

Fig. 4.2.8. Prominent are the sharp interface between the

craze and the bulk polymer, and the negulan spacing between

the craze filaments. The pattern is str^ikingly similan to

that observed in polystyrene by Beahan, Bevis and Hul-l- t62l
(Fig. 2.4). The striations observed panalleJ- to the stnain

direction in Fig. \.2.7 and the apparent bneaks in the craze

fil-aments in Fig. ).2.8 are both artifacts which have been
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Fig. 4. 2. 5 Surface ridges observed in

craze foirmation. Magn.

135.

Nai:now craze in nylon 66 induced by zi-nc

chl-or.ide - lresidual salt can be seen at

top centre of photognaph as a pale zone.

Surface etching of uncnazed nylon sunface

can also be detected. Magn. = 392x

eai:ly stage of

= 2 r 6l-5x





Fig. 4.2 .7

Fig. +.2.8

136.

Broad cnazes in

perpendicular to

from conductive

Magn. = 26x

Fine striations

ane artifacts

specimen.

nylon

craze AXIS

66

coating on

Fine stnucture of craze sunface showing

regulan void distnibution. Magn. = 590x
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caused by movements of the thick gold coating.

It appeans fr:om Fig. +.2,9, where crazes have deviated

from a st:raight trajectory, that inhomogeneities in the bulk

polymen wil-t strongly influence the direction and shape of

the cnazes. Local- changes in the stness fiel-d, which can

determine the gnowth nate of a crazer Day be brought about

by other cl:azes neanby.

\{hen the specimen is tilted so that the fnacture face

above the dnawn craze fifaments can be seen (Fig. \.2.10),

it is obvious that veny l-ittle evidence of previousl-y highly

dnawn filaments exists. This zone corresponds to negion f,

whene crazing and cracking both initiate in the pllesence of
high concentrations of agent.

The intenion of a nuptuned c?aze can be determined by

usì-ng a Formvai: neplication technique. The nylon sample

r^ias crazed, and stnaining was continued until cnacks passed

thnough the agent-induced c?aze region, without completely

fnacturing the specimen. The advantages in pnepaning such

neplicas is that the sunface of the inte::ior of the cnack

can be observed without having to bneak the sample. This

woul-d be impossible to canry out by dinect obsenvation of
the specimen in the S"E.M.

The first neplica refl-ects the monphology of the sunf-

ace (through plane AA|BIB) of the polymen, as wetl as the

fnactune face (Fig. ).2.11). The fonmen is rough, as a

nesult of interaction between sal_t and polymen, which has

pnoduced swelling and a white adduct. The ridge, replresent-

ing the cnack, can be divided into thr.ee sections. Neanest

the surface, negions 1 ancl ? appean (a), although fnom this
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Deviation of

interaction.

craze paths

Magn. =

suggesting craze

B2x

Fig. 4. 2. I

Fig. 4.2.1-0. Interion of crack above craze matten,

showing flat cnack wal-l, in contrast to
the highly oniented cnaze fibnils.
Magn. = 256x
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Replica of zinc chloride

showing regions f, 2 and

and c). Magn. = 6l-5x

cnacked nylon 66,

3 (shown as a, b,

Fig. 4. 2 .11.

Fig. +"2.12" Replica of cr.,aze sunface, with

uncrazed nylon also neveal-ed.

etching of

Magn. = 4r910x
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photograph no cl-osen identification can be made. There rs

a tnansition between the two ductil-e fracture negions (brc)

which reflects a change in the fnactune velocity.

A r:epJ-ica of the sunface of a craze which has not

fnactuned (Fig, 4.2.L2) pnovides no ner^r infonmation" The

normal biaxially oniented trskintr of the craze, with chanact-

enistic rrribstr, connesponds exactly to the morphology of

crazes viewed directly.

Some expeniments using notched nylon 66 test-pieces

(ASTM type l) vvere car.nied out using a vaniety of conditions.

It was considened that by localising stresses in this waV: a

fess ambiguous assessment of the mechanism of stress-crazing

could be made.

0n1y local-ised sweJ-Iing was found at the notch (iregion

I), wittr ductile fnacture (region 3) occunning ovelr most of

the specimen. The morphology of the swofl-en matter (negion

1) can be seen in Figs. +"2"13r1-4. The notch inhibited

craze formation by causing crack velocity to exceed agent

uptake, and so agent-induced craze development (for which

the presence of region 2 in the fracture sur.face wouid have

been sufficient evidence) is unable to precede fnacture.

This result was found for the cr.azing of all notched

specimens. Even when exposui:e to zinc chforide was long

(I2ln) and the stnain nate low (1.0mm/min), agent-induced

craze fonmation h/as veny nestricted. The fnactune surface

in the l-ast case (Fig. 4.2.15), for example, has very

few region 2 craze remnants. Onty a featuneless region

(a), (region f ), near the notch at l-eft (b), and some

tr:aces of zinc chlonide (c) carnied over subsequent



Fig. 4. 2 .13 . Swoll-en

Magn. =

14i-.

negion 1 nea:r notch of nylon 66.

11 0x

Fig. 4. 2.14. Ponous textune of region 1. Magn. 4B0x
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to fnactur:e, pnovide evidence fon the pnesence of zínc

chlonide. Appanently the salt was taken up too slowly

by the nylon 66 fon envi:ronmental cnazing to compete with

ductile fnactune at the stnain rates used.

Sometimes a cnystall-ine adduct was seen in specimens

nea:: the initiation zone (negion 1). This zinc-rich sub-

stance is unusual, because the adducts normally encountened

appean amonphous. This matenial- can be seen in Fig. 4.2.16.
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Fig. 4.2.15. Nylon 66 fractune sunface with zínc

chlonide contamination (pale negions)

and nannow agent-induced craze zor'e,

Magn. = 35x

Fig. 4.2.16. Cnystalline zinc chl-onide - nylon 66

initiation zone.adduct nealr craze

Magn. = 2r330x
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Nylon 6

Nylon 6 undengoes mone extensive damage than nyJ-on 66

when tested under similan conditions with zfnc chforide.
Fig. 4.2.r7 shows a nylon 6 testpiece which has been strai_ned
with a crosshead speed of 0.1 cm/min. The extent of the
damage and the eomplexity of the monphology of the sunface
are immediately appanent.

The st:ressed nylon 6 appeans to take up zinc chlonide
more napidry than nylon 66, because the negions of highly
el.ongated and pl.asticízed polymen (containing the sal_t) are
mone extensive. rn Fig. 4.2.18 lange al?eas of polymer,
rnodified by saIt, appean. The plasticization which occuns
is extensive, even away fnom the sunface, because swolren
filaments with nodules (caused by r:etnaction and subsequent
swelling) can be seen.

Lange blocks of uncrazed polymen appean at low magni-
fication to be unchanged by the salt (Fig. 4.2.i_7), but at
highen magnification ( Fig. 4 " 2 .18 ) veny smal_l_ voids and

other evidence (such as chairging) of sal_t uptake can be

discenned. The conclusion dnawn fnom this sample is that
the extent of salt-induced erazing in this sample of nylon
6 appeans to be mone extensive than for nylon 66. rt is
suggested that the velocity of sol_vent induced cre.ze pro_
pagation is mone rapid than fon nyron 66 unden simifai: test
conditions.

I'r/hen test conditions arle suitable , ( such as slow stirain
nate and nemoval of agent, iust aften craze initiation) it
is possible to isolate discnete crîazes. These c?azes are
similan in appearance to those seen in nylon 66.



Extensively

slow stnain

Magn. = 35x

145.

cnacked nylon 6

nate and excess

specimen

zínc chlonide.

Fig, 4.2.I7 .

Fie. 4.2.1-8. Fine detail fnom above specimen, showing

swol-l-en and netnacted craze matten, and

evidence of salt uptake in undeformed

bl-ock at centne of photognaph.

Magn. = 230x
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A wetl developed craze which was produced by stnaì-ning

nylon Very slowly in the pllesence of zínc chloride, can be

seen in Fig. 4.2 .19 . The cîaze initiated in the tneated

negion and pnopagated into the untreated negion. The

bul-k polymer. on each side of the cTaze is swollen wittr salt;

thetrskinttof the craze sunface is highly oriented, and as

the X-ray map below (Fig. 4.2.20) indicates; this craze

r.egion is rich in zj-nc cations (ttre analyser discniminated

for- zinc-K counts). High counts of both zj-nc and chlorine
CT

\,Jer?e reconded on the sui:face of the craze, but this can be

att:ributed to geometrical effects.

Under similar test conditions, well defined ctaazes

containing extended fil-aments nean the tips can be p:roduced.

Those shown in Fig. 4.2.21 have nuptuned along most of the

length (cnacking has napidly followed craze fo::mation).

Nean the tip highly extended c:Taze matter can be observed

(Fig. q.2.22), which near. the sunface has fnactured. The

ttdimpledft fracture face of the craze, and the very high

void content are al-so shown.

Thin Formic Acid-cast Nvlon 6 Fil-n

A nylon 6 film was for:med by casting a dnop of fonmic

acid solution onto watei:. Dr:ops of 5M zine chl-onide were

then placed on the sui:face of the fil-m and stretched using

the tensile straining device described in Chaptei: 3. Suir-

pr:isingly, no crazing was obsenved.

This can be explained by suggesting that the excess

of zinc chl-oride effectively pì-asticizes the film thnough

its entire thickness, with the nesult that l-ocal-ised defor.ma-

tion (cnazing) cannot occutî.



Fie. 4. 2. 19 .

147.

Matune zínc chlonide induced craze and

swol-len nylon 66 to left and night.
Magn. = 2r290x

Fig. +.2.20, Conresponding X-::ay

bution of zi-nc.

t'maptt showing distr-i-

Magn. = 2r290x
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Cnacks in nylon 6

nean cnack tips.

with craze fifaments

Magn. = 49x

Fig. I+ .2 .2I.

Fie. 4 .2 .22 . Fine stnuctune at cnack tips, showing

highly extended and nuptured fil-aments.

Magn. = 2r300x
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The film was col-lected onto a stub, canefully washed

with waten, and examined when dry. The fonmation of an

amo:rphous adduct contnasts stnongly with the spherulites

observed in the untneated film. The eomplex is shown adjac-

ent to the untreated film at 1ow magnification in Fig. +.2,

23, and the adduct is shown at highen magnification in Fig.

+.2.2+. Mechanically, the film has behaved in a similar

way to anhydnous bulk nylon 66 which has been tneated with

concentrated zfne chlonide fon long peniods of time (> 1 day).

Plasticisation and swelIing, and suppnession of craze forma-

tion, occurs in the tneated negion instead of p:rematune fnac-

tur.e.



Fig. ).2.23.

Fig. 4 .2 .24 .

150.

Zj-nc chlonide nylon 6 complex (at left)

supponted on a thin, sphenulitic nylon 6

fil-m (at right). Magn. = 4r910x

Complex at highen magnification showing

ponous, amorphous appearance. Magn. = 9r850x
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4.2.2. Cnazing Induced by Cobalt Chloiride

Cobalt sa.l-ts \^/ere shown by infna-ned spectnoscopy t4l
to interact with nylons by fonming a dii:ect cation-carbonyl_

oxygen donon-accepton bond, in much the same \^ray as zinc

salts. Using Dunnrs classification, they ai:e Type I salts.
Indirect evidence presented in Chapter. 5 al-so indicates

that the col-oun change observed when pink, aqueous solutions

of cobal-t chloi:ide turn blue when applied to nylon and then

stnained, is associated with a replacement of some of the

solvation shell molecules (waten), which suggests dinect

bonding between the cation and the amide group.

Two neasons fon investigating stness-cr.azing with
cobal-t chl-onide are the col-our. change associated with sub-

stitution of ligands for the cobalt ion and that unfike zinc
salts r aqueous cobal-t salt sol-utions are r.el-atively inactive
compared with methanolic sorutions. rt was considered of
intei:est to compat?e the behavioun of nylons with both

aqueous and methanol-ic cobalt chl-onide solutions.
Three examples of stness-crazing with methanolic cobalt

chl-onide (saturated) wíl-l- be discussed. (The neagent was

pnepared by mixing excess anhydnous cobalt chlonide with
dry nethyl al-cohol to give a deep blue solution. ) The

crazing activity of the sol-ution was found to be roughly

companable to that of 5M aqueous zinc ch]onide ( see Chapter"

5).

In the finst type of expeniment: âñ un-notched nylon

66 testpiece (A.S.T.M. type I) r^ras stnessed to S5 Mpa

(= B]eo of o,,) and a dnop of methanol-ic cobalt ch]onide solu-v
tion was applied. 

^ 
ama11 e ingÌe cr.aze r-apitlry rollrecl,

through which cnacking quickly developed. The fnacture
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surface ï.evealed in Fig. +.2.25 suggests that agent-induced

crazíng is confined to the botton edge of the specimen, and

that crack pnopagation has been r-apid compared to craze

growtìi. The coarse, oriented textune shown in Fig. 4.2.25

i-s consiclened to be characteristic of napid cnack growth 
'

in the absence of cnazing agent. The smoo-[hei: central

region is pnobably (by analogy vrith glassy polymers) a sfov:

crack zone. The two trductile f::actunett zones ai'e ccl-l-ec-t-

i.ve ly clesignated reg-ion 3.

The initiation area is shown at higher rnagni.fication

i-n FiS. Ll .2.26. A sv,rollen and porous surface (i:egion 1)

can be identifj-ed at the bct-i:orn of the photognaph ' \n/hereas

at the top the pol-ymer-' hes appeaned tc have di:awn, p¡oducing

short filarnents before rupture (negion 2).

It appears under the conditions of tÌre experiment that

appl-ication of the agent has caused highly localised cnazing;

the c?aze matten is incapable of extensive elongation and in

the pnesence of high sunfac<: Levels of the active agent has

rup-Luret_Ì. The stness concentration at the nesul-tant naruor^I

crack tip is sufficiently high foi: napid crack propagation

through the specimen. This mode of fail-ure is also

commonly observed in nylons Stressed in the pl?esence of

zínc chlonide (section 4.2.1-), and the nole of agent is

elabonated uPon in ChaPten 5.

Unden nather diffenent test conditi-ons nesufts of

another. kind were obtained. A nylon 66 testpiece (A.S.T.M.

Type IV) \^7as tneated with a drop of methanolic cobalt

chl-or.ide sol-ution applied, and was then slowly stirained.

The significant diffenence is that absorption of some of

the agent can occul? at stresses less than the critical craze

stress, and so modify the mode of cnazing.



Fie. 4 .2 .25 .

Fie.4.2.26.

r5 3.

Fnactune sunface of nylon 66 which was

pnestnessed and methanol-ic cobal-t

chl-oride tneated. Magn. = 2Bx

Craze initiation zone of above specimen.

Magn. = 705x
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Extensive crazíng and cracking occurred about the

penimeten of the drop, and swelling of the fitm ensued in

the r-emaindei: of the treated negion (Fig. 4.2.27). There

are three factors which need to be considered for this

:resul-t to be adequately explained.

Firstty, photoelastic studies using a nylon fil-m

str.essed in the presence of a dnoplet of waten indicates

that highen stnesses exist at the edges of the droplet '
nearest the edges of the specimen. In othen words, stnesses

alre not evenly distnibuted in the sample. Secondly, dui:ing

the expeniment, some absorption of water into the neagent,

with simul-taneous evaponation of methanol was observed,

panticulanly neall the edges of the dnoplet. lrihen a str:ess-

crazíng expeniment was penfonmed in an atmosphe:re of methan-

of , however, the same nesufts I^/ere obtained as in air.

The third and most significant facton is that the negion

under the dnoplet has been subjected to a high nate of plas-

ticisation, giving a swol-l-en surface resistant to craze ini-

tiation.
The thind factor is considered most important because

of the following evidence. h/hen nylon testpieces ane tneated

fon long peniods of time, with active sti:ess-cnazing agents,

the agent nemoved and the specimen stnainedr Do cuazes ini-

tiate. \,rihen one dnop of the agent is applied to the tneated

zor.e and another to previously untneated polymen neanby,

crazing napidly ensues in the l-atten r:egion on1y.

The c:rack walls have a very complex monphology. Long,

isolated filaments can be seen adjacent to shont, nuptuned

mater.ial in Fig. 4.2.28. The complexity of the morphology
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Fig. 4 .2 .27 .

Fie. 4 .2.28 "

Nylon 66 stness-cracked with cobal-t

chloride - cracks fonm at the penimeten

of uncnacked but swollen polymen. (centre

of photograph). Magn. = 24x

Cnacks in above specimen, with cpaze

nemnants visibte as nuptured filaments.

Magn. = 510x
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of the specimen is exemplified in Fig. +,2.29' where whole

filaments tnaverse the fractui:e faces, which are covered

with swol-l-en, porous matenial. Analysis of the actual

mechanism of failune in this specimen fnom the monphology

of the fnactune negion is too difficul-t.

Analysis of the fnacture sunface (Fig. 4.2.30) result-

i.rg fnom nylon 66 being stnained with a cnosshead speed of

0.5 cmlmin., with methanolic cobalt chl-oride is more stnaight-

forwand. lrlhene the agent was applied (to the left of the

fnactune face) the fnactune remnants of the agent-induced

craze (region 2) can be identified. Ductil-e drawing (negion

3 ) occuns next, and the strain rate was sufficiently high to

pnoduce bnittle f::acture (region 4).

As was obsenved in the first example, fracture of the

specimen has occunned befone solvent induced cnazing coufd

develop eompletely acnoss the sample. The fnactune sur-

faces suggest that either the agent has a l-ow mobility or

the supply is rapidly exhausted, but that it has high

activity; i.e. when absonbed in the polymen the mechanical

pi:openties are severely weakened.

By comparison, saturated aqueous cobal-t chl-onide hras

found to induce crazing in nylon 66 only at sti:esses velry

nean the yield str-ess of the polymer:. Un1ike methanolic

solutions, this reagent caused a lange numben of small dis-

cneet cl?azes, which were confined to the tneated negion.

sunface has not occun::ed, and in fact when obsenved at high

magnifications, sui:face alteration was negligible.



Fig. 4.2.29.

Fig. 4.2.30.

157.

An example of the complicated monphology

occunning in cobalt chlonide crazednyl_on.

Magn. = 900x

Fractune surface of nylon 66 in which

regions 213 and 4 can be distinguished.

Agent = methanolic cobalt chloride.
Magn. = 330x
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Thene appear to be diffenences in detail between the

morphology of crazes pnoduced by zínc chlonide and those

nesulting fnom cobalt chlonide, but the genenal mechanism

of crazing seems to be compar:abIe. The pa:rticulai: monph-

ology which occurs in any one exPelliment \^7i11- be the nesult

of the complex intenplay between the applied stness, the

condition and type of polymen, the concenti:ation and

ftinherent activityrt of the agent, as well as other experi-

mental panameter.s.

Lt .2 .3 . Stness-Cnazing Induced Bv Magnesium Penchl-oirate

Nylon 66

Example 1

A 0.16 mm thick nylon 66 testpiece hlas strained unden

the ste::eomicnoscope in the presence of satu::ated aqueous

magnesium pei:chlonate (nefenned to in futur-e as ttmagnesium

penchlonatett). A lange numben of sma1l crazes foi:med under

the dnoplet at small strains, and a smal-Ien number of bnoad-

er crlazes \^rere pnoduced at the treated untneated intenface.

Rupture of one of the langest crazes occul?red before the

specimen could be ii:nigated with water (to nemove the mag-

nesium penchlorate). The crack did not seven the specimen

completely, so that the sample which was obsenved in the

S.E.M. contained both crazes in tension as wel-l- as a fnac-

ture sunface (Fig : 4.2.31-) .

More infonmation can be gained by tilting the specirnen

to the position shown in Fig. 4.2.32. The tneated sunface,

covened with many small- crazes, and swol-l-en unc:razed polymer

(negion a) is in shanp contnast to the unswollen bulk polymen



Fig. 4.2.31-.

Fig. 4 .2 .32 .

't Ro

Nylon 66 cr.acked with magnesium penchlorate.

Cnazes can be seen above and below the

cnack. Magn. = 44x

Same specimen tilted to neveal vanious

craze and cnack monphologies. Regions

a-f ane discussed in text.
Magn. = lfSx
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interspei:sed with fewen langer crazes (region b). The

fnactur.e sunface of the c?aze at the tneated-untreated

boundary (iregion c) is where fracture was seen to initiate.

I¡r/her.e the crack has passed along the bi:oad craze, a surface

containing veny lairge voids and a few veny lairge fil-aments

can be Seen (iregion d). V'iher.e the cnack has passed through

a number of pneviously unconnected small c?azes, teaning

has occunr:ed, so that layens of polymer pnotrude fnom the

fnacture face (region e). At the end of the fnacture surf-

acq (out of view) the crack has extended beyond the c?aze)

and the pollous c?aze remnants give way to a smoothen,

ductile-yielded sunface (region f).

The fine surface sti:ucture of the cl?azes both within

and outside the tneated iregion is similan to that observed

fon nylons treated with type f agents. The porous 
'

swol-l-en sur:face of r.egion a j-s seen in Fig. 4.2.33, and by

contnast a craze passing through untneated bulk polymer is

depicted in Fig. 4 .2 . 34 . The spherulitic micr-ostructune

of the nylon has not caused deviation of the path of the

craze a\^ray from the usual direction (nonmal to the applied

sti:essed direction). This \^¡as commonÌy obsei:ved using a

variety of test conditions, and it is concl-uded that the

orientation of lamella, for examPle, apPealls to have no

significant effect upon the direction of c?aze gnowth.

No entii:ely featureless initiation zor\e (negion 1)

can be detected in the fracture face. Instead, a flat craze

zone with many voids is seen (Fig. 4.2.35). The mechanism

for crazíng in this j-nstance appeans to diffei: fnom that



Fig. 4.2.33.

Fig. 4.2.34.

r6l .

Po:rous specimen sunface and fine crazes

chanactenistic of region a (fnom Fig.

4.2.32). Magn. = 5630x

Craze passing undeviated thr:ough untneated

spherulitic nylon 66 (negion b).

Magn. = 5210x
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proposed fon type I salt-induced cnazíng. Long nanrow

crazes in which the craze matter, containing fine voids,

remains constant in texture oven the whol-e length suggests

that conditions fon craze formation at the tip of the craze

are appnoximately constant. This is compatibl-e with the

chemical model-, which implicates solvent molecufes (with

high mobility) in the salt-amide bond, and is supponted by

X-ray analysis ( Section 5 . I) .

Duning the fractune process, the cnack tip passes

fnom one sma1l craze acraoss to anothen nearby. V'/here thene

has been a c?aze, the fine Ponous texture is seen on the

fractune surface, but when the crack has had to tnaverse

the bulk pol5rmer, discontinuities and protnuded layers of

polymer anise (Fig . 4.2.36 ) .

The c?aze appeans to be the pnefenned medium fon

c:rack pnopagation (as observed in glassy pol5rmers [55] ) '
so that in regions where a high number density of smal1

crazes exist, the cnack will- pass from one cnaze to another.

In the untneated negion, where long, broad crazes with a

coarse texture occun, the cnacks pnopagate continuousJ-y

through the one craze; tocal heterogeneities within the

craze matten can cause small deviations in the crack path.

Example 2.

The test conditions used in this example l^tene similar

to those descr-ibed above, except that the agent was applied

l0 minutes befone stnaining the specimen.

A small- number of lange crazes \^7el1e pnoduced in the

tr.eated polymer only; they l^7ere found to extend beyond the

tneated region; whene pnesumably a cltartge in Lire s'tt'ess



Fig. 4. 2. 35 .

Fig.+.2.36.

t-6 3.

FIat voided craze region (region C) of

magnesium per.chlorate treated nylon 66.

Magn. = 575x

Lamell-ar fractune surface (negion E)

caused by ci:ack path deviation as it

passes discontinuously through small-

non-alligned pencurson crazes.

Magn. = 5I5x
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conditions has nesulted in smaI1 coazes radiating from the

c?aze tip. Rupture of the langest c?azes had occurred

befone the sample was washed with distilled water. Some

small cnazes have also formed, usually adjacent to the

largest examples. In Fig. 4.2.37 the most pnominent crazes

and cnacks ane Seen to be confined to the t::eated zone '

As obsenved in other stress-crazed nylons r many crazes

ane narror^r and contnast shanply with the swollen bulk poly-

men thnough which they Pass (Fig. 4.2.38). The sunface of

the craze is covered with ribs which ane penpendicular to

the long axis of the c?aze, and it is suggested that these

anise from the pantial biaxial cont::action of the sunface '

c?aze matter. The constnaints at the sunface diffen fnom

those in the intenion of the c?aze (tniaxial-). As the

cîaze lengthens and thickens, contnaction in both directions

may occun on the surface.

h7here nuptu:re of the craze has occur:ned, the morphology

of the fnactu:re sunface aPPeanS too complex to be analysed'

Initiation and highly drawn c.îaze remnant zones (negions 1

and 2) can sometimes be identified.

Exampl-e 3.

sometimes when nylon 66 is stress-cnazed in the pnes-

ence of magnesium perchlonate, and not washed nigorouslyt

a white craze substance can be seen coating the fnacture

sunface (Fig. 4.2.39). This material has been shown by

X-nay analysis to contain high level-s of sal-t, and it is

pnoposed that it is nylon-salt complex which has pnecipitated

in the presence of waten, and ::esembles in textune synthetic

adducts prepared by melting salts with nylons on model amide
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Lange magnesium penchlorate induced cnazes

and cnacks spansely distnibuted in nylon

66. Specimen tneated with agent before

application of stness. Magn. = l-Bx

Fig. 4 .2 .37 .

Fig. 4.2.38. Narnow crazes passing through por?ous

polymen. Same specimen as above.

Magn. = 200x
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compounds. It appealls to be c?aze matter which contains

lar.ge amounts of agent, and foirms as a sepanate phase from

the nyIon, but optimal conditions fon the fonmation of the

substance have not been detenmined. (The lobe which is

pnominent in the centre of the fr:actune face has nesulted

from the crack clrossing oven fnom one craze to another, as

descnibed pneviously. )

The underlying bulk polymen intenface appears to be

devoid of any swol-len matenial. This surface type occuns

in many specimens whene washing subsequent to c:razing has

been so extensive that the cnaze-agent cnust has been i:emoved.

The fracture sunface shown in Fig. 4.2.40 is velry similar to

that which undenl-ies the complex in Fig. 4.2.39.

Effect of Diffenent Stnain Rates upon the Morphology
induced by Magnesium Penchl-onate

Nylon 66 testpieces \^iere tested in the pnesence of

magnesíum penchlorate using crosshead speeds of 1"0, 5.0 and

20.0 mm/min. Extensive cnazing occunned each time, and the

monphology of the fr.actune sunfaces \^rene similar in type,

so that it wilt only be necessary to conside:r one example.

The mechanical- aspects of the expeniments are discussed in

Chapten 5.

Nylon 66 which has been strained with a crosshead speed

of 5.0 mm/min. is shown in Fig. 4.2.41. Lange numbei:s of

crazes can be seen on the side of the specimen, and the ends

of the fracture face, which have necked (to = 40eo of the

oniginal thickness) indicate that "ductile fnacturerr has

occui::red, subsequent to fnacture thnough the craze .

ft can be seen from the mo::phology of the centre of

the f::actune face that the cnack has pnopagated through a



Fig. 4.2.39.

Fig. 4.2.40.

T A?

Magnesium penchlonate - nyl-on 66 adduct

(white) ovenlying fnactune su:rface.

Magn. = l-38x

Adduct-fr.ee sur.face of nylon 66 simil-ar'

to that shown in Fig. 4.2.39. Magn. = 4B5x





Fie. 4.2.41.

Fig. 4 .2 .+2 .

t6B.

Nylon 66 strained in pnesence of magnesium

perchJ-onate - cnazes can be seen bel-ow

fnactune sur:face. Magn. = 2Bx

Interconnected netwonk of craze fil-aments

and rtnodular formstt on fnactune sunface of

magnesium perchlorate tneated nylon 66.

Magn. = 2045x
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numben of smal-1, interpenetrating cllazes , to give a uniform

textune, except whene discontinuities anose fnom the crack

jumping fi:om one craze to anothen nearby.

The texture of the craze is unusual-, howeven. The

coal-escence of fil-anents surrounding Ìange voids which is

seen in Fig. 4.2.42 is stnikingly similar to that observed

fon polystynene by Hawand [129], (Fig. 4.1-.26). Nodul-es

which can be seen in the nylon sample at the tips of the

fil-aments ane al-so observed in polystyrene; Hawand consider.s

that the diameter. of the nodules cornesponds appnoximately

to the expected statistical- length of the unpertu::bed nandom

polymer- [129].

This fine sti:ucture also appears extensively in speci-

mens strained at higher- and lower stnain rates. For

example, the fnactune sunface of nylon 66 stnained using a

cnosshead speed of l-.0 mm/min. contains identical- aggnegates,

but interspersed with more discreet, ruptured filaments
(rig. 4.2.43). At high strain i:ates the c?aze nemnants

have a diffei:ent appearance; the bul-k-cnaze interface has

fine holes, and ther.e are particles of craze matter as wel-l

as many smal-l peakq (Fig. 4.2.44). Networks of aggnegated

fil-aments ane al-so obsenved, which have the same appearance

as the other two fractur.e faces.

Cell-ophane

Cellophane is a tnanspanent fiì-m which is pnepared by

chemically neconstituting cell-ulose. The polymen chains

ane composed of ß-l-inked glucose molecules, which contain a

la:rge number of aliphatic alcohol gnoups. The mechanical-

pnopenties of the fil-m ane stnongly influeneed by the level



Fig. 4.2.43.

Fig. 4.2.44.

170.

Similan fractune sunface to that shown in

Fig. 4.2.42'. but \^/ith discneet filament

peaks interspensed amongst netwonks.

Magn. = 225x

Discr.eet nodules (Iight) appeaning upon a

finely ponous ternplate (dark). The c'naze

mar.k at bottom resembfes amonphous salt-

polymer adduct. Magn. = 2450x
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of water. pnesent, because the waten molecule can intenfere

with secondary forces between the polymen chains by hydnogen

bonding.

It is important to necognise that the mechanical-

stnength of cell-ophane is severely reduced in the Pnesence

of waten, with eellophane fnacturing at low stresses.

Magnesium penchlorate sol-ution causes fractune at lowen

elongations, but of intenest in the context of this chapter

is the morphology of the firactur-e surface. (The mechanical-

results at?e shown in ChaPtei: 5. )

It was difficult to observe the formation of cr-azes

before fnactune (which occunned at low stnains), presumably

because they ane veuy narr:ow and fonm just pnion to fracture.

l{hen the fractune surface was obsenved howeven (Fig. 4.2.45)

cha:ractenistic craze material- was found in the vicinity of

the tneated i:egion, which bears a stniking nesemblance to

cgaze layers in nylons. To the night of the fractune face

in Fig. 4.2.45, thene appears to be a b:rittl-e fractuire zone.

The craze matten in the centne of Fig. 4.2.45 is seen

at higher magnification in Fig. 4.2.46. It extends over

a lange par.t of the fnactune sunface and appears patchy

because of the oscillation of the cnack f:rom one craze

matter-bulk boundary to the othen.

The resul-ts of this expeniment suggest that non-

c:rystalline polan polymers such as cellophane can stress-

craze in a similar way to pola::, semi-cnystalline polymers

such as nylons. The susceptability of polymens to crazing

is pnimarily a function of the chemical- chanactenistics of

the polyme:: ( such as polanity) , nather than "t-|e degnee of

organisation of the chains.
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ttBnittl-err fractu::e sunface of cel-lophane

sti:essed with magnesium perchl-onate

sol-ution pnesent. Magn. = l-045x

Fie. 4.2.45.

Fig. 4.2.46. Craze matenial

shown above.

fnom fnactune sunface

Magn. = 5230x
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+,2.4. Stness-Cnazing and Cracking Induced by

Lithium Salts

Concentrated aqueous and methanolic solutions of lith-

ium iodide and l-ithium bromide wene both found to be highly

active stness-crazing agents. Lithium chl-onide was found to

be much less active. In expeniments whene a droplet of lith-
ium iodide and l-ithium bnomide l^Iere applied side-by-side on

nylon 66 test-pieces, and constant, low, strain-rates used,

crazing initiated at the lithium iodide finst. The cnazing

activities unden these conditions r¡rere thenefone LiI > LiBn >

LiCl.

To investigate funthen the influence of anion type

upon cnazing activity, the morphology of cnazes induced by

both lithiurn bromide and iodide \^rere each examined. The

aim was, with the assistance of X-ray analysis, to determine

the role of anion type in the mechanism of cnazing.

Lithium iodide was found to turn bnown in the solvents

used, with the evol-ution of iodine. It was r-ecognised that

iodine can effect cnystallognaphic changes in nylons (fnom cl

to y), but it was considered that the concentnation of lith-
ium iodide fan exceeded the concentration of iodine and so

this secondany effect would be insignificant. Freshly pr"e-

pared reagents were used to minimise iodine levels.

4. 2. 4. l-. Crazing fnduced by Lithium Bromide

Crazes which arise when nylons ane stressed in the

presence of aqueous or methanolic tithium bnomide have many

characteristics in corìrnon with rnagnesium perchlorate induced

crazes (described in Section 4.2.3. ). Fon example, craze
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matter salt complex could be distinguished.

material cannot be detected in nylons crazed

agents.

Nylon 66

This type

with Type I

i,r/hen a droplet of satunated aqueous lithium bnomide

\^7as applied to a nylon 66 test-piece stressed at approximately

0. B o c?aze initiation occurned at many sites to p::oduce a
v

high density of smal-I cnazes. A few cl?azes which initiated

near the polymen ain-agent intenface developed into lange

crazes by extending into the untneated negion (Fig.4.2.47).

The foll-owing mechanism pr-esumably openates. Assum-

ing lithium bnomide acts as a plasticiser, the stress level

ever.ywhene under the dnoplet exceeds the yield stress and so

a large number of crazes ínitiate simultaneously. The two

proceSSeS of stress nelief and inter"action of shear bands

(which emanate fnom the tip of each cTaze) inhibit extensive

craze gnowthr So that under the treated region many small

c.razes are seen.

lrlhilst crazes which initiate at the agent-ain-polymer

intenface may fail- to extend fan into the treated negion, fon

the reasons outl-ined above, it is observed that extensive

craze development occulls in the untreated region. X-ray

analysis indicates that l-evels of agent at on nean the cTaze

tip are sufficient to enable coaze formation. Because no

initiation sites exist in this negion, a low numben of 1a:rge

crazes (craze ari:est fonces being absent) are pnoduced.

The fine stnuctune of a well-developed craze in the

untneated zone appears in Fig. 4.2.48. The dinection of the

long axis of la:rgen crazes in panticul-an deviates fnom being

of



Fie. 4.2.47.

Fig. 4.2.48.

175.

Lithium bromide induced crazes in nylon 66.

Lange crazes (at left) ane outside the

treated zone and small crazes (at night)

are in the tneated zone. Magn. = 205x

Micnostructu::e of a large c?aze outside

tneated zo.ne, showing block tilting and

c?aze filaments non-panal-l-el- to the applied

str.ess dinection. Magn. = 82 5x
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penpendicurar to the applied stness direction. rn addition,
cîaze filaments also appean to be tilted, and blocks of un-

cnazed polymer ane also found inside the craze wal-rs, indica-
ting shear st::esses. othenwise, the micnomonphology of the

cr"aze matten is sirnilan to that obsenved in nylons stness-

cnazed using othen sa1ts.

The fnacture surface of a nylon 66 test-piece which

sIowly was strained to nupture, in the pl?esence of a dnoplet

of satunated aqueous lithium bnomide is' shown iri Fig. 4.2.49.

Thnee distinct monphological zones can be distinguished
(designated A, B and C).

Region A was shown to be the craze initiation region

by studying the uptake of dye under the optical mic::oscope.

rt can be distinguished fnom the nest of the fnactune negion

by the absence of enaze matter. The left hand edge of negion

A is smooth and ::esembles the wal1s of crazes ber-ow the fnac-

tune sunface.

The fribnilated negion adjacent to negion A can be

seen more cleanly in Fig. 4.2.50. By analogy with othen

fnactune monphologies, this can be classed as Region II.
Emanating from this area a::e two types of c?aze matenial;

truncated, discneet peaks on one side (negion B) and contin-
uous, polrous c?aze complex on the othen (region C).

Both types of craze matten (g and C) may coexist,
togethen with appanently cnaze-fnee :regions, depending upon

which path the crack foIlows. cnazes in this specimen r^rene

wel-l- developed when enacking initiated, so that lange discon-

tinuities caused by cnacks cnossing fnom one small- cr:aze to
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fnactured in the pnesence of

bnomide.

= c?aze initiation zone

= tnuncated craze matenial

polrous c?aze complex

83x

Fie. 4. 2.49 .

Fig. 4.2.50.

Nylon 66

l-ithium

Region A

Region B

Region C

Magn. =

Ruptured cyaze matten nean region A

Magn. = 330x
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anothen, cannot be seen. As obsenved in magnesium perchlon-

ate enazed nylons, highly elongated c?aze filaments r^iere

absent (Fig. 4.2.51) and appeans to be a ccrrmon chanacteristic

of fractur"e sunfaces where rfhighly activett Type II salt sol-u-

tions are pnesent.

The shont peaks in negion B (fig.4.2.52) have been

pnoduced by viscoelastic defonmation which has been termina-

ted by pnematune nuptune. The morphology of negion C is quite

diffenent, having the habit of a ponous layen, oupo."entative

of a sepanate craze matten-salt complex.(Fig. 4.2.53). This

matenial covers the majonity of the fnactune surface, extend-

ing the whole length (fig. 4.2.54). X-nay analysis indicates

that it contains high levels of salt, and it can be seen fnom

the last photognaph that it contr:asts stnongly with the bulk

polymen undenlying it. Region C connelates with the passage

of a crack thnough long cnazes outside of the treated negion.

The unifonm textune of the ::egion suggests that conditions

at both the craze and cnack tip wene appnoximately constant.

The salt-cnaze matten complex may often be nemoved by

mechanical sepanation on by washing pnior to preparation fon

S.E.M. rto give a denuded, bulk polymen sunface. Fon example,

the specimen shown in Fig. 4.2.55 appears supenficially to

have fractuned with no appanent c?aze f onmation. I¡lhen

examined at highen magnification (Fig. 4,2.56), fine ves-

cicles can be discenned, and the appearance of the sunface

conresponds to that of the previous specimen. It is thene-

fore impontant to examine specimens inmediately upon fnactune

of the specimen, to ensure that the cornect mechanism of
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Region B of lithium bnomide-nuptuned

nylon 66, with patchy appearance and

discreet peaks. Magn. = ITBx

Fie. 4.2.51.

Fig. 4.2.s2. Truncated peaks

magnification.

of negion B at higher

Magn. = 3 ,560x
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Fig. 4.2.53.

Fig. 4.2.54.

180.

Ponous c.raze layen character.istic of
negion C. Magn. = 156x

Edge of test-piece showing where craze-

adduct has sepanated from bulk (unc::azed)

polymen. Magn. = 206x
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Fie. 4.2.55.

Fig. 4.2.56 .

Denuded fractune face of nylon

stnaining with lithium bnomide

sequent wash. Magn. = 535x

66 aften

and sub-

Fine pones which can be nesolved on same

fracture sunface. Magn. = 2 r6BOx
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failure is ascentained.

Nvlon 6

Nylon 6 was found to be panticula::Iy susceptible to
crazing and cnacking when stnessed with satunated aqueous

l-ithium bnomide sol-ution. lr]hen initial- testing was con-

ducted undei: the steneomicroscope ) craze pnopagation and

bneakdown ensued so quickly after craze initiation that
obsei:vation of large, stable crlazes \^ras difficult. rnstead,
extensively cnacked negions lvere obtained (as shown, for
example, in Fig. 4.2.57). The cnack wal1s ane smooth, and

al-most devoid of craze nemnants (Fig. 4.2. s8). A smal-l_

number of highly stnained filaments bnidge the waIls; they
rep::esent polymen which has been able to nesist gnoss weaken-

ing by the salt, and probably indicate the pnesence of hetero-
geneities.

At highen magnification (Fig. 4.2.59), the swollen
ponous specimen surface is evident. fn addition, the cnack

wall (which colrresponds to negion l) is again shown to be

neanry featuneless. The base of a craze filament appeans

to taper gnadually fr.om the bul_k polymen.

A more prominant craze fil-ament is shown in Fig. 4.2.60.
The highly oriented fine structune of the polymen can be

neadily seen as werl- as sepanation of some of the fibrous
elements penpendicular to the draw dii:ection (as obsenved in
macroscopic necking of many cnystalline polymers). At the
tip of a crack, away fnom the tneated r"egion, a profusion of
filamental- craze matter is seen, indicating that the condi-
tions of stress and absorbed saLt levers alle lower. Nean

the surface the crack wall- is stil_l_ relatively smooth, ìrow-

even, suggesting that high concentrations of agent have



Fie. 4 .2 .57 .

Fig. 4.2.58.

183.

Nylon 6 extensively cnacked by aqueous

lithium bnomide. Magn. = 22x

Same specimen til-ted to neveal interion

of cracks almost devoid of cnaze matten.

Magn. = B6x
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Fie. 4.2.s9.

Fie. 4.2.60.

Lithium bnomide cnacked nylon 6. Ponous

test-piece sunface at top left and smooth

crack face are shown. Magn. = B60x

Highly oriented t'bridgett linking cnack

faces. Magn. = 430x
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fol-Iowed the craze tip a\^/ay fnom the tneated zone.

Cell-ul-ose Acetate

vrlhen a drop of saturated aqueous r-ithium bnomide was

applied to a cel-l-ul-ose acetate test-piece (A.s.T.M. Type rv)
and stnained slow1y, small crazes hierae pnoduced at the per.i-

meter of the dnopret. Two cnacks initiated fnom the craze

negion, with one propagating ve::y rapidly. swel_ling occuri:ed

unden the dnoplet.

The swollen morphology of the treated negion is shown

at night in Fig. 4,2.6r.. with smal-l- crazes at the edge. The

crack has clearÌy initiated at a craze, but has then grohrn

napidly, with no appanent craze formation.

At highen magnification (Fig. +.2.62) the almost

featurel-ess initiation :region can be seen to contain a small

amount of ponous substance. rt was not possible to deten-

mine unambiguously whether it was a tnaee of nesidual agent,

or (more likely) nemnants of cr-aze matten.



Fig.4.2.61.

Fig. 4 .2 ,62 .

186.

Cel-Iul-ose acetate fnactured in the presence

of aqueous lithium bnomide. Srnall crazes

above and panallel to fnactune face can be

seen emanating fnom swollen negion at night
of photograph. Magn. = 300x

Same specimen, showing fractune initiation
zone and possibl-e craze matte::.

Magn. = 2r570x
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).2.4.2. Cnazins in Nylons Induced by Lithium Iodide

Lithium iodide was shown by Dunn and Sansom t4l to bind

to nylons in the same rÁray as lithium bnomide and magnesium

perchlorate (Type fI salt). Lithium iodide hras found in
this study to be the rnost active crazing and cnacking agent

and was used extensively in experiments designed to clar"ify

the mechanism of agent-induced cnazing in nylons (as described

in Chapter 5 ) . The salt diffens from othens used in this
work in that only the anion can be detected using enengy

dispensive X-nay analysis r so that monitoning of salt 1evels

assumed that, êt the resolution used, cations r^rere essentially
localised adjacent to anions.

Nylon 66

The monphology of stness-crazes in nylon 66 induced by

lithium iodide is typical of those induced in othen polymens

by the same agent. Cnazing and fracture of the pol5rmen

unden thnee diffenent conditions will be discussed. They

show the infl-uence of strain nate and the amount of agent

applied to the specimen upon morphology, to give an insight
into the mechanism of environmental stness cnazing.

(a) Rel-atively high strain rate in the pnesence of
lange quantities of saturated aqueous l-ithium iodide.

Unden these conditions extensive cr:acking, with

only limited viscoelastic defonmation of polymen occu:rr:ed

(Fig.4.2.63). In this specimen the monphology nesembles

that found for nylons affected by other: Type II salts unden

simil-ar test conditions. Highly elongated matten is essen-

tially absent, and bifuncation of cr:acks is evident.



Fie. 4.2.63.

Fig. 4. 2 .64.

188.

Nylon 66 stness cnacked by lithium iodide

unden high strain nate conditi-ons. Both

bifuncation of a.c:raze .and cold.drawing

at the cnack típ can be seen.

Magn. = 25x

Five distinct negions can be distinguished

Region A = smooth fractune face

Region B = thin lamell-ae pnotruding fnom
fractune face

Region C = narrow radíating crazes

Region D = cîaze nemnants

Region E = ttductilerf fnactune zone.

Magn. = 76x
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Upon closen inspection, five negions can be distin-
guished (labelled A to E in Fig. 4.2.64). The r.elatively
smooth fnacture face (A), from which thin laminae (B) pno-

trude, is evident. Veny little craze matter has been pno-

duced, as neflected by the very naruor^r radiating cllazes in
negion C. It is apparent fnom the monphology of the speci-

men that cnack fonmation follows close behind the craze tip.
Some fracture faces contain c?aze nemnants (for example,

negion D) and commonly occull whene the stness distnibution
has changed with neta::dation of cnack gnowth. I¡lhene the

geometny of the craze tip changes and the level of agent

becomes insignificant r ttductile fnactunerr and micnodnawing

pnedominate (region E).

(b) Sl-ow stnain rate with large quantities of satunated

aqueous lithium iodide.

I¡lhen a nylon 66 test-piece ( for exampÌe, A. S .T.M.

Type rv) is canefully and slowly stnained in the presence of
saturated aqueous lithium iodide, it is possible to isol-ate
(by thorough washing with waten) wel_l-developed, stable

crazes. 0f inter-est are the diffenences found between

cnazes in the tneated region fnom those outside.

Bnoad, panaller-sided crazes passing through spherulitic,
untr-eated bul-k nyron 66 are shown in Fig. 4.2.6s. I¡thilst
the wall-s of the craze are not perfectly stnaight (in panti-
culan there are discontinuities dimensionally comparable with
the diameten of sphei:ulites ) the overarl- dinection of the

cnaze has not been infruenced by the presence of spherulites.
0f intenest, however, is intenspherulitic micnonecking near



Fig.4.2.65.

Fig. 4.2.66.

190.

Bnoad lithiun iodide induced cnazes extend-

ing into untneated sphenulitic nylon 66.

Minon cold dnawing at sphenu3-ite boundanies

(nean cnaze) can be nesol-ved.

Magn. = 1r400x

Nannow cnazes in tneated negion of same

sample. Note rnagnifieation is same as

fon Fig. 4.2.65. Magn. = 1r400x
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the walls of the cîaze, which suggest that stresses near the

normal- yierd stness of the nylon exist at the craze-bulk

polymen interface. rn addition, the onset of voids at the

centre of the langer cîaze can be penceived"

In contrast ) crazes in the tneated ::egion are much

mone nannow (tney ane shown ín Fig. 4.2.66 using the same

magnification as Fig. 4.2.65). rn addition, their- path is
much more írnegular, suggesting that the stresses at the

craze tip ar?e lower, and so the direction of cnaze propaga-

tion may now be infl-uenced by inregularities in the micro-
structune of the nylon.

(c) Limited Application of Lithium Ïodide to Prestressed

Nylon 66.

hlhen a nylon 66 test-piece (A.s.T.M. Type r) r^ras

prestnessed to appnoximately 0.8 oy, and a dnop of satur-ated

aqueous lithium iodide was applied, cnazing and cnacking

napidly occurned at the surface. Befone extensive agent-

induced erazing coul-d occun, the specimen nuptu::ed.

The fnactune sunface cannot be as neadily subdivided

into regions l- to 4 as was done fon othen specimens. How-

ever, in Fig. 4.2.67, regions l, 2 and 3 can be identified,
although the negion designated type 2 is considenably differ-
ent to that usualry encountered. Region I is smooth and

has a swollen appearance. At highen magnifications (Fig.

4. 2 .6 B ) the surface of this region nemains featuneless. A

shanp transition to negion 2 exists, which r:eflects a sudden

change in the stress conditions at the craze tip. Region 2
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Complex fnactune surface r-esulting fnom

application of l-ithium iodide to pne-

stnessed nylon 66.

Regions 1 to 3 are initiation, induced_

craze and ductil-e fracture zones.

Magn. = 75x

Fig. 4.2 .67 .

Fig. 4.2.68. Diffe:rent anea of same

abr.upt change fr"om I to

Magn. = 169x

specl_men,

negion 3

showing
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can contain many discr.eet peaks, as shown in Fig. 4.2.67 )

as well as polymer oi:iented mor?e completely a\^/ay fi:om the

edge of the specimen. The textur.e of this region is dis-

tinct from that of region 3 (Fig.4.2.67), where the crack

has not passed thnough agent-induced cnazes, and in which

the surface is smoothen.
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4. 2 . 4. 3 . The Ef fect of Sol_vent Upon Stres s-Craz i.ng

Activity of Lithium fodide in Nylons Morpholo-

gical- Aspects

a) Dimeth I Sul hoxide

0n1y weak stress-cnazing activity was observed when a

satunated solution of fithium iodide in dimethyl sulphoxide
(DMSO) was used with nylon 66 (containing appnoximately 2eo

water) .

lvhen a nylon 66 test-piece (ASTM Type r) r^/as strained
at a cnosshead speed of 0.5 cmlmin with a dnopÌet of the

agent applied, smal1 crazes \^/ere pnoduced subsequent to macro-

scopic necking. A formvan neplica of the sunface nean the
necked-unnecked polymen intenface r^ras pnepared fnom which very
small- crazes would be nesolved in the s.E.M. (Fig. 4.2.69).
Larger crazes which degenerated into col_d drawn regions wene

obsenved when anhydrous nylon 66 r^ras used. The morphorogy

T^/as similan to that shown in Fig. 4.2,72.

b)r 2 dt]]' no thane

lvhen a nylon 66 test-piece (A.s.T.M. Type r) üras tested
unden the same conditions as in a), but using a satunated

solution of lithium iodide in Lr2 dihydnoxyethane, welr-
defined crazes r^rere pnoduced in the treated negion, but

stresses nean the untreated yield stress \^/ere required.

Regions 2 and 3 only coul-d be penceived.

I,r/hen nylon 66 (A.S.T.M. Type IV) was strained very

slowly with a dnop of the same agent applied, many short,
broad crazes fonmed in the treated region (Fig.4.2.70).

Particul-arÌy wide crazes can be seen neal? the penimeten, but

unl-ike exper.iments with highly active crazing agents, these

crazes did not extend into untneated polymer. The path of



Fig. 4.2.69.

Fig. 4.2.70.

I Oq,

Small crazes in nylon 66 induced by a

solution of lithium iodide in DMSO.

Formvan replica. Magn. = l-67x

Extensively cnazed nylon 66. Agent is
lithium iodide/dihydroxyethane.

Magn. = 44x
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craze pnopagation appeans to be infl_uenced by the spherulitic
textune of the bul-k porymer (Fig. 4.2.71). At the ends of
the treated negion (Fig. ).2.70), so much crazing has occunred

that undnawn porymer appean as t'isl-ands in a seart of craze
matter (ri-g. +.2.72), although no conne]ation with sphenutic
textune was obsenved.

Fnom the high incidence of wel-l-developed crazes seen

in this specimen, it can be deduced that crazes initiate and

propagate at l-owen stnesses than nequined for craze ruptune
(crack initiation). The stness-cnazing agent has modified
the mechanical- behavioun of the of the nylon, as shown in
Fig. 5.4 (section 5.1.3). Qualitatively simit-ar nesutts
\^/ene obtained when anhydnous nylon 66 test-pieces wene used.

c ) Methyl- cyanide

A satunated solution of l-ithium iodide in methyl cyanide

exhibited very high stness-cnazing activity, as indicated by

the mechanicaf results obtained for nylon 66 and shown in
Fig. 5.4 (Section S.1.3).

The initiation zone (Region 1) dominates the fnactune

sunface (Fig. 4.2.13) and refrects the very high activity
of the agent. An enlargement of this alrea (rig. 4.2.74)
neveals the fnacturel-ess textune of the edge of the fractune
face towards the centre of the specimen (at left of Fig.
t+ .2 .7 )) f ine pones ane reveal-ed .

Ther-e appears to be no i:egion 2 pnesent, indicating
that no hj ghly elongated craze matten pneceded rupture.
Thene is a napid tnansition fnom region 1 to region 3, which

is interpneted as being the resurt of a crack passing fnom

very weak, iodide-rich negion into polymer whene no modifica-
tion by sal-t has occurned. The shanp boundany between
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Nar::ow, well-defined ctîazes passing

sphenulitic nylon 66 in the treated
Same specimen as fon Fig. +.2.70.
Magn. = 2r360x

thnough

zone,

Fie. 4 .2 .7I.

Fie. 4.2.72. Degeneration of stable c?azes with funther
elongation to a nean-cold dnawn state.
(Obsenved at left, r-ight of Fig. 4.2,70) .

Magn. = I ,220x
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Fig. 4.2,73.

rig.4.2.7+.

198.

Fracture surface of nylon 66 resulting

from lithium iodide-methyl cyanide tneat-

ment. The initiation zone is pnominent.

Magn. = 21-x

Flat tennain chanacteristic of initiation

zone. Magn. = 182x
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negions I and 3 is shown in Fig. ).2.75.

The cnack propagates through bulk polymer to pnoduce

fracture r"egions 3 and 4 ( seen in Fig. ) ,2,7 3) , as described

in the intnoduction to Chapter 4.

To establ-ish if the pnesence of waten has an influence

upon the fnactune mechanism, anhydnous nylon 66 Ì^ras tested

unden the same conditions. It was discovened that no

rfductile fnactune" negion 3 was pnoduced. The initiation

zone (region 1) was monphologically similar (fig, +.2,76)

to that obtained in as-received nylon 60, again having a

smooth, featuneless appeanance. Ruptune of the polymen in
this negion pnovides a notch fnom which bnittle fnactune can

initiate (Fig. 4.2.77).

Expeniments in which nylon 66 (A.S.T.M. Type lV speci-

mens) and t.0Omm thick nylon 6 test-pieces r^relle stnained

with the same neagent confinmed the veny high activity of

tithium iodide in methyl cyanide. fn panticular, nylon 6

\^ras extensively cnacked, with the smooth, deep cnack wall-s ,

devoid of craze matter, being pnominent (Fig. 4,2.78).

Secondany cracks v/elle common in the tneated negion, but only

isol-ated evidence for micnodrawing was obtained. Vrlhene

cnacks were absent in the tneated negion, the polymer swelled,

to give a ponous matenial-.



Fig. 4.2.77 .

Fie. 4.2.75.

200.

Bnittle fractune sunface, with initiation

zorre (in fonegnound) behaving like a notch.

Anhydnous nylon 66 with lithium iodide-

methyl cyanide tneatment. Magn. = 2Bx

Sharp tnansition fnom Region 1 to Region

3 in lithium iodide-methyl cyanide fnac-

tur"ed nylon 66. Magn. = 3l0x
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Fie. +.2,76 .

Fíg. 4.2.7e.

20r.

Texture of initiation zone of anhydrous

nylon 66 is similar to that shown in

Fig.4.2.74. Magn, = 1r200x

Extensively cnacked ny1-on 6. Reagent is

l-ithium iodide-methyl cyanide.

Magn. = 9 9x
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4. 2 . 5. The Ef fect of lrlaten Content and Annealing of

Nylon 6 Upon Stness Cnazing.

The influence of cnystallinity and waten content uPon

the morphology of clrazes is expected to be lange fon a vaniety

of reasons. The uptake of agent which is Pl'oposed as a

precunson to c?aze initiation, is expected to be much slower

in a highly crystalline sample than in one which is amonphous,

because of the veny l-ow solubility of cnystalline pol¡rmer in

liquids at tempenatunes rnuch l-ower than the mel-ting point

[142]. The time and stress nequined for: cr:aze initiation

is pnedicted to change with cnystalline content. It was

found by Lasoski and Cobbs [f+S] using the data of Stark-

weathen [f+f ] ttrat at 50 and l00eo R.H., water sonption in

rtylon 610 decneased lineanly as the percentage cnystallinity

incneased the water- vapoull penmeability incneased lineanly as

the square of the amonphous volume fnaction increased t1451.

The infl-uence of textune and orientation might al-so

influence the developing craze and this coul-d be refl-ected

in a diffenent craze morphology. For example, a higher"

amor-phous content at intersphenulitic boundaries because of

rejected impunity build-up coul-d conceivably nodify the craze

path.

An indication of the dependence of craze monphology

upon crystallinity was gained using the fol-l-owing procedure.

Nylon 6 fil-ms I^Ier.e quenched in air from the melt, or al-l-owed

to anneaf and cool- slowIy. These films will- be refenred to

as I'quenchedtr and I'anneaf edtr fil-ms, and an indication of the

diffenence in cnystallinity between them is given in Fig.

+.2.7 9a,b.
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Flat plate X-nay diffnaction photognaph

of annealed nylon 6.

Fie. 4 .2 ,7 9a

Fig. 4.2.79b

o )

200d d

) ))

002

Au

Diffnaction photograph of quenched nylon

6 (uncoated).

nylon 6
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The annealed fil-ms gave a pattern, shown in Fig. 4.2.79a;

the nine shanp nings cornespond to spacings of 0.44nm (dOOZ

plane) and 0.37nm (dzoo plane). The two outer rings ane pro-

duced by diffraction fnom the gold coating used fon calibl:a-
tion. rrnadiation of the quenched sample gave only faint
rings (Fig, 4.2.79b) and ::andom scattering from the amonphous

region was molle evident.

The level of waten in the polymen is al-so predicted to
be of consequence to the mechanism of agent uptake in the

poÌymer and this may in tunn influence the distnibution and

morphology of cl?azes. Both anneal-ed and quenched samples

\,vene either maintained in anhydirous condition (by stoning in
a dessiccator) or" wene immersed in boiling waten to produce

waten satunated specimens. The latten fil_ms arae refenned

to as waten-pnetneated films. The monphology of crazes and

cracks induced in each type of nyron by aqueous z:-:nc chl_or-

ide (4M) and satunated aqueous lithium iodide is desc::ibed.

(i) Anneafed, anhydrous nvl_on 6 fil_m

Specimens fractured creanly at veny r-ow (unmeasur.ed)

strains in the Presence of either sal-t. The fnactune surface

depicted in Fig. 4.2.80 (lithium iodide tneatment), fon

example, contains no evidence for crazing on nylon-satt com-

plex production. The textur-e of a typical- fnacture f ace

fnom eithen sal-t tneatment is shown in Fig. 4.2.81_. It is
a brittle fracture region (Type 4); thus behavioun is
expected when the brittfe nature of untreated anhydrous nyron

6 and is discussed later in this section with reference to a

mechanism proposed by Boukat tl3tl.



Fig. 4.2.80.

Fie. 4.2.81.

205.

Annealed, anhyd::ous nylon 6 fractuned

with aqueous lithium iodide solution.

Magn. = 28x

Brittl-e fnactune face of above specimen.

Magn. = 1r830x
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(ii) Annea1ed, water pretreated nylon 6 fil-m

There was a similarity in the results obtained when

f il-ms were tneated with the two different sal-t types. The

dominant textune appears at low magnification to be brittl-e
(Fig. 4.2.82) but at highen magnification (Fig. 4.2.83)

small pones and evidence of veny limited deformation can be

perceived. No distinction could be made between the morph-

ology of films tneated with zi-nc chlonide fnom those treated

with lithium iodide. The introduction of waten into annealed

fiÌms appeans to have no observable effect uPon the failure

mode when active stress-crazing agents alle Present. It is

possible that uptake of solvent from the agent into thin films

is extremel-y rapid and so differences in the behaviour between

anhydnous and waten pretneated fil-ms wil-l- be difficult to

observe. lrlhen salt is absent, howeven, lange elongations

to break (>20e") were achieved.

(iii) Air-quenched anhy drous nvlon 6 fil-ms

Cnazíng occui:ned when the fil-ms l^Iene stressed with either

agent, but thene was a noticeabl-e diffenence in the fractuire

face morphology. Multiple craze initiation occunned when

zínc chl-or.ide was pnesent, but not with l-ithium iodide.

The nylon in each instance showed no sphenulitic texture at

the sunface, which is consistent with the thenmal histony of

the fi1m.

The zinc chl-oride treated film

Patches of flat, swollen craze matter

is shown in Fig. 4.2.84.

can be seen, and small

that after crazi.g,

- bulk polymer

Pores can

the c::ack

just be nesol-ved. Ït appears

has propagated along the craze
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Annealed, waten pr-etreated nylon 6 cracked

with aqueous lithium iodide. Fracture

surface appears bnittle. Note sphenu-

litic texture on side of specimen.

Magn. = 940x

Fig. ).2.82.

Fig. 4.2.83. Fnactune sunface

very fine pores.

of above specimen contains

Magn. = 3r230x
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interface, leaving alreas of denuded polymen alternating with

pa1-ches, covened with craze material . Other c:?azes can be

seen below the fnacture surface.

The l-ithium iodide tneated nylon has a fracture surface

with a very diffe::ent monphology. fn Fig. 4.2.85, the ftat

type I negion is seen at left, followed by a negion where

craze formati-on and b::eakdown has occurred. This second

region, which has aiso been obsenved in other exper-iments

(see Chapten 4.2.3, fon example) compnises a salt-rich phase

(a network of small- white patches) which ovenlays the un-

complexed nylon. Pnecisely why the craze material aggnegates

in this way is not clear.

The width of the smooth type 1 zone vanies along the

length of the fractune face, ranging fnom appnoximately 20eo

to 90% of the total thickness of the specimen, Craze foi:ma-

tion and subsequent cnack development both ensun napidly.

The fnactune monphologies of these films are sirnilar to those

obsenved in othe:: expeniments using bulk nylon 6 and 66.

(iv) Air-quenched, waten pnetneated nylon 6 films

Vlhen these films \^relre str:essed with each agent, notice-

abl-e craze fonmation again pneceeded fnactune. The zi-nc

chlonide treated fitms \^rene extensively cnacked and cnazes

coul-d only be seen at the cnack tips (Fig, 4.2.86). The

palen negion at the top of the photograph shows whene the

agent was applied. The nar-lrol^¡ crazes which can be seen

nadiating from the fracture sunface (top night of photograph)

are similan to those seen previously in bulk nylon 66, when

str:ess-cnazed with magnesium perchJonate o:r zinc chloride



Fie. 4.2.84.

Fie. 4.2.85.

209.

Quenched anhydnous nylon 6 cnazed with

aqueous zfne chloride. Patchy cnaze

layen is prominent. Magn. = 2,500x

Quenched anhydnous nylon 6 cnazed with

lithium iodide. Fl-at negion 1 ( at far

teft ) and negion 2 wi,th white conplex can

be seen. Magn. = 2r600x





Fig. 4.2.86.

Fig. 4 .2.87 .

2r0.

Quenched,

with zi-nc

wate:: pretneated nylon 6 cnazed

chlonide. Radiating crazes can

tneated negion atbe seen emanating fnom

top. Magn. = 260x

Fracture surface of above specimen showing

craze layer. Magn. - l-rB75x
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(described in Chaptens 4 ,2 .I and 4. 2 . 3 ) . The striations and

depr essions on the main surface of the specimen ane antifacts

resulting from specimen pnepanation.

The fnacture sunface shows little evidence of ductile

defonmation. Patches of porous craze matten (Fig. t+.2.87)

arle occasionally encountered, but at low magnifications the

sur.face appeans to have r"esulted fnom bittle fnacture.

Although crazing has initiated, subsequent elongation before

ruptune is smal-l-. The zínc chl-onide tneated nylon behaves

in the same r^7ay as pr^oposed fon lithium iodide and othen

type II agent stness-crazed nylons. The simil-anity between

the fractune monphology of nylon fil-ms witfr each treatment

is illustnated by companing Fig. 4.2.88 (zinc chlonide

treatment) with Fig. 4.2.89 (lithium iodide treatment).

The sunfaces ane monphologically indistinguishable. The

mechanism of failure in these specimens is not neadily

appanent.

The two nesults which justify comment are:

(a) that the water content of nylon 6 does not appean

to influence strongly the monphology of cnazing

and fnactune induced by lithium iodide and zinc

chlonide,

and (b) that the cnystallinity and textune of the nylon

has an important beaning upon the mechanism of

fail-une under- stress.

In the absence of a cr-azing agent, high waten level-s

cause nylon to have a low modul-us of el-asticity, and a high

elongation to break (as shown in Chapter 5.1 and [f3f,132].
Boukal [fSfJ proposes that two mechanj-sms operate. The



Fig. 4.2.88.

Fie. 4.2.89.

)1)

Quenched, water pretneated nylon 6 treated

with aqueous zi.nc chl-oride. Compane with

fractune morphology beIow. Magn. = 2r250x

Quenched, water pnet:reated nylon 6 tneated

with agueous lithium iodide. Magn. = 2'500x
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l-attice defonms with onientation of the mol-ecufar chains

perpendiculan to the stress dinection, and changes in the

l-attice panametens anise fnom increased hydnogen bond length.

The finst mechanism (called I'delayed elasticity") only occurs

in the amonphous negions above Tg, and so water^ is considered

to act as a plasticizer enabling the Tg of nylon 6 to faI}

bel-ow 2OoC (also shown for- nylon 66 by Star.kweathen t1321.

Confonmational changes may nor^r occul? facilitating neonienta-

tion of the lamell-ae. The absence of a majon modification

to the mechanism of crazíng when agent is present, by waten

within the matrix, suggests that the energy nequinement foir

sliding and separation of chains in the pnesence of an active

sal-t, is significantly lowen than that requined fon flow when

water alone is the pÌasticizeir.

The factons which regulate the uptake of agent into dry

on wet nylon are many. It appears that the sol-vent in the

agent would be abl-e to napidly penetrate a thin anhydnous

nylon fil-m; in addition: ro simple connelation between pure

solvent and I'contaminatedft solvent (as a component of a

crazing agent associated with salts) uptake into nylons.

The free volume of nylons is a consequence of the

speciments thenmal histony (as discussed in Chapten 2).

The transport of agent increases with increasing fnee volume,

so that a stage may be r-eached whene the nel-ative dimensions

of agent and of the space thnough which it passes may favour.

rapid diffusion. V'/hen this occuiss (fon example in the dye

CI Acid Red l-B and nylon 66 system neported by Peters [134],

sonption behavioun becomes trrelatively insensiti-vett to
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physical vaniations in the nylon. rt is possible that if

nylons are subjected to the appropniate thenmal tneatment'

small- molecules (such as water) may PasS unhindened thnough

wide corridons in the polymen matrix.

The inten-relation between small mol-ecu1e uptake and

polymen stnuctur:e is discussed funthen in Chapten 6.
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4. 3. Transmission EIectnon Micnosc ofN Ions
S d 1n S ean Prese ceo

Stres s- zLnP, ents

The observation of crazing and othen deformation modes

in nylons at high magnifications coul-d only be performed using

tnansmission electnon micr.oscopy (T.E.M. ) until a scanning

efectron micnoscope (s.E.M. ) became available. Results I¡iere

obtained witrr thin (=0.1 um - 0.5 um) nylon films and by

using ::eplicas of thicker specimens '

This section is divided into three parts;

(a) Direct observation of thin fílms, both coated and

uncoated.

(b) observation of thin films using direct replicas'

and (c) one and two stage replica studies of specimens

qneater than I0 Um thick'b*-

The aim of the thin film work was to try to determine

whethen metal- ions I^Iere pnefenentially absorbed into a parti-

cul_an negion of the nylon. Fon example, with highry crystal-

Iine films it was thought possible that cations might segre-

gate into the boundanies of sphe:rulites under certain condi-

tions.
Laterrwork with thicker nylon fil-ms (> 1 um thick) was

conducted to determine how the structure changes wittr stress,

both with and without salts p::esent. Finalfyr. T.E.M. was

used to complement the research being conducted with the

s.E.M. In panticulair, replicas of bulk specimens which had

been stress-cnazed were produced, both to substantiate resul-ts

from the s.E.M. and to obtain highen nesol-ution than that

possible from the S.E.M'
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4.3.1. Dinect Obsenvation of Thin Films

Uncoated

Nylon films less than I Urn thick can be cast fnom

dilute formic acid and phenol-ic solutions. \¡/hen carefully

washed and dniedrthey may be obsenved intact, with the

T.E.M. A nylon 6 film is pictuned in Fig. 4.3.1. The film

is sphenulitic, and no voids on othen spunious discontinui-

ties can be seen.

\ir/hen similan fil-ms h/ere exposed to aqueous cupric

chlonide sol-utions (0.001 to 1.0 M) for. times up to 96 hr:s.,

and obsenved eithen washed on unr^Iashed, many developed voids

and danken needle-like negions away fnom the voids (Fig. 4.3.

2.). There was no cl-ean rel-ationship between concentnation

and time of exposure to sa1t, with the incidence and size of

the voids, and funthen-more, electron diffnaction studies

indicated that no sal-t was present. The results \^rene not

very conclusive, and analysis \^Ias complicated by the effects

of shninkage sti:esses (as the fil-ms dnied on the gnids)

which caused the integrity of the fil-ms to be clestroyed.

Tr,'o additional problems which anose in this work r^rene

the inherent lack of contrast of the thin films, and the

breakdowir of the oniginal structure, eithen duning sample

pr.epanation on in the micnoscope col-umn. Despite efforts

to reduce damage, the fil-ms \^Iere found to disintegnate in

the efectron beam, especially at high magnifications. An

extreme example of a specimen which has tnansfonmed finally

into a thnee-dimensional ftspiden-webtf is shown in Fig. 4.3.

3 . : it had contnacted when d::ying on the g:rid.
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Fie. 4. 3 .1 Nylon 6 fil-n cast fnom dil-ute formic acid

solution. Magn. = 14 
'700x

Fig. 4.3.2 Thin nylon 6 film modified by aqueous

cupric chloride. Magn. = 6r400x
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Coated Films

One way of overcoming both pnoblems is to coat the

fitrns with a carbon suppont film and to shadow wit¡r gold or:

platinurn. The filrn becomes much strongen in the electnon

beam, the eontnast is improved, and so sunface details are

enhanced. Unavoidable consequences are a loss of infonma-

tion about the composition of the film, because the in'i:enior

stnucture is masked, and an incnease in the complexity of

the el-ectnon diffraction images. The micnostr:ucture of a

thin nylon 6 film which has been exposed to 0.lM cupric

chl-oride for 4 hrs., dnied (witfr subsequent shninkage) and

shadowed with gold, is shown in Fig. 4.3.4.

Nylon films cast fnom phenol h/ere thicken (- 1-5 1lm),

unifonm in thickness and highly sphenulitic. An uncoated

film which was stnained on the sur.face of water. is shown in

Fig. 4.3.5. Local-ised deformation which may be thought of

as cr.azing has in this instance occur-red at, and pairallel-

to, the sphenulite boundany.

4.3.2. 0bservation of Thin Fil-ms using Replicas

Once uniform, sphenulitic filrns (such as that shown

in Fig. 4.3.6) could be routinely prepaned, investigation

of the tensil-e de-ionmation chanacter-istics could be unden-

taken. A special instnument (described in Chapter 3) r^ras

constnucted to stnetch nylon f ilms on the su:lface of water:,

or on aqueous solutions of str-ess cnazing agents. 0n1y a

bnief outl-ine of the work wil-I be given her-e, because only

deformation studies in the absence of agent ürel?e very success-

ful, and because thin fil-ms do not necessanily exhibit mech-

anical- p::operties which nelate dir.ectly to the bul-k specimens.
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Fig. 4.3.3 Itspider webil Produced bY

and contraction of nYlon

drying. Magn. = 8,700x

dis integration

6 film upon

Fig. 4.3.4 Micronecking in gold-coated nylon 6 film,

previously exPosed to cuprj-c chloride

solutj-on. Magn. = Br700x





Fig. 4.3.5

Fig. 4.3.6

220.

Deformation at sphenulitic boundaries

of a stnained nylon film n,lpm thick.

Magn. = 11r500x

Canbon-ptatinum neplica of sphenulitic

nylon 6 film cast fnom phenol onto waten.

Magn. = 1B,500x





Some of the pnoblems

using S.E.M. alle al-so

Deformation of

ltr.

which anose and which were ovel?come by

given.

N l-on 6 films in the absence of stress-
cra ng age

Thin (0.1 to 1.0 Um) films of nylon 6 were cast on waten

fr:om a phenolic sol-ution and strained up to 50eo using the

special st:retching device. The films \^7elre then coated with

canbon and shadowed with gold or platinum' and the nylon

finally was dissol-ved using formic acid. The most conmon

and prominent type of yielding which occunred was micro-

dnawing of the nylon at the spherulite boundaries. An

example , whene the ovenal-l- stnain was IB9o 1 is shown in Fig.

4.3.7. Other instances of l-ocalised yielding can be seen

within the sphenulite, normal to the applied stness dinec-

tion. Less commonly, intnasphenulitic drawing and indis-

tinct cr?oss-hatching may al-so occur, as shown in Fig. 4.3.8.

In contnast similarfy pnepaned films which wene not stnained

contained no micronecked negions.

Monphol-ogy of Thin Nylon Films in the Pnesence of
Agent - Using Repl-icas

The resul-ts of this work were not very satisfactony.

Sometimes the poolr images obtained wene a dinect consequence

of the practical neal-ities of tnying to replicate a highly

swol-l-en, defonmed substance heavily loaded with a deliques-

cent salt (a consequence of thin nylon fil-ms exposed to zínc

chlonide sol-utions). The example shown in Fig.4.3.9. is
given merely to show the extnemely poor nesul-ts which rretle

obtained.



Fig. 4.3. B

Fie. 4.3.7.

t¿¿.

Intrasphenulitic micronecking and cross-

hatching in strained nylon 6 film - Pt/C

replica. Applied stress direction shown

by annow. Ilagn . = 18 r 50 0x

Microdrawing of sphenulite boundaries

duning straining of phenol cast nylon 6.

Direction of applied stness given by

arlrohl . Pt/C neplica. Magn. = 18 
'500x





Fig. 4.3.9

Fig. 4. 3 .10

zló.

Thin nylon 6 film degnaded by 5M zinc

chl-oride soLution; photognaph iflustrates

typical Poon resolution. Magn. = 18'500x

Voided fi:acture sunface, revealed by a

Pt/C neplica with a dimpled apPeanance.

Magn. = 14r700x
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The othen complication which anises is that voids and

othen changes to the thin nylon fil-m stnuctune can be faith-

ful1y and efficiently reconded, but the intrinsic nature of

two dimensional nepresentation can make analysis of the

ímages necorded ambiguous at best. , Vlhilst with hindsight,

using the infonmation obtained from S.E.M., it is nohr poss-

ible to intenpnet the nesults fnom the 1.8.M., it is other-

wise velly difficult to nelate :replicas to thnee-dimensional-

sunfaces.

I,Vithout seeing the fnactune su::face in three dimensions,

the only way of intenpneting the pattenn in FiS. 4.3.10

would be by using stereopaiirs, and even then ambiguity would

pensist as to which pa::t of the f:racture negion it refer.s

to. Howeve:r, it does bear a stniking nesemblance to the
ttdimplesrt seen in the plastic fractune of metals and des-

cr.ibed by Regoux [130]. fn metals they al?e thought to form

by the coelescence of micnovoids, aided by fo:rces generated

as a consequence of the inequality of plastic and elastic

str.ess components.

Fil-ms in which linited swelling and pone fonmation

occul?s are easier to study. Fig. 4.3.11 shows small holes

which have developed in thin nylon 66 filrn (Z Um) stnained

Seo on the sunface of 5M aqueous zi-nc chl-onide.

4.3.3. Studies of Thick (> l-0 onS 1es ,
us r-ng Rep l_cas

The pneparation of ::eplicas of very nough fnactune

sur-faces r^ras very difficult and so r^ras only occasionally

attempted in this wonk. I¡ionk in which treated and unt::eated

specimens \^/ere replicatecl will- be discussed separately.



Fig. 4. 3 .12 .

Fig. 4.3.11-.

Ductil-e fractune morphology of bul-k nylon

6. C/Pt neplica. Magn. = 14;700x

C/Pt replica of a nylon 66 fil-m swol-1en

by zinc chl-oride. Pores and evidence of

swelling can be seen. Magn. = 19r400x
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Unti:eated Specimens

Vrlhen a notched, bulk nylon 6 testpiece was strained

at I cm/min., slow and napid crack velocity fnactune regions

could be discerned. Replicas of each are shown in Figs.

4.3.I2 and 4.3.13 and they correspond with the results

obtained using the S.E.M.

The r.eplication of the surface of unf::actu::ed speci-

mens can be noutinely achieved when they ane not very rough.

Foir example, the structure of homogeneously defonmed polymen

corp. nylon 66 film is shown in Fig. 4.3.14. The specimen

\^ias stnained slowly to 12%, and then neplicated by coating

with carbon and platinum, and dissoJ-ving the nylon using

fonmic acid. The spherulites have defonmed uniformly in

the stnain directl'-on (shown by the arnow).

Nvlons Tr-eated with Stness Crazíng Agents

T::ansmis s ion

extensively because

complex ci:acks and

of representing a

stional neplica.

el-ectnon microscopy has not been used

of the pr.oblems of neplicating deep,

c?azes ) and because of the l-imitations

three-dimensional profile with a two dimen-

However-, two examples of the nesults

which can be obtained ane given.

The porous texture of fil-ms treated with stress crazing

agent and lying between the crazes of a stnessed specimen

appear highly ponous in the S.E.M. The same porous mor-ph-

ology can be seen in Fig. 4 . 3 .15 , which shows a nylon 6 film

stnained in the presence of zínc chlonide.

I¡/hen the same nylon 6 fifm is strained to bireak in 5M

aqueous zínc chl-oride sol-ution, and part of the crazed negion

(wlrich has been washed and dnied) replicated ) crazes appear

as shown in Fig. 4 . 3 .l-6 . Crazes induced in nylons by other^



aa.1

Fnactu:re surface

from rapid crack

neplica. Magn.

of bulk nyÌon

propagation.

= 1Br500x

6 r.esulting

Pt/C

Fig. 4.3.13.

Fig. 4. 3. 14. Unifonm deformation of sphenulitic nylon

66. Pt/C replica of bulk sample. Applied

stness dinection indicated by anrow.

Magn. = 6 r400x
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agents al-so have a similan monphotogy. The aPpeanance of

the matenial within the c:raze has been nodified because the

shadowing angle used in the neplication pnocess I^Ias very

acute. Although the edges of the c?aze matte:r apPean dis-

continuous, this is a consequence of the neplication techni-

q.ue. The smooth textune of the sunface of the craze con-

ti:asts with the mone gnanular^. uncnazed polyme:r.



Fig. 4.3.15.

Fig. 4. 3.16 .

229.

Por-ous textune of nylon 6 fil'm stnained

in presence of zínc chloride. PtlC neplica.

Magn. = 11r500x

Replica of zine chlonide crazed nylon 6 
'

showing inadequate detail, comPared with

SEM nesults. Magn. = 4r500x
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CHAPTER 5

5 .1. Mechanical Testine of Polvmens

Two appnoaehes hlene used to examine the tensile

behavioun of polymens in the presence of sa]ts. In the

finst method, tensile testing of nylon specimens which had

been allowed to equilibnate to gíve panticulan level-s of

waten and/or zinc chlonide oven the entine test-piece I^Ias

performed and the nesuJts ane given in Section 5.I.1.

The aim of this type of exPeniment was to determíne the over-

all mechanical- behavioun of homogeneous mateniaJ.

The seeond nethod entaíl-ed application of a sol-ution

of the salt to the test-piece during tensife testing. The

tests \^rere canníed out unden a vaniety of conditions and alle

discussed in Sections 5 .1. 2-4 .

5 .l-. J. Ef f ect of lüater and Salt Content upon the

Pnopentie F of Nvlon 6 - Equilíbrium Studies

Nylon 6 test-pieces hlere soaked for long periods of

time (>72h) in waten and I and 2M aqueous zinc chloride

solutions, and fon a shonten tine (2h) in 5M zÍnc chl-onide

solution. Fnom atomic absor"ptíon and X-ray analyses it was

found that the nylon had eguilibnated with the sal-t in al-l

except the last case (5M fon 2h). Test-pieces were removed

from each liquid and the surface of each was wiped dny.

Some test-píeces l^Iene then dníed in a vacuum oven at 120oC

untíl eonstant weight was obtaÍned. All specimens \^Iene then

strained at 20oC using a crosshead speed of l0mm min-I. The

resuJts of the tests ane shovùn Ín Fig. 5 .1 .

I¡lhen the zínc chloride and water eontent of the pofy-

mer is I'mQderaterr (after equilibration wíth 1M znclr):
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Fig. 5 . 1. Tensile behavíoun of nylon 6 - effect

of waten and salt content.
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extensive deformation occurred at l-ow stresses, with high

elongation before bneak (also obsenved to a fesser extent

in nylons with a high wate:r content). The sal-t and waten

combined with the polymer in the pol-ar amide negions, causing

pantial interference of intenchain hydrogen bonding and a

reduction of the resistance to molecular flow.

lVhen very high levels of zíne chloride and water ane

contained in the polymer, different tensile nesults vTelae

reconded. The nylon treated with 5M zíne chloride was found

to bneak at l-ow elongation, and the maxímum stness reconded

\^ras al-so vel?y low. It is meaningless to tny to discuss

qualitatively this result; if the nylon had been allowed to

equilibnate further with the zinc chloníde ' severe swelling

would have occur:red and a meaningful tensil-e test difficult

to r"eproduce. As the content of waten and zínc chl-oride

become very high, the whole physical state of the nylon unden-

goes a dr.astic change. The moleculan stnucture of the com-

plex can be imagined as nylon chains surrounded by lange

amounts of partially and ful1y sol-vated ions and waten mole-

cules (nather like a gel). No rigid intenchain forces

:remain and so not only nelative displacement of chain Seg-

ments, but total sepanation of chains can no\^r neadily occur.

This is reflected by the mechanical- data obtained.

irrlhen ttas neceivedtt nylon 6 film, containing about 3eo

w/w water, is dehydnated (as descnibed previously) and then

tensil-e tested, the yield stness increases markedly. This

is because there are no wate:r molecules Pnesent to facilitate

the displacement of one polan polymen segment nelative to

that adjacent, and the nesult is that the yield stness is

mar-kedly incneased.
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5.1.2.1. Companison of Mechanical Behaviour of

Nylons Stressed with Type ï and II Sal-ts

Unden similar applied stness conditions, lithium iodide-
induced crazing and cracking was found to be mone extensive

than with zinc chloride, and this hras confirmed when fnac-

tune surfaces htere examined ( saturated aqueous zínc chl-oride

and lithiun iodide solutions r^/ene taken to nepnesent very

active Type f and IT agents nespectively).

At low stnesses, lithium iodide napidly penetrates

the nylon and once cnazíng has initiated, is absorbed into
the polymen nean the c?aze tip. This mechanism can be

deduced from othen infonmation in Chaptens 4 and S. From

evidence also presented elsewhere, a somewhat diffenent
mechanism fon zínc chloride induced crazing can be pnoposed.

Mechanisms for each type of crazing, which account fon

the difference in stress dependence, and which explain the

difference in mechanical behavioun, wil-I be pnovided in
Chapten 6.

5.I.2.2. The Effect of l,Vaten Content in Nvl_on 66

Upon Stness-Cnazing

Nylon 66 test-pieces (ASTM D638, Type I) containing

no waten, ttas neceivedrr level-s (t 2.09o w/w) and saturated

with water (n L1e') r^rere each tensile tested at a cr?osshead

speed of 10mm min-l at noom temperature. The mechanical-

behavioun of the nylons is shown in Fig. 5.2, both in the

absence and pnesence of saturated aqueous sol-utions of zinc

chtonide (Type f salt) and l-ithium iodide (Type II salt).



Fig. s. 2.

23).

The infl,uence of Type I (ZnCIr) and

Type II (LiI) solutions uPon the

mechanical behavioun of nylon 66 con-

taining different l-evels of water (¡, 0.01-'

2 and l0eo).
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I

The nylon shows the characteristic yield stness depend-

ence on water content (also indicated in Ifgfr132], with a

low yield str-ess ( <50MPa) at high water levels and a high

yield stness (t 8SMPa)under anhydrous conditions. The as

r.eceived nylon gave a yietd stness of approximately 60l4Pa.

The gnaph shows that at both high and low absorbed waten

levels, lithium iodide has caused fractune at l-ow strains.

!,/hiIst waten was pnesent in the nylon, only }ow stresses

\^7ere required; however:, in the anhyd:rous nylon, a yield stress

neanly the Same as the untreated oy was neached. The tnend

which appears fon lithium iodide treated samples as the waten

content of the nyton is reduced is the natio of oy (untreated)

to oy (tneated) decreases mankedl.y, and the elongation to bneak

gnaduatly incneases.

As the water content in the nylon is reduced, only

slight changes in the natio of oy (untneated) to oy (treated)

are obsenved for the zinc chloride experiments. The stresses

and strains which can be attained with zinc chloride ane

gneater than for lithium iodide at each water level-.

f n sur¡mary, the ef fect of water content in nylons aPPears

to be less significant for specimens strained with zinc chlon-

ide, than for those tested in the pnesence of lithium iodide.

This result is compatible with a mechanism for c?azing based

upon the nofe of solvent in salt-nylon intenactions. As

stress-crazing for a particular sal-t has occurned at aPpnox-

imately the same strain fon all water level-s, a critical-

stnain critenion for crazing is suggested.
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Anhydrous nylon filns in which zínc chl-onide has been

inconporated (o25eo w/v) sustain highen stresses than untneated

nylon. \iùith solvent absent, interchain secondany fo::ces are

maintained. Boukal- [fgf] considens the illattice elastic
modules" in dinections both panaIleI and penpendicular to the

moleculan axes, and concludes (fnom X-nay nesuLts) ttrat in
dny nylons the elastic modules appnoaches the theonetical

value in the latten direction. In moist nylons rotation
about the moleculan axis nesults fnom plasticization.
Starkweather IfSZ] showed fon oniented nylons that aniso-

tnopic swelling occuns duning waten uptake whích nesul-ts in
unequal modul-us values fon dif fenent sarnple dinections.
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5.I.3. Influence of Solvent Type Upon Stness-Cnazing

Activity
The crazíng activity of Type II salts was tested in a

variety of solvents and the mechanical- aspects are briefly

descnibed in this section (ttre morphology of crazes is

described in Section 4.2.4). The nesults shown in Fig.

5.3 refen to nylon 66 (ASTM D63B Type I) specimens stnained

using a crosshead speed of 50rn tin-I in the pnesence of

saturated l-ithium iodide in solvents shown in Tabl-e 5.1.

The nesults fon the highly active methanolic sol-ution ane

not incl-uded in Fig. 5 . 3 because of the compJ-ications nesult-

ing firom hydnogen iodide and iodine pnoduction.

Sol-vent

waten

nethyl al-cohol-

methyl cyanide

I,2 dihydnoxyethane

dirnethyl sulphoxide (DMSO)

Tabl-e 5 . l-.

The r'esul-ts show that lithium iodide in methyl cyanide

is very active, but is less active in DMSO and Ir2 dihydroxy-

ethane. ltlhen water, methanol or methyl- cyanide are sofvents

l-ow stresses are requined fon craze initiation and subsequent

craze and crack propagation are rapid. They can all inter-

act with hydnogen bonds and possess a small moleculan size.

Dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) and I12 dihydnoxyethane

are both good ligands fon cations, which may inhibit



Fig. 5.3

238.

Tensile behaviour of nylon 66 tested in

the presence of lithiun iodide and a

variety of sol-vents.
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the crazing activity of the lithium iodide. As DMSO is a

dipolan aprotic solvent, iodide ions are not solvated and

so woul-d potentialty be able to bind strongly to the amide

moiety. The inactivity of l-ithiurn iodide in DMSO might

suggest that cations, rather than anions have the more domin-

ant nole in the cnazing Pnocess. A lithium-DMsO compfex is

aprotic and so is unabl-e to hydnogen bond to the amide

oxygen, with the nesuft that weaker interactions anise

(seconda::y fonces which ane possibÌe ane too weák to disnupt

the secondar-y stnucture of the nylon). Bidentate liganding

of the I12 dihydi:oxyethane with lithium cations may pnoduce

lar:ge aggnegates in which only a fow concentnation of

actively modified pnotons can arise, comPared with hydrated

l-ithium ions. In addition, their size would make penetra-

tion into the polymer matnix mone difficul-t than wateir and

methyl al-cohol. The reduced rate of uptake of agents with

Iange solvent mol-ecufes into the nylon matrix is pnobabl-y

the rate determining facto:r for craze initiation.
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5 . l. 4. Stress-Crazing Activitv of Metal Sal-ts with

Polar Polvmers

In addition to the detail-ed study of st:ress-crazing tn

nylon 6 and nylon 66, tests \^rene also penformed to detenmine

the activity of both Type I and II salts upon the activity

of other. polan polymens. If, as occutls for these nyl-ons,

secondary bonds ane disrupted in othen polan polymens ) craz-

ing may be obsenved.

Srnal-1 test-pieces of each polymer- \^lere st::ained very

slowly in the pllesence of the agent, unde:r

For the punposes of this qual-itative work,

ted using the fol-lowing simplified index.

++ indicates extensive craze and/or

usually at l-ow strains,
+ indicates some evidence of craze

a stereorn-icros cope .

activity is indica-

cr:ack development,

formation or

swel1ing,

- indicates no visibl-e effect unden the conditions

of the test.

A blank indicates that no test was performed.

The results of the tests are summar:ised in Tabte 5.2.,

and a brief description fon each type of poì-ymer follows.

lVhere polymers were found to be resistant to both zinc

chloride and l-ithium iodide sol-utions (which ane active

Type I and If agents fon nylons 6 and 66) no funthen testing

hras considered justified.

PolVurethane

The susceptibifity of polyuirethanes to

stres s-c?azing menited investigation because

I f AS ] to f or.m inter-,mol-ecul-an hydnogen bonds

envinonmental

they are known

between uirethane



LiI
OHCH

)(cr0

\^7atef

LiBr

water

LiI

waten

eII t
CoCl

OHCH

ZnCI

OHCH

CoCt

water

Type I Agent

ZnCI

watenwaten

salt

sol-vent

++ +

+

++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

+?

+? +?

+ ( swell- ) +

+ +

++

+ + +

++ ++

Polymer.

Nylon 6

66

11

L2

Tr^ogamid T 
"

Polyunethane

Cel-Iul-ose Nitnate

Cell-ulose Acetate
Butynate

Cellophane

Cellulose Acer-ate

tk

NJ
F
H

TABLE 5.2
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groups and so could be vulnerable to disruption of these

bonds under conditions simil-an to those which promote cnazing

in polyamides.

The sample tested showed mechanical behaviour inten-
mediate between a nubben and a hard thenmoplastic, and did

not stress craze in the pnesence of eithen agent.

Cellul-ose Denivatives

The susceptibility of four cellul-osic polymens towards

agent-induced crazing was determined. Cel-l-ulose acetate

\^/as unaffected by watenrbut was found tO craze and swell_ in

the plîesence of zinc and lithium halides, and magnesium

penchlorate (Tabl-e 5.1). Cellophane \^ras napidly swol-l-en

by water and mechanical nesults could not thenefone be inten-

pneted dinectly in tenms of sal-t activity. Morphological

resul-ts fon cellophane and cel-l-ul-ose acetate ane pnovided

in Section ).2.4.

The tensile behaviour of both ceflul-ose acetate but-

grate and cell-ul-ose nitrate was uninfl-uenced by waten oll

salt solutions. It is not possible to detenmine why the

four cell-ulosic polymei:s show such wide variance in thein

susceptibility towards crazirg, although thene is some

correl-ation to water uptake fevels (discussed l-ater in this

section). Solvent and salt both need to be absorbed

before crazes can j-nitiate, and the resistant cel-lulose deniv-

atives appeaned (from X-ray analysis) not to absonb agent.

The uptake of aqueous sol-utions in cel-l-ulose denivatives will-

be generally retarded by the presence of plasticisers (such

as camphon) necessary for commencial use.
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Polyamides

The range of polyamides tested was extended by using

nylon 11, nylon L2, and a terephthatic acid - N-alkylated

hexamethylene diamene (ttTnogamid T'tr a product of 0. Bayer,

Ltd. ). Nylon 11 was found to be ::esistent to both zine

chl-oride and lithium iodide, but thene was some evidence of

agent induced c:razing in the fractune suirface of nylon L2.

These two pol5rmers contained a high hydnophobic content and

consequentty only absonb nelativeÌy l-ow level-s of hydroxylic

sol-vents so that modification by the polan agents is not

expected. It was found that although the yield stress I^las

not mankedly affected by the agent, it aPpears that fnom

analysis of the fracture su:rface fimited agent-induced craz-

ing had preceded fractune.

SiIK

Sil-k was shown by Bannby and King t1361 to dissol-ve

without chemical degradation in ansenic and antimomy tni-

chl-onides in much the same \^ray as nyÌons and so was chosen

as a naturally occunning polyamide fon testing with TyPe I

and II salts. Fnacture was found to occur in the Presence

of either salt type at stnesses well below o
v
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Quantitative Results

Pr:eliminai:y studies of the stress-cnazing activity of

salt solutions with a variety of polar pol¡rmers were conducted.

Although not enough infonmation has been obtained to make any

genenalisations, there is evidence that certain celfulose-

denived polymers, and polymers containing amide groups ( such

as pnoteins) stress-ctîaze in the pllesence of Some salt solu-

tions.
The tensil-e resul-ts for cel-lul-ose acetate which has

been stnained using a cr-osshead speed of 0.05 cm/min. in the

absence and presence of lithium iodide is shown in Fig.

5.4.(a). Fractune at low elongation and stness observed at

the 1ow strain rate was accompanied by swelling of the poly-

mer in the treated zone, and smal-I cllazes at the treated-

untneated boundany. V'/hen water only was used instead of

Iithium bromide: Do swetling was obsenved unden simil-an test

conditions. The mechanism of cnazing aPpeans from monpholo-

gical evidence to be similar to that operating in poÌyamides.

Some tensile tests wene penformed with ceÌlophane fitn

(negenerated cel-lulose). The i:esul-ts given in Fig. 5.4.(b)

indicate that waten has a dominant effect, causing swelting

and premature failure of the fil-m. Most salts have only a

minon effect and is generally insignificant by companison.

I]owever, cellophane was found to fnacture at a for^ler stnain

when magnesium perchl-orate was present, although the stness

reached was similar to when waten al-one was present. The

reason for the activity of this panticul-ar salt þompared

with other salts) to cellophane, is uncfean.



Fig. 5.4. a.

b
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Tensil-e behaviour. of cell-u1ose acetate

in absence and pnesence of l_ithium iodide.

Tensil-e behaviour of cellophane untneated

and with wate:r, salt sbl_utions .
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It is appnopniate to discuss two aspects of e.s.c.

in polar polymers. First, the influence of water (or other

hydroxylic solvent) content upon the mechanical behaviour of

nylons is rel-event, fo:: a vaniety of neasons. Changes in

the tensil-e and dynamic mechanical behaviour are nelated to

the amount of water present, and the tempenatune and oniient-

ation of the polymer:. Secondly, the capacity of al-l polymers

to take up waten above a centain cnitical- l-evel- appears to

detenmine whethen the polymei: wil-l- c?aze when aqueous agents

alle pr-esent, and may have a fundamental- significance.

Nylons

Fnom the considenabl-e vofume of literature which exists

concerning the effect of waten upon nylons, ther:e are two

obsenvations which appean to be beyond dispute. The first

is that for nylons having 6 or less methylene groups between

each amide moiety, water is taken up in two ways [fgZ-139].

Star.kweathen []371 showed from sonption isothenms that the

finst water molecul-es bound to nylon 66 in a diffei:ent way

to those absorbed neall satunation. Similan experiments,

supplemented by nuclear magnetic resonance data, 1ed

Kawasaki and Sekita []ggl to consider that water in nylon 6

with a moisture content of less than 2eo be weight, was

tightly bound, but at moistune content above \eo mobile rtater

mol-ecules welre contained within the polymen matnix. Fuffr

and Sebenda [75] found using isothenms fon both amorphous

and cnystalline nylons as well- as model l-ow moleculan weight

amides, that those nylons with two to six methylene segments

between polan groups coul-d accommodate three waten mofecufes
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in accessibl-e regions for each pair of amide segments (one

waten bound fthardt' to two ca¡bonyl oxygen atoms, and two

trl-oosett water mofecules binding to amine hydnogens aS wel-l

as carbonyl oxYgens).

The second obsei:vation is that water absorption in all

nylons causes the appearance of a ß nel-axation peak for: many

nylons at approximately -6OoC (f::equency = IHz lt}Zr139'1401.

The peak incneases aS the mole ratio of water to amide unit
j-ncneases fnom zero to 0.5, but nemains unchanged at highen

Ievels of moistune t1401. The peak is bel-ieved to be a

nesult strengthening of interamide bonds when water is pnesent,

but unambiguous intenpnetation was hindened by the presence

of significant l-evels (n, I}eo w/w) of l-ow mol-ecular weight

amides in the samples under investigation t1391. Migasaka

tf4Ol observed that at tempenatures less than -6OoC, water

incr:eases the activation enelrgy for the Y + o cnystallogi:aphic

tr:ansition in nylon 6 'bY binding to the anide grouPs and

acting as a ttcohesive agenttt. fn contrast, at temperatulles

highen than -60oC, water facil-itates the y + cL tnansition.

It appears that thene is some conrelation between the tempena-

tune a.t which this invension occui:s and the ß relaxation

process. Starkweather ltgZl nel-ates the fowen modulus of

nylons with high moisture contents with a shift in the cr

peak, which fon nylon 66 decreases from 600 in the dny,

oriented state, to 50oC at 50% relative himidity, to -soc at

satunation. The binding mechanism is sinilar to that pno-

posed by Puffr and Sebenda t751, with water molecul-es "fixedrr

at tempenatunes l-ess than the 0 transition tempenatuller but
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l-abile above. The significance of the ß rel-axation is not

el-aborated upon. Stankweathen [f +f] al-so neported that as

the density and cnystallinity of nylons incneased, the amount

of t'accessible" r.egions decr:eased, nesulting in fowen water

absonption. This concept of accessible regions is i:elevant

to the changing molecular textune of nylons pnion to and

during the craze process.

A mechanism which explains cnazing in nylons is only

satisfactory if it can be used wittr some validity with other

polymers. ft was mentioned in Chapter'2 that for poJ-ar

polymers the pnediction of c?azing and cnacking was less

certain than for non-polan polyrners, and that a numben of

factors had a beaning upon the solubility parameter. At

the pnesent stage the concepts of hydnogen bonding parametens

and sol-vation abilities are at a pnimitive stage of develop-

ment and whil-st useful, alre only qualitatively successful-.

For example, the expJ-anation of cnazing and cnacking in PMMA,

PVC and polysulphone by Vincent and Raha IffOJ ptaces emphasis

upon hydrogen bonding between polymer and solvent. fn PVC

it is necessary to assume that the hydrnogen o to the chlorine

atom was behaving as a proton donon - a tenuous basis upon

which to establ-ish a mechanism.

A simple and perhaps naive exercise is to relate the

capacity of all tLre polan polymers under investigation to

take up watei:, with their vulnerability to stress-crazing

wi-th aqueous salt solutions. The pattern which emerges

from Table 5.3 is that polymers which can absorb more than

appnoximateJ-y 2eo waten appear to be more susceptibl-e to craz-

ing and cr.acking than those which take up l-ess. When it is
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nemembered that the first 2eo of water is tightly bound, it

seems that it is a fundamental nequirement for solvent to

behave as a labil-e canrien for the salt within the polymer

matrix, as wel-l as an active panticipant in the modification

of the secondary for-ces between the polymer chains. If the

sol-vent wene simply an inert, non-Participating cannien of

ions, then no changes in the cnazing activity of salts would

be expected as the natui:e of the solvent is changed.

Instead, it is clear that by suitabl-e selection of solvent,

the activity of the salt may be enhanced on neduced. The

fundamental propenties of the solvent which detenmine thein

infl-uence upon crazíng nemain to be identif ied.

Further amplication of the proposed mechanism of the

role of the solvent in crazing is more appr:opriately given

in Chapten 6.

Polymen Waten Uptake E.S.C.?

Nylon 6

Nylon 66

Nylon ll..

Nylon 12
p

Tnogamid T

Polyurethane

Cel-l-utose Nitnate

Cellulose Acetate

Cel-l-ulose Acetate
Butyrate

Cellophane

silk

11

B

2

2

a

0.6

0.6

13

0.9 - 2.)

High

11 at 65eo RH.

x

/nv!

/1.

/z

x

v

TABLE 5.3
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5.2. Chemical_ Ahal_ysis usinq Enengy-Dispensive X- nays

As mentioned in chapten 3.3.3, enengy-dispensive X-nay

analysis is a power.ful and convenient technique for the

connelation of specimen sunface morphology with el_ementaf

analysis.

The appnoach fol-lowed in this study has been to deter.-

mine the absorption charactenistics of zinc chl-oride in
unst::essed nylon 6 and 66 (chapten 5.2.r). These nesul-ts

have then been examined and considened rel_evant to the early
uptake processes which occun in stnessed nylon fil-rns. The

distnibution of cations in fnactu::e sunfaces of nylons

cnazed with either Type T on rr salts is then determined
(chapten 5.2.2), fnom which significant diffenences in the

mechanism of stness-crazing can be identified.
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5.2.I. E¡çfgy lispensive X-nay Analysis of Unstnessed
Nylon Films

Long-tenm absonption of zinc chl-onide was examined in
nylon 6 and 66 using samples of diffenent thicknesses. The

monphology and dimensions of the zinc-nich zones for each

sample wene essentially identical so only one need be des-

cribed in detail.

fn addition, a study of the infl-uence of time and salt
concentnation upon the zi-nc uptake in unstnessed nylon 6

films was also made.

Long-term Absor:ption

Nylon 6 and 66 samples \^rere immensed in 5M zinc chl_oi:-

ide solutions for 28 days and were then washed b:riefly in
waten and allowed to dry. Each specimen was cut r,vith a

sharp blade, and mounted on S.E.M. stubs so that the cnoss-

section could be seen.

Dui:ing the wash with distilled water, a white opaque

layer- \^ras produced which was observed in the S.E.M. ft is

a porous , zi-rtc-rich matenial-, and is the nesult of inter.-
action between the zinc chlonide-nylon mixtune and waten.

This can be i:ecognised in Fig. 5.6, as the highly ponous

outer layer. The composition of this zone is uncentain,

but pnesumably some insol-uble zínc oxide is pnesent in the

layen.

The second, featuneless negion (pale), is shown by

X-nay analysis to also have high level-s of zi-ne chloride.
The zi-nc distnibution is shown in Fig. 5.7 to be confined

to the outer two zones. At highen nesolution it was shown

that the zfnc chlonide concentnation was highest in the non-
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Fig. 5.7
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Cnoss-section of nylon 6 showing thnee

distinct negions. 0n1y the dark negion

at right is zinc-deficient.

Magn. = 650x

Conr.esponding X-ray map.

tion as Fig. 5.6.

Same magnifica-
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porous zone, but the outenmost porous zone would have a

lowen overall- density, and hence the X-ray emission pen

unit al?ea wil-1 be l-owen.

The thir.d region (to the night j.ir Fie. S.6),
connesponds to the unaffected centnal cone of the polymer.

A line scan fon zínc indicates that thene is a veny abnupt

fal-l-off in ztnc l-evers across the boundary from the zj.nc.

nich zones to the centr-al core.

rn the case of zinc chloride absorption by unstr.essed

nylons it appears that case rr uptake tggl is occur-ring.

case rr tnanspont in amonphous polymers is associated with
conditions of high penetr.ant activity, and with tempenatulres

well below the g1.ass tnansition of the polymen. In poly-
stynene it was found that thene was a linean incnease in
the weight gain of the polymen with tj.me, and that a shanp

boundary existed between an outen, swollen shel_r of uniform
concentration, and an innen cone having no penetnant.
(Fickian diffusion, which pnecedes this rrnelaxation contnolled
uptakerr is often hand to detect because the concentnations

attnibuted to this mechanism are veny smarl_ by companison. )

The requirements of a penetnant of high activity, and

of tempenatui:es beloiv 'r* ) arle met; a unifo:rm concent:ration

is pnesent in the zinc-rich zone, and a sudden decnease to
negligible level-s in the central corle is obsenved. No

experiments have been penfonmed to confinm the nelationship
between weight gain and time r orr to measure the velocity of
the advancement of the boundany, however.

sampres of nylon 6 and 66 which Lrene t:reated unden the

same conditions wer.e shown by S,E.M. to have zinc-nich zones
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of the same thickness, suggesting that the mechanism of up-

take of zínc chlonide by each polymer. type is similan. By

measuning the thickness of the specimens befor"e and aften

tneatment (using the S.E.M.), and by assuming that the

centnal zone is unswollen, it is possible to estimate the

appnoximate degree of swelling which occurs in the zinc-nich

zoÍ\e. The maximum figure is =B\eo in both nylon 6 and 66,

but the al-teration of the outer zone subsequent to washing

must be taken into account. This may contnibute, say 25eo;

neverthel-ess, substantial swelling has occui:r.ed in the zinc-

:rich negions of the polymen.

From the essentially mor:phological study carnied out,

it is not possible to pnedict the mol-ecul-ar changes occui:ning

in the polymeir, but one might surmise that the increase in
the vofume of the zinc-nich zone is caused by chain separa-

tion as the zínc chfonide and solvent are intenspersed

between polyamide chain segments.

Uptake of Zinc Ïons in Unstnessed Nvl-on 6 Fihns

Smal-f strips of t'as neceivedtr nylon 6 film (0.04mrn

thick) wer.e immensed in 1.0 and 3.0M aqueous zinc chlonide

foir 0.5, 2.25 and 18 .0 hns. at room tempenatune. Each strip
\^/as washed, dried and examined in the S.E.M. as described

pneviously. rt was necessalîy to use magnifications gneater-

than 1000x, and this caused difficul-ties in obtaining cr-ear

iresul-ts. Pnoblems inhenenL in the obsenvation of the edges

of these poonly conducting firns were char:ging, poor nesolu-

tion and contrast. I,r/hen high voì-tages and l_ow condenser

cui:irents were used (to enabl-e X-r.ay analysis) specimen damage

also occunred.
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By di::ect obsenvation and fnom X-ray maps, only low

Ievels of zinc could be detected in all- specimens, and dis-
tinctive zinc-nich zones (which lvene present in specimens

exposed to 5M zi-nc chl-onide fon long periods of tjme) wer-e

absent. A nepresentative surface (nyron 6 soaked in 3M

zínc chlo:ride for I8 houns) is shown in Fig. 5.8.

Line scans (as described in chapter 3) were used as

well- as X-nay maps, because they pnoved unden these condi-
tions to be more sensitive. scans for zínc are shown for-

each sample in Fig. s . g . Low revels vTere found for all_

but one sample which contained moderate levers at the left
hand edge (shown in Fig. 5.8). A rine scan is also shown

for a nylon 6 specimen tneated with sM zinc chloride fon 28

days.

From these nesults it appeans that uptake of even con-

centnated zinc chlonide solutions is nelatively sl_ow in
unstnessed nyì-ons. vrlhen long exposune times and sM zinc
chlonide are used, hourever, extensive uptake can occull,
giving rise to a sharply defined, dilated, zinc-rich phase

("case rr rnanspontt'). lr/hen washed with waten, the zj-:nc

chlonide-nyIon outen layer pnecipi-tates (with opaque zinc
oxide pnoduction) to give a highly voidedo amonphous complex.

This mater.ia] is similar to that obsenved in many stness-
crazing expeniments. The exposure times in the latten
expe:riments alle very smal], so that the pllesence of complex

indicates that during stness-cnazing, uptake of salt into
the nylon is acceler:ated. pnoposed mechanisms fon st::ess-
crazing must take this into account, Furthen studies of
the levels of salt in stnessed nylon films are given in
Sectíon 5.
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Nylon 6 film immei:sed in 3M zinc chloride

solution fon lB hns; l-ow l-evels of zíne

\¡Jere detected, except at edge.

Magn. = 21670x

Fig. 5.8

Fig. 5.9 Line

films

scans recorded fon

immei:sed in zínc

1.0M ZnCL, treatment for 0.5, 2,25, fB.0h

a numben of nylon

chfonide sofutions.

ane numbered l-, 2 , 3

respectively.
3.0M tt il il il n il tt 4, 5, 6

ne spectively .

5.0M ZnCI treatment for >100h is numbered 7
2
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Nylon 6r ZnCl2 - Line Scans

Counts

0

Distance x
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5 .2 .2. The Distribution of Cations in Stress-C::azed
NyIons

The morphology of fracture su:lfaces produced from

sti:ess-crazed nylons has been described in detail in Chapter'

4. In this section the distribution of stress-cnazing agent

wil-l be discussed, and will be shown to be in accor.d with

the genenal mechanism of environmental str.ess -crazíng pllo-

posed for nylons.

ft was considened necessary only to select a few

examples fi:om the vast numben of samples obtained, to il-lus-

tr.ate the mechanism pnoposed. Many more samples \^Iere

examined using energy disper:sive X-r.ay analysis (hencefor.th

abbreviated to X-nay analysis), and the results of all

measurements have been considened when making any genenal-

isations.

One pnoblem is the possibility of misleading results,

caused by the mechanical- tnansfer of agent duning the nup-

ture, rathei: than the cnaze-fonmation and gnowth pirocess .

As well, washing the specimens with distilled water- befone

coating wittr gold in pr.epar.ation fon scanning electron mic-

noscopy can l-ead to fall-acious conclusions. Fnom exper-

ience, it is often possible to deteirmine when these spunious

alteiratíons have occur:ned, and whene possible, unwashed and

washed fnacture faces can be companed.

In this section the analysis of ASTM type 1 nylon 66

specimens, ultimately fi:actur.ed in the presence of aqueous

lithium iodide and zíne chl-onide ane described. Single

l-ine scans and X-nay maps ane given which conraespond to

each rnonphological zone (negions 1, 2) 3 and 4 in Chapten

4) , for. both washed and unwashed specimens.
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Tvpe ï salts zínc chl-onide erazed nylon 66.

lVashed Specimen

A fractur"e sur-face fnom unnotched anhydrous nylon 6 6 ,

stnained I cm/min. in the pl?esence of 5M aqueous zinc chl_on-

ide, and washed aften fracture, is shown in Fig. 5.10. The

craze, ductile fractune and bnittle fnacture negions are

neadily identifiable. Super.imposed upon the photognaph is
a zínc l-ine-scan, conresponding to the revers of zinc ions

across A-Ar.

In the craze al?ea (negions 1, 2) ther.e ane veny high

levels of zi-nc, indicating stnong binding to the nylon (the

specimen was washed thonoughly in waten). Howeve:r, aclross

the intenface between the craze negion and the ductil-e fr.ac-

tune zone (iregion 3), thene is a sharp decnease in the revel-

of zínc ions. Fig. 5.11 shows the abnupt change in morph-

ology fnom negion 2 to negion 3, and it is accompanied by a
napid decrease in zínc concentnation fr-om night to reft.
rrMapstt of zínc concentration have been pnoduced for each of
the regional types, at high magnification; and they confirm

the pattern indicated by the line-scans.

The mechanism of crazing in this type of test can be

l-inked with the zínc ion prof i1e.

Vrlhen high concentrations of zínc ane associated

directly with the nylon (and so ane not washed a\^/ay with
water), then the nylon is able to yield at stnesses l_ess

than the noi:mal- yield st::ess. As the concentration of zinc
diminishes, the modulus of the polymer incneases. This

resul-ts in a change in the mechanical- behaviour, from craz-
ing with napid r.uptune , to ductil-e yielding.
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Fracture surface of zinc

anhydr.ous nylon 66, with

zínc ions super:imposed.

to negion under straight

chlor-ide treated,

distnibution of

(Levels relate

tine.) Magn. = 29x

Fig. s .10.

Fig. s.11 Abnupt change in monphology fnom negion 2

to negion 3 (right to left). The zinc
concentration fal-l_s napidÌy acl?oss the

boundary. Magn. = 225x
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Unwashed Specimen

V'/hen the conlresponding, unwashed fnacture face is

analysed fon zínc, it is discovered that lange amounts have

carnied over into the ductil-e and bnittte zones (regions 3

and 4). Fig. 5,I2 gives the zinc rtprofilerr across the

centre of the specimen, and indicates that the l-evel of zínc

in negion 3 is companable to that in the craze region. This

is confinmed by the connesponding X-ray map which shows a

unifonm distnibution of zj-nc over most of the afea.

The invol-vement of the zinc chlonide solution appeans

to be two-fold. During the crazing process, zinc binds

stnongly to the nyJ-on and nemains fixed during subsequent

washing with water. Duning fnactune of the specimen, the

solution wil-l- follow close to the cnack fnont, Iowening the

fr-ee surface energy and so facil-itating f:ractune. fn this
case, the zinc is not binding dii:ect1y to the nylon, but is
left as a residue on the fractune sunface. The unbound

zínc chloride is thei:efore easity washed fr.om the sunface

with distilled water. (Uptake of zi_nc chl_oride into the

nylon in region 3 would be very slow, even when high levels

of zinc nemain, because of the nylon being highty oriented
( Fig. s. t3 ) .

Tvpe ff salts Lithium iodide crazed nyl-on 66.

I¡/ashed Specirnen

A Hounsfield nylon 66 test-piece \^ras pneconditioned by

boiling it in distill-ed water foi: 3 hns. before testing.

The dried s;peeimen was str.ained at room tempenatur.e at l_.0

cm/min., in the pnesence of a drop of satunated aqueous

l-ithium iodide, applied at the edge. Extensive cnazing

occur.ned at low stresses; rapid crack growth beginning at



Fig. 5 . 12.

Fig. 5 .1-3 .

2{,I.

Unwashed fracture surface of zínc chl_oride

tr.eated nyJ-on 66, with zinc l-ine scan

superimposed. Saft has been canried oven

into negion 3. Magn. 46x

Highly oriented monphology of negion 3

of above specimen. Magn. = 375x
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the treated negion occurned acnoss most of the specimen.

\¡ihen the supply of agent was exhausted, ductile fail-une

occur:ned befone complete fractune of the specimen. fn

contnast to the tensile test using anhydnous nylon 66 and

zi-ne chloride, in this test ther:e was extensive panticipation

of the agent in the complete fnactune of the specimen.

The inítiation zoîe is shown in Fig. 5.14. There is
a fl-at ::egion which extends along the edges of the f::acture

face, and continues al-most to the othen end of the specimen.

In the centne of the specirnen is a nough topology; thene has

been mone extensive deformation before fnacture in this
negion. The two negions correspond to negions I and 2

pnoposed in the genenal mechanism pnoposed fon stness cnazing.

lrihen an X-nay map is praduced (discriminating for
iodide anions because the atomic mass of lithium is too

small-), veny low l-evels of iodide ane indicated (Fig. 5.15).

It appearis that when the specimen is washed, the lithium
iodide is nemoved fnom the fr acture face. It is suggested

that the lithium iodide is reveusibly bonded to the nylon,

and this is compatíbl-e with the infra-ned evidence fon

hydr.ogen bonded sol-vent moJecules connecting lithiun ions

with the ny1on. (It is assumed that low level-s of iodide

ions afso índicate low level-s of lithium cations. )

X-i:ay analysis along the fracture face reveals l-ow

levels of iodide ions everywhene. The l-evels of iodine

in negi-on 2, near the duetile yield region (negion 4) are

so l-ow that it is not possible to detenmine whethell any sub-

stantial decrease eccurls across the intenface.
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Fractui:e monphology of l-ithium iodide

treated nylon 66, and subsequently washed

with water. Regions l- and 2 . Magn. = 31x

Fig. 5 . 14.

Fig. 5.1-s. X-ray map showing

ions in fracture

Figs. 5"1-6rl-7.

sunface.

Magn.3lx

low levels of iodide

Compar:e with
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Unwashed Specimen

High l-evel-s of iodide ions \^Iere neconded throughout

the crazed zone (regì-ons 1, 2) , The initiation zone

(corr.esponding to the washed allea in Fig. 5.1-4), with the

appnopriate X-nay map fon iodide ions, is shown in Fig.s.16,f7.

The high density of counts contnasts str.ongly with the

small numbeir obtained fon the washed specimen.

High l-evels of iodide ions were recor.ded along the

fnactune sunface until the ductil-e fracture zone (negion

3 ) \ras neached. A napid fall--of f in counts was obsenved,

indicating that in this unwash'ed specimen no agent had been

carr.ied over. This is expected because much of the lithium

iodide solution applied to the testpiece has been canried

over a large anea of the polymen sunface befone ductile

fnactune has occur:ned. 0n1y a nelatively smal-l amount of

cnazi-ng preceded fnactu:re in the zíne chl-or-ide tneated

nylon 66, so that canray-oven of excess agent is much more

likety.

The tr.ansition fnom negion 2 to 3 is shown in

Figs. 5.fBrlgwith co:nlresponding l-ine-scans and X-r.ay map

(fon iodide ions). There ane few counts fon both the

region at left-centr-e of the photo, and at the right, whene

the char.acteiristic ductil-e fnactuz.e morphology is seen. The

l-evel of counts for iodide decreases shar.ply, as \^raslalso

obsenved fon the washed, zinc chloride tr.eated nylon 66.

Both Type I cr.nd Type II stness-cnazing agents are

implicated in the processes of craze fonmation and bneak-

down. It can be concluded fnom the above obsenvations that
in nylons in which waten is eithen absent or present before



Fig. 5 .1-6 .

Fig. s.17.
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Similan specimen to that shown in Fig. 5.14

(lithium iodide tneated. nyl-on 66), but

unwashed. Regions l- and 2. T{agn. = 29x

X-ray map conllesponding to specimen above,

indicating high uniform distribution of

iodide ions. Expenimental- conditions for
analysis of each specimen r^relte simil-ar.

l4agn. = 29x





Fig. 5.18.

Fig. 5.19.

266.

Fnactune su::f ace of unwashed nylon 6 6

specimen tneated with lithium iodide.

Transition from negion 2 to region 3 (Ieft

to night ) is accompanied by a napid decl-ine

in iodide ions. Magn. = 33x

Conresponding X-ray map showing low levels

of iodide ions in region 3. Mhgn. = 33x
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testing, that the agents ane not intinately involved j.n

the ductile or b:rittle fnacture processes. The latter

processes appear to occulr when suitable stness concentrations

are neached subsequent to craze fonmation.

lrlhen washed and unwashed specimens al?e companed, it

can be concluded that zinc ions fnom wate::-solub1e bonds

with the nylon, but iodide ions (and so presumably lithium

ions) ¿o not. This is in aecond with the mechanism of

binding suggested from infna-ned evidence.
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5.3 Solution Studies

5 3. 1. The Influence of Salts Upon the Solution

Viscosity of Polyamides

The morphoJ-ogy of sal-t-induced crazes has been

thoroughly descr.ibed i¡ preceeding sections of this thesis

and in the review (Chapten 2) reference has been made to

the work of Dunn and Sansom t4l and others which pnovides

evidence for the type of intenaction which occurs between

salt solutions and polar polymens.

Because of theiir special biological impor-tance, the

interactions of biopolymens witfi salts in aqueous media have

been extensively studied, and the cunnent state of develop-

ment of this complicated subj ect is nevealed in a necent

neview by Lewin [ 146 ] . The study of synthetic polymer"s

with salts has not quite reached the same level of sophistica-

tion at present; solution studies of polyamides have been

ccnfined largely to determination of physical- par-ametens,

such as viscosity-average mol-ecul-ar weight.

One of the problems which arises in trying to unden-

stand salt-polyamide intenactions is that expei:iments need

to be confined to a relatively nalrllo\^/ range of sofvents.

The polyelectr.olyte behaviour of polyamides has been measured

in formic and sulphur.ic acid [147r148] and constants have

been estabÌished for mol-ecula:r weight determination. 0f

particular interest I^Iere the discoveries that v;ater ::epnessed

pol yeiectrolyte behaviour of nylons in formic acid sofution

[]47.1 and that fon t]ie íjame mol-ecul-a:r weight, bnanching

decreases intr.insic viscosity by fonming mot?e compact struc-

tures in solution [f4B].
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The effect of added el-ect::olytes to polyamide sol-utions

in fonmic acid was studied by Saunders [149], and it was

found by using nefnactive index, intninsic viscosity and

light scattering techniques, that polyelectrolyte effects

can be swamped when excess Potassium chlonide is added,

making detennination of a weight-average molecular weight

mone nel-iable. The ionic ínteramide forces which contni-

bute to the viscosity of changed polyamides in fonmic acid

ane supressed by the counterion effect of the added sal-t.

V'lhen the viscosity of nylons 6 and 66 in aqueous formic

acid (90 and 95%t¡¡/w respectively) were measured in the Plres-

ence of type f and II safts ' a decrease in the apparent vis-

cosity of the polymen was obsenved (Fig. 5.20)' which is

basically in agreement l^Iith the results obtained with other

salts by Saunders [149]. Although a difference in the vis-

cosity vafues I^7as obtained between the two salt types

(Iithium bnomide and zinc chl-o::ide) it is impossible to sub-

stantiate in the media used, whether the difference in bind-

ing proposed in the sol-id state between the salt and polymer

pensists in solution.

The measunement of solution viscosities of polyamides

in m-cnesol- in the absence and Pnesence of sal-ts should

neveal- information mone amenable to interpnetation, as the

acidity of m-cnesol (pk = l-0.01 at 25o) is many orders of

magnitude l-ess than that of fonmic acid (pk = 3.75 at 20oC)

[150].



Fig. s.20.

270.

The effect of concentration of l-ithiurn

bromide and zínc chl-or:ide of 0.Seo nylon

66 in 90eo (w/w) aqueous fonmic acid.
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It was found that no homogeneous mixtune of polymer,

m-cresol- and lithium iodide (on zínc chloride) could be

obtained, pr.imar^ily because of the low solubility of the

salt in m-cnesol. It appeans that no system of solvent,

sal-t and polyamide can be selected which will provide unambig-

uous information (by viscosity measunement) about the inter-

action of salts upon polymen pnoton donon (i.e. another

polymen segment olr salt-solvent entity) hydnogen bonding.

Consequently no funthen viscometrry l^¡as undertaken.
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5. 3. 2. Chan es in the Natune of Chelates in the
o-o nat on ê o o t tsa

Many hydrated salts of cobal_t are pink because of the

presence of two oll mone water molecuJes sunnounding the

cation. The colour changes which occun aS water mol-ecules

are lost from cobalt chl-oride, fon example, alfe shown in the

equation bel-ow:

CoCl Z.6HZ
ned

0 -) CoCl Z.2H2O + CoCl

ned-violet bl-ue

2

\¡r/hen pale bl-ue anhydr.ous cobalt chlonide is dissol-ved

in methyl alcohol or acetone, for example, deep bl-ue sol-u-

tions alre produced; the cobalt chloride is solvated ' but

not with waten molecules. The color change from pale pink

to deep bl-ue is striking, and is often seen when concentr-ated

aqueous cobalt chloride sol-utions are appl-ied to a nylon

which is then stnained. The crazed nylon has a blue coloun

in the treated region, which suggests that a change in the

coondination shel-l- of the cobalt has occur:red. The hexa-

hydnated cobal-t ion transmits at 507nm and 603nm. These

wavelengths alle in the visibl-e negion of the spectrum: so

that visible spectrophotometry was used.

The first expeniment b/as to determine what concentna-

tion of nonaqueous solvent could, in the presence of waten,

pnoduce absorption at 663nm. Acetone was chosen as the

non-aqueous solvent, because it is miscible wíth waten in

all propontions, and because it contained a carbonyl gnoup,

which is the active binding gnoup in nylons. Although it
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could be suggested that a simple amide would pnovide a

better analogy with polyamides, as a competing solvent, it
\¡Jas not used because of mixing problems, and because it was

not consider:ed necessar-y to limit the nesults to polyamides.

Solutions containing a l-ow concentnation of cobalt chl-oride

(usually 0.005M) in acetone: waten mixtures ranging in
molan percentage of from 0 through to 100% acetone \^/ere

measuned in the spectrophotometen. The appearance of the

bl-ue tnansmission peak was found to occur at a molar eo of
57eo acetone. The pink peak at 507 nm persists until_ a

molan leveI of 759o acetone is neached.

It may be concluded fnom the results, that fon cobalt

cations which ane in the pnesence of a lange excess of both

acetone and waten, that below 57% acetone: Do cobalt ions

solvated with less than two maten molecules exist, and that
above 73eo acetone, most cobalt ions are sol-vated with l-ess

than two waten molecul-es.

Quantitative experiments were not undertaken, and the

pnactical pnoblem of assessing nelative concentr"ations of
each ion fnom comparing two peaks of very different magni-

tude is acknowledged. Neventheless, it can be concl_uded

fnom these experiments that:
(a) the binding enengies of water and acetone al?e of

the same onder. f f this r^/ene not so lleversible exchange

of one sol-vent fon the othen in the coondination shell would

not occull whilst both sol-vents are in lange excess compar-ed

with the concenti:ation of the cobalt ion;
(b) the molan natio of acetone to waten which appears

to be nequined for. arl- cobalt ions to be solvated with less
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than two water mol-ecul-es is of the onder of 2,5 moles

acetone: 1 mole water-. This figure is in qualitative

agneement with the tnansformation

CoCI 2.2H20
prnk-violet

CoCl .2-x H

blue
0

2 2

Although a chanacter-istic blue colour was always pno-

duced duning the stness-cnazing of nylons with cobalt salts,
difficulty was experienced in pnoducing visible spectr-a.

Films of nylon 66 (0.16 mm thick) and nylon 6 (0.025 lnm

thick) which had been strained the same amount both in the

presence and absence of cobal-t chl-onide hTel?e compar.ed, but

clear and unambiguous r.esults T^/et1e not obtained. The low

absonption by the nelatively smal-l amount of cobal-t complex,

compared with the high absorption of light by the nylon film,
l-ead to differences in substnate absorptions masking the

expected nesul-ts.
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CTIAPTER 6

DTSCUSSÏON

Despite the widespread acceptance of crazíng as an

impontant mode of deformation in glassy polymers and the

extensive nesearch (as neviewed in Chapter 2) canried out

to investigate crazes, much contnoversy nemains concenning

the molecular processes involved.

In this study of the rather novel crazing of polyamides

induced by inonganic on ionic agents , the obj ective l^/as to

show that c?aze fqrrnation occurs in semicrystalline poi,an

polymers (particularly nylon) and that it is a necessary

pnecunsor to pol5rmer ruptune. It was hoped that by exten-

sive investigation of the nonphology of such ctlazes ' new

information about the mechanism of crazing coul-d be obtained

which might be valid for polymers in general. An additional-

objective \^ras to substantiate the chemical mechanign of

salt-induced enazíng, because the pnimany cause of craze

formatíon in polyamides is the chemical- disnuption of hydno-

gen bonds. It is convenient to divide this chapter so that
f'physicaltt and ttchemical-tt aspects can be considened separately.

6.1. The Mor of ent-Indu ed Cnazes inhol

Polyamides

The initiat objective was to establish that unden

centain conditions (tfre application of eentain concentrated

salt solutions to stressed polyamides), C?AZl-ng I^7aS a Pnoman-

ent model of failur-e. Fnom changes in the craze morphology,

furthe:r information was gained about the conditions which

inf l-uence cnazing.
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Various test parametens such as identity and concen-

tiration of sal-t \^/ere used. Salts having high stness-crazing

activity (l-ithium, magnesium, zine and cobalt halides or

penchlonates ) were extensively used with water and methyl

alcohol as solvents. Cnazes consequential to any of these

salt solutions wiI1, in the genenal sense, by refenned to

simpty as tragent-induced crazestr.

I,Vhen agent-induced crazes in nylons are stabil-ized by

the removal of excess agent on applied stress, examination
rrin situ" l-eads to the discoveny that they alle, l-ike those

in polystynene and polycanbonate, highly elliptical in the

sunface plane of the test-piece, and the depth of penet:ra-

tion into the specimen was much gneater than the bneadth of

the craze panallel to the pnincipal applied st::ess. More-

oven, the intenface between craze matter and bul-k, uncnazed

polymer was also sharply del-ineated in cnazed nylons. The

essential difference between agent-induced crazes in nylons

fnom those in amonphous polymens \^ras found to be one not of

type, but rathen of scale. (Símilanities in monphology

are particulary eviden't with fnactune suirfaces of pol-ysty-

rene necently neported by Eanl i1511.) In nylons, crazes

may be langer by an orden of magnitude on mone. and the craze

matter- can be readily nesolved as consisting of filaments

separated by voids up to 10pm in diameter. Voids in poty-

styrene rarely exceed lpm in diameten [331155] and so

cannot readily be nesolved by optical micnoscopy.

Lange crazes appear to be a consequence of initiation

at a smal1 number of sites and of matten near the craze tip

being abl-e to undengo high strains without rupture. A
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stable cnaze-bu1k polymen interface must be maintained a\,vay

from the craze tip to avoid degeneration of lange crazes by

Itcoal-escence" into a uniformJ-y elongated sample indistin-

guishable fnom a col-d-dnawn specimen. The fLow behaviour

of craze material- ahTay from the craze tip may be considerably

nodified by a change in temperature or level- of plasticizer,

for example, resulting in nuptur:e before a lange craze can

form.

It was pnoposed in Chapten 4 that the stages of craze

initiation, development and bneakdown are reflected by the

fnacture sunface monphology caused by spontaneous specimen

rupture. If appeanance is used as a basis fon delineating

diffe:rent stages in the c?aze process ' then foun distinct

steps are involved. The extent to which each of the foun

negions characteristic of each stage ane nepresented can be

used to deduce the mode of fai.lu::e itself . Vlhen test condi-

tions, including type and activity of agent and physical-

state of the polymer are altened, variations in fracture

morphology occun and a numben of examples aue given in

Chapter 4.

The first step in the nylon - tractive agentrt system

(preceeding craze initiation) is the active uptake of agent

into the potymer matnix. Energy-dispersive X-iray analysis

( Chapter 5 . 2 ) revealed that active cnazing agents \^Iene taken

up, even in unst:ressed nylons, by a ff Case IIfr type t99 ]

mechanism. This is substantiated by morphologicaÌ evidence,

inctuding swelling and the formation of a phase readily

distinguishabl-e from unaffected polyme:r. In the context of
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this discussion, it suffices to mention that where agent

is abundant ( such as at the surface of the specimen where

craze initiation occuns) it can be assumed that there is a

glross alteration in the mechanical- and physical- pnoperties

of the polymer. The chemical natu::e of agent-pol5rmen inter-

action wilf be nefer.i:ed to later.

In fracture sunfaces of nylons with agent induced

crazes, the region at the surface where crazes initiate has

been designated Region 1. This r.egion is chanactenized by

a swollen, relatively featureless textune¡ the result of

pnematur.e rupture of greatly weakened polymen. There r^tas

a large var-iation in the extent to which this region occurred,

and it was found that the type and activity of agent, and

the conditions under which the test was perfonmed had a

pnofound effect upon not only the initiation of c?azes, but

also upon subsequent craze processes.

For example, when a low stnain nate (n, 0,02 min-l) and

an agent capable of napid penetra-tion into the polymen, such

as l-ithium iodide , \i\iere used, negion f can be extensively

represented. Irrlhen more rapid strain rates (> 0.2 rin-l) and

l-es s ttmobil-err agents \^/et?e used , however, competing fail-ure

modes incl-uding rapid cnack propagation through essentially

untreated polymen may occul?, pl?e-empting further agent uptake.

The geometry of the initial- c?aze and also the fissure

caused by craze ruptune were both found to have a gneater

infl-uence upon the extent of stabl-e craze gnowth (and con-

sequently upon the overall- mechanical- behaviour of the
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specimen) than would be suggested by results obtained using

single edge notched (S.E.N. ) specimens. In the latter
specimens, extensive craze growth and fnactune often occunned

away from the pnenotch, when abundant agent was applied.

I¡lhilst an analysis of the nel-ationship between notch si.ze and

specimen geometny and toughness has not been carnied out in
nylons, nefenence can be made to the work of Manshall and

Irrlilliarns [93,]-15,l-52,l-5Bl, Foot and \irlard [153], and Doyle

[154], when PMMA, polystyrene (PS) and polyethylene tereph-

thalate ( PET ) wene studied.

I,r/ifliarns and Manshall- t33l showed that craze initiation
and growth were controlled not bv the a p l-ied stness, but

nather by the initial stness intensity facton, Ko. I¡/hen

fracture toughness was measured as a function of crack velo-

city IffS] or under impact conditions with S.E.N. specimens

[fSZ] i-t was found that the energy absonbed per unit area,

w, vvas dependent upon notch size and not specimen geometny.

The stness intensity facton fon S.E.N. PMMA was measuned at

different strain rates and over a range of temperatures, to

investigate the adiabatic-isothermal transition proposed to

exist at the craze tip t158l. ft was found that the value

of the cnitical stness intensity factor, Kc, \ñas nate depend-

ent.

The basic theonies for cnack and craze initiation

evolve from those used for brittle fracture in metals by

Griffiths [165] and Ing1is [f66]. Doyle [154], fon exampfe,

recognises that the nesistance to propagation of a crack is

controffed by the sliding of rrmol-ecul-an bundl-esil in the craze)
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a viscous process which makes the Griffiths-Inglis treatment

inapplicable. The production of secondary c?azes in advance

of the craze tip, for example, cannot be explained by

trinential-tr effects. In contrast, the theonies of Van der

Boogaart [fSG] and Andr-ews and Bevan t1571 have evolved from

the Griffiths-Ingtis treatment. At pnesent it aPpears nec-

essary to compnomise by accepting cîaze and crack initiation

as 'tbnittlerr modes of failune, and kinetic craze-crack gnowth

pnocesses as viscous modes. Theories which attempt to

exp'l ain the fundamental processes of cnack and crack initia-

tion in polymer:s ane stil1 evolving.

Although it is not possible to ascertain the exact

mechanism of craze initiation fnom a study of the monphology

of the c?aze, it is apparent that the agent causes gnoss

and napid modification of the pol5rmer. The effect of

stresses acting upon the sunface of a test-piece containing

inherent fl-aws, coupled with modification by the agent, is

essentially that of high, localised stness concentrations oper-

atin1 at regions of weakened matenia1. Crazing nather than

cold -drawing initiates because of localisation of negions

particularly susceptible to viscous mol-ecul-ar raearrangement

(a matenial property dependent upon the condition of the

specimen) and importantfy, because aneal craze gnowth is abl-e

to continue with no funther molecular slippage or reonienta-

tion at the craze-bulk interface. The stress requirements

for. the second cond.ition can be computed fon an isot::opic,

amonphous pol¡rmer mone easily than fon an isotropic semi-

crystalline polymer, but qualitatively it appeans that
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similan stness conditions ane neached fon the nylon-sal-t

solution system as fon glassy polymers with or without stress-

cnazing agent, because the geometny and configunation of

cnazes in both systems are similan.

The agent induced cnaze gnowth negion (Region 2) in

nylons is characterized by having a coarse textune and r-esi-

dual-, highly drawn filament peaks or networks. The level

of agent pnesent before, during and after the substantiation

of the c?aze were companed fon two types of agents by energy-

dispensive X-nay anaÌysis; the semiquantitative measunements

which hrere obtained are discussed elsewhere in this chapter.

It was necessally to descnibe a lar-ge nange of speci-

mens in Chapten 4 because the monphology of Region 2 changed

greatly with experimental- conditions. It is emphasized that

the mechanism and monphology of crazing is complicated and

depends upon the interplay of a number of lometimes subtl-e

pnocesses, making it difficul-t to pnedict pnagmatically the

stnuctunal- features of a crazed nylon sample resulting from

any (arbitrary) test conditions.

Neverthefess, distinctions can be made between the

action of Type I and Type II salts from the monphological

evidence presented in Chapten 4. i^lith Type If salts, the

agent-induced craze region is mone extensive, and is often

accompanied by a polymer-agent adduct which appears as a

separate phase, making it easily distinguishabl-e from the

unaffected polymer. The mechanical- pnoperties of the

adduct differ from that of the polymer alone, and so the

interface between the two material-s is particularly susceptible

to ruptune. Fractune may thus pnoceed along the craze
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matten-bulk polymer interface, in a manner akin to napid

fnacture in some amonphous polymers (reviewed in Chapter: 2),

having one sunface smooth and denuded.

The f:ractune of nylons in the presence of Type I salts

occuns in a different way. The quite high levels of salt

present in Region 2 can narely be detected by visual inspect-

ion because theire is no obvious monphologicat manifestation

( such as an adduct ) . fn addition, the cr-aze-bu1k polymen

inter.face is stnonger and mone continuous than for Type I

salt-crazed nylons, and consequently nuptune may occull pne-

ferentially in the highly voided matune craze. This results

in a fractune sur:face witfr highly drawn ctaze fil-aments

remaining. Region 2 generally fonms to a lessen extent than

with Type II agents because of the different mechanism.

lr/hen the focal concentr.ation of agent at on nean the

craze tip is insufficient to cause significant neduction

of the resistance of the polymer to fl-ow (i.e., when the pofy-

men is no longer ptasticized by the agent) a transition to

'rductile yielding" (as defined in Chapten 4) occurs. fn

the absence of agent the stress concentnatíon at the tip of

the craze may still promote craze pnopagation, but the natune

of the craze stnucture will be unlike that observed in Region

2. It is identified as Region 3.

V/hen fracture surfaces of S.E.N. speeimens strained in

both the absence and presence of agent ane compared, it can

be deduced that Region 3 represents ruptuned fine c?aze

matter which pneceeds the c::ack fnont in untreated pol5rmen.
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rt seems that at ambient tempenature microscopic crazing in
polyamides through viscoelastic nearuangement of polymer

chains always pnecedes the cnack tip for contnol_1ed cnack

gnowth conditions.

As the cnack velocity incneases thene may be a transi-
tion from 'tductilet' to rrbnittrerr yiel-ding which is unnefated
to agent-induced craze processes and so is not discussed

further.

Tnansmission el-ectnon micnoscopy (T.E.M. ) was also
used to obsenve c?azing and othen defonmation modes in nyÌons.
It was found that in addition to the difficulties inhei:ent in
specimen prepanation and the limitations imposed by using a

Ittwo-dimensionar techniquett to determine the stnuctune of a

thnee-dimensional- subj ect, even faithful neplicas revealed
l-ittle unambiguous info::mation about the fine stnuctui:e of
crazes in polyamides. secondary effects including the
swelling of porymen by the agent, and l_ocalised micnodnawing

of nylons in the absence of agent \^rere found. I,rThen high
level-s of agent r^rere pnesent, it was not possibre to obtain
advantages in nesol-ution using neplícation pnocedures. For

these lîeasons T.E.M. lnras more valuable as a method by which

the dimensions and fine stnucture of cnazes revealed by

S.E.M. could be confirmed.

vlhen sol-vent studies T^rene canried out it was found

that:
(a) Sol-vents behave not menely as passive canniers

of sal-t, but instead actively participate in sal_t-polymer
binding. vrlhen a suitable solvent is selected, the polymer
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can for.m mone stable matune crazes (fon example, when the

salt is l-ithium iodide and sol-vent is I 12 dihydroxyethane, )

on fr-acture may ensue so rapidly that viscoel-astic deforma-

tion is r-estnicted (for exampl-e when water: or methyl cyanide

is used as solvent).
(b) There are stze and polanity nequinements fon sol-

vent with respect to polymer type. In general, smal-l highly

polar mol-ecul-es capable of panticipating in hydnogen bonding

can best penetrate the polyamide matrix. As the binding

propenties of the solvent molecule are modified by the close

pnoximity of cations (and anions) it is convenient to consider

the sal-t-sol-vent ttcel-l-rr as a single entity, especially when a

solubil-ity parameten type appnoach is used. It was found

that only solvents capable of being absonbed to gneateir than

2.jeo (w/w) coul-d cause plasticization and consequently stress

cnazing; this can be nel-ated to the tyPe of chemical- inter-

actions between polymer and sol-vent and may be useful- in p::e-

dicting the possibility of agent-induced stness cnazing in

othen polymer-s.

(c) The levels of solvent present in the polymer befone

testing, and the relative concentrations of salt and sofvent

profoundly affect the mechanism, and ultimately the stness

requirements for polymen fail-ure.

Energy dispensive X-nay analysis was used to obtain

infonmation about (a) the transport of ions in unstnessed

polyamides, and (b) the rel-ationship between absorbed ion

levels and fracture morphology of cnazed nyl-ons.
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Transport in Unstressed Nylons

It was found that zinc chloride was taken up by

unstressed nylon 6 and 66 by a rrCase II'r tnansport If OO,10t]

mechanism. The leveJ of agent \^/aS high at the surface and

nemained essentially constant until- a shanp interface between

salt-absent and salt-present pol¡rmer. lr/hilst the variation

in thickness of the zinc-rich zone with absonption time was

not measuned, it was found that onl-y a very naruo\^7 zínc rich

zone \^ias pr-oduced in Unstressed nylons oven a time-span

several- decades ]onger than that used in tençi]e testing.

Distribution of Ions in the Fracture Sui:faces of

Cnazed Nvlons

Vlhen the fractune surfaÇes of nyl-ons c:razed with Type

I and II salts \^iere examined by X-ray analysis, additional

evidence fon differences in the crazing mechanism r^lere

obtained. lVhilSt the overall Sequence of events was SuPelr-

ficially similar fon each sal,t, it was found that the natur:e

of the intenaction between agent and polymer differed from

Type T to TyPe II salts.

Zinc chloride was used as an example of a Type I sal-t

and by analysing a number of fractune surfaces, ( some of

which r^rere subsequently washed with waten) the following

pattern emer-ged. High l-evel-s of zi-nc ions were detected in

Regions l- and 2 ) both in washed and unwashed specimens, and

Iow levels hlelre detected in Region 3. The zinc had bound

to the nylon with solvent-stable bonds (which agneel with

the infna-red nesults of Dunn and Sansom t4l indicating rlirect

cation-carbonyl oxygen binding) in the first two negions;
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pnesumably some agent has cannied ovelr into Region 3 subse-

quent to the creation of fracture surfaces. The level, of

zinc ions across Region 2 (fnom Region t to Region 3) did

not decnease mankedly, indicating that unden the conditions

of shont exposune time and relatively high stnain nates

(> 0.05 rin-l) cnazing \^/as only able to occulr where high con-

centr.ationsof zínc were present. The non-neversible binding

of zíne to the polymer- matnix either prior to on du::ing cîaze

fonmation and nuptune makes it a trstatic" or rtimmobil-erl

agent.

The results of analyses of l-ithium iodide crazed nylons

\^rere quite different. SaIt l-evels which \^Ierae high in both

Regions 1 and 2 in the unwashed samples were gr.eatly reduced

in washed specimens. Two concl-usions which can be made are

that the binding of this saft with nyJ-on is lrevelrsible and is

disr.upted by increasing the concentration of solvent and

that the agent can mone readiì-y l-eave one pol¡rmen matrix

i:egion and be carried on to anothen. As a consequence of

rapid tnansport, the tabil-e agent nemains at high l-evels at

or near the ctaze tip. Sal-t-sol-vent is always avail-abl-e to

plasticize oll facilitate polymer chain fl-ow so that molre

extensive crazi-ng can occur at lower strains than fon Type I

agents. Nylons 6 and 66 fractune at both l-ower stresses

and stnains with Type II agents than under similan test

conditions with Type I agents. The results pnovided in

Chaptens 5.1.2. l-, 2 indicate that the strain at which frac-

tune occurs is constant and low fon Type II salts, and highen

(but also constant) for Type I sa1ts, although the fnacture
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stness changes \^7ith \,vatelr content in the polymer. Thi-s

Suggests that a strain :rather than stnesS cniterion exists

for crazing and fracture, although it is acknov,Tledged that

the method of testing ttbulkrr polymens \^Touldr aS outlined in

Chapten 3.4.3 , inherently give that impnession. No measure-

ments have been made of l-ocal stnains within the treated: oI

cTaze zone itself, and so it is only possible to estimate

qualitatively the sti:ain existing in the specimen befone

coaze initiation.

6.2. Chemical Mechanism of Salt-Induced Crazine in

Pol amides

Fnom the evidence now availabl-e it appears that the

fundamental process resPonsible fon the alteration ín mechan-

ical behaviour of nylons duning crazing is the intenference

with inter.chain hydrogen bonding. To fu1ly understand the

molecul-ar changes which occull and to be abLe to pnedict

whethen polymer modification is going to occur at all, one

must know

(a) the chemical and physical propenties of the polymen

itself,
(b) the mechanism of uptake of one substance (usually

with a fow molecul-an weight and s),ze) into another (which

has a high molecular weight and in this instance ' is a l-inear

polymeir ) ,

and (c) the nature of the interactions between low mole-

cular: weight substances (on rragent't) and polymen which could

occur, shoul-d the two types of substance be in cl-ose pr-oxim-

i r--JLY.
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The approach adopted in this section is to discuss

each point sepanately and then proceed to present a molecufar

picture of sal-t-induced crazj-ng in nylons.

6,2.I. Polyme:r Pnopenties

The finst obvious idffenence between polyamides and

othei: polymers is that the pnimar:y stnucture compnises polan

amide gnoups capable of inter-chain hydrogen bonding' separ-

ated by non-pofar, non-hydrogen bonding methylene segments.

The chemical and physical pnopenties of pol-yamides are both

dependent upon the spacing of the amide groups, and as indic-

ated in Chapter 2, as the numben of methyfene gnoups incneases

fnom six, a gnadual tnansition in thenmal and other^ physical-

properties reflecting lower ovenal-l- polarity in the polymer

can be obser.ved.

The high incidence of hyd:rogen bonding in nyJ-on 6 and

66 account fon the desirable pnoperties of good thermal

stability and high tensile stnength, making them cornmon

engineening thenmoplastics. The polymens with larger

spacings between amide groups in the chain (nylon 11, nylon

610) have infenior mechanical and thermal prope::ties because

of the lowen rrdensitytt of interchain hydnogen bonds and the

inherent highen flexibility of the polymen chain, but absoirb

lower fevels of water and othen polar liquids than nylon 6

or 66. The paradox is that the very same hydrogen bonding

crossl-inks in nylons ane ?esponsible fon both stnong mechan-

ical properties and also the capacity of the nylons to

absorb liquids including water and aqueous salt sol-utions.
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Stnong polyamides (for example nylon 6) with a high density

of hydrogen bond cllossl-inks are inhenently more susceptible

to environmentaf stness cTazing than weaker poJ-5r¿r¡i¿"" (for

example, nylon 11).

In addition to the pnimary and secondary strueture,

there r.emains to be considened the ter:tiany on conformationaf

structure of polyamide chains. Much work has been canried

out to determine the strueture of semicrystal-1ine polyme::s

(for example, by Keller Ii59,160], Harnis Ir0r] and Fischer

tfOZl which emphasize chain folding) and pnocedures are

avail-able for calculating crystalline content and chain

spacing panameters. Two-phase models have been used to

show the inten-refation of amo::phous and crystalline regions,

but processes such as dissol-ution of the cnystalline phase

are still not understood. Until this handicap is overcome'

it \^rill- be difficult to devise a dynamic molecular theor-y

which can predict the passage of small mol-ecules through the

polymen matrix.

6.2.2. Sorption Mechanisms

Two approaches have found widespread acceptance for

describing uptake of smal-l substances intO polyrner. They

are based upon sorption studies and uPon t'sol-venttt - polymer

compatability.

Sorption measurements have been carnied out extensively

for polyamides witfr eithen relatively lange dye molecules

If O S rt64] , oF small mol-ecul-es compalrable in size with water

(fon example IZ5rt33r13B]) as penetrants. (The sorption

behaviour of nylons towands both types of molecule is of

obvious commenciaf impo:rtance. ) One of the problems which
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always accompanies such studies is the uncertainty of knowing

when equilibrium conditions between polymer and penetrant

have been reached.

The subject of soJvent-polymer compatability has been

neviewed in Chapten 2 but the inclusion of a brief discussion

of the lvonk of Van Krevelen [f +Z] and others is justified for

two reasons. They attempt to p::edict solubility parameters

for systems in which polar and hydrogen bonding ínteractions

exist, and a new approach is made to assign fnom the primany

stnucture of the polymer aLo¡-e, a theonetical- solubility

pa¡ameten value. 'llhe lattet- pnoeedu:re evolves fnom the

nesuLts of Scatchar.d [167]r which showed that thene was a

linear nelationship between the numben of canbon atoms and

the attraction fonces as meaSuned from vapour pnessune on

heat of vapourízati.on, fon a homoLogous series of hydno-

canbons. It was possible to assign values to each gnouP

in the trmerrr of the po,Iymer and sotrmolar attnaetion constantsrr

were tabulated [168]. Van Knevelen has given each group con-

stants for a llange of properties. In theony it should be

possible tO construct a polymer vrith an anbitnany ntunber of

methyJ-ene gnoups, acid groups, amide grouPsr ete. ' dnd from

the constants provj.decl, be abte to predict a wide vaniety of

physical- and thenmal pnopenties fo:r that polymen.

The oolubÍlity panametens of polan solvents and Polar'

po].ymens are both lar:ge and the absolute diffenence between

tlre panamete:r values Ís often sufficient to make the

enthalpy of rnixing lange and Positive (i.e. unfavorable).

Van Knevelen Çon$idens that there is an additÍonaI negative

enthalpy contríbution brought about by polan attnaetive
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forces which overcomes the unsatisfactory adhesive energy

factors. The specificity of highly polar: polymers ( includ-

ing polyamides ) towards sol-vents is a direct consequence of

the favorable polar attraction requirement.

The specificity which polyamides show towards parti-

culan sal-t solutions may superficially be accepted as agree-

ing with the rationale given above. Tf it is accepted that

lithium cations mereÌy rnodify the propenties of solvent tB6l

then it follows that the poÌar. attnactive fonces between the

lithiun ligands (watei:) and the amide moiety of the polyamide

are noh/ sufficientty stnong to give a negative free energy

of mixing. Pantial dissolution into the poJ-ymer, and

reduction of inteiramide crosslinks can occulr causing plast-

icisation. V'later molecules have a somewhat diffenent role

when participating in Type f agent nodification of pol5aner,

but simil-ar reasoning can be applied.

The concept is not without ffaws , however. It is

difficul-t to explain the specificity which polyamides show towands

towards some sal-ts. Fon example, it is surprising that

cupric chloride should be a much weaker stress cnazing agent

than zínc chloride, when the charge density of each cation

is not greatly different " Cer tainly coordination and

other more subtl-e recluì-rements must be taken into account

when predicting binding strengths, modification of solvent

mofecules and ultimateJ-y stress crazing activity.

There also appears to be a tinitation to the procedure

of dissecting polymer molecules and then attributing propert-

ies using the coll-ective sum of the component group values.
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For example, nylon 6 and 66 should by this procedure, have

identical thermal- and mechanical behaviour, but instead nylon

6 has a l-ower melting point, tensile molulus and iS mone

susceptibl-e to environmental Stress cnazing than nylon 66.

Van Krevel-enb concepts could benefit by making allowance fon

the position of each grouP in the Polymer chain, nelative to

its neighbour.

6.2.3. Sal t- Solvent-Polvmer fnteractions

The chemical_ interactions which have been obsenved

between sa1ts, solvents and poJ-ymers have been neviewed in

Chapter 2 and. it was concfuded that thene ane principalJ-y

two types of salt intenaction with the amide oxygen involving

sofvent participation to a gneater or lesser degnee t4l.

Irrlhil-st the bonds between cation, solvent and polyamide can

be identified by infna-ned and nuclealr magnetic nesonance

spectroscopyr ßo intensive study has been made of the inten-

nelation of polymer conformation (except to show how cis and

trans geometnics can be accommodated by the binding mechan-

ism pnoposed) and satt/sol-vent concent¡'ation.

The physicat picture of polan pol¡rmen chains sunr-ounded

by ions and smal-l molecules has not been considered by mater-

ials scientists; the attention of workens in the natural

sciences has centred upon a variation of this system and con-

sequently a high level- of understanding has no\^l been neached.

Thc biopolymen (pnotein, nucleic acid, etc.) saft-wateir

system is one of fundamental- biological importance r and is

analogous to the potyamide sal-t-solvent system unden dis'

cussion because both classes of polymens contain highly
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polar, hydrogen bonding groups separated by non-hydnogen

bonding groups of low polarity. It is convenient to design-

ate the finst type of gl?oups hydrophilic and the second

hydnophobic.

Vrlhilst it is acknowledged that the pnimary stt-uctune

of synthetic polyamides diffens from that of biopolymens

such as proteins, fon example, and although the physicaf

constraints of sol-id state polyamide contrast witn the mobil-

ity of biopolymens in solution, it is neverthel-ess val-íd to

apply the arguments of one system to the other. The review

of Lewin If+O] summanises the cunnent level of undenstanding

in biol-ogical systems, and some of the infonmation relevant

to polyanides is given below.

The distr.ibution of non-pofar: on hydrophobic gnoups

are considered of gneat significance in determining the ten-

tiany structune of the biopoJ-ymen. The anea of contact

between wa-[er and hydrophobic negions is mi.nimized by the

pclymer chaj-n undengoing confoi:mational changes; hydrophobic-

hydrophobic and hydrophilic-hydrophilic inteiractions are

maximized. For water molecules to associate with hydro-

philic chain segments in solution, interchain hydrophilic

interactions must be ovellcome. This is analogous to the

binding of polar agent with amidei',grouPS in nylons nequii:ing

bneakage of interamide bonds as a precullson step. I,tlhen

hydrophobic gtloups alle adjacent to hydrophilic grouPs in the

polymer chain, repulsions between water and the hydrophobic

centre need to be overcome fon polymer-water binding to

occur. Solvent-polymen interactions can only be predicted
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by the summation of binding enengies between hydrophilic

groups , hydnophobic glloups , and water mol-ecul-es.

I¡/ith electnol-ytes present, a variety of ion-sol-vent

entities may be fonmed, depending upon concentration, ionic

strength, etc. Lewin gives examples of hydrated ion pairs

with water molecul-es bridging chain carbonyl groups - an

annangement possible in potyamide-salt sol-ution systems.

The confonmation of the polymen chains which optimises hydro-

philic-hydnophitic attnactive fonces may not be suitabl-e

for solvent or sal-t binding, panticularly if the confo::mation

adopted causes hydrophobic centres to be exposed to the sol-
vent.

Steric factors which can be important in polymer

sol-utions ane pnedicted to be even more significant in sol-id

polyamides. Fon sorption into: or tnanspont of molecufes

thnough the polymen matrix thene appeans [951133] to be a

correlation between the mol-ecular dimensions of the invading

species and the dimensions and distribution of voids in the

polymer. The nature of such voids in amorphous regions of

the polymen is poorly understood.

Fnom the resul-ts obtained with biopolym,ers, and fnom

evidence cited elsewhere, a possibl-e mechanism of agent uptake

must satisfy the fol-l-owing requirements.

(a) The sal-t-solvent system must be compatibl-e with

the polyanide. The sum. of pol-an and hydrogen bonding

attnactions between the polymer and the solution must make

the enengy of mixing f avorabl-e.
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(b) The agent must be abte to penetrate the pol5rmer

and so thene are steric requirements. The polymen must have

voids on be abl-e to pnoduce voids which can accommodate the

invading species. This requirement appears to be met (from

evidence which sl-ows active tnanspont in unstr.essed fil_ms).

The nature of voids in amorphous regions is not fully under-

stood.

(c) fntenchain fonces in the polymer, in panticul_ar

intenamide hydnogen bonding, must be nodified or bnoken fon

agent-polymer association. In addition, formation of agent-

polymer bonds must be enengetically favonable. It appear-s

that cation-waten-polyamide bonds are neversible whereas

waten-cation-polyamide bonds are inreversible. The energy

of binding for each categoi:y may diffen, but is presumbly

sufficiently great to disrupt interchain hydnogen bonding.

(d) Fon crazing to nesul-t from agent association with

pol-ymen, polymer flow must be facilitated. The degnee to

which polymer segments can ffow unden a given stness will_

depend upon the degnee to which interchain forces remain,

and to temperature conditions.
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CHAPTER 7

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER ü/ORK.

Thene \^/ere a number: of questions posed duning this

wonk, fon which the investigation of any one would justify

extensive nesea::ch.

Despite the r:eservations outlined in the study, it is

accepted that some infonmation coutd be obtained by using a

fractune mechanics approach. The nesults obtained with

nylons could be companed with those ali:eady known fon

glassy polymens, and vaniations to the existing theories

of cnaze and crack propagation could be detenmined.

A more intensíve study of the fundamental- fonces

between polyamides, salts, and sol-vent is necessany befone

an undenstanding companable with that existing for biologicaÌ

systems is reached. One of the first steps could be to

examine the kinetic aspects of salt-polyamide intenaction

with var-ious solvent l-evels.

There nemains much scoPe in developing theonies

related to the sol-ubility parameten appnoach. It should

be emphasized, however, that compatibility between poJ-an,

hydnogen-bonding solvents and polymelîs is unlikely to even

be neliably pnedicted unless new attractive parametens are

establ-ished. The polyamide-sal-t solution system may be a

potential vehicle fon which an impnoved theony could be

based, par.ticularly if fine distinctions between various

sal-t-modified solvents can be measured accunately.

It was pnoposed in Chapten 6 that centain polyamides

wil1, because of thein hydnogen bond content, be inhenently

susceptible to envir:onmental- stress crazing and cr"acking.
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other polan polymens, both semi-cnystalline and amorphous,

should be examined fon Stres s-cîazing :resistance against

polan, secondany bond modifiers and ultimately an attempt

should be made towards engineening polymelrs so that they

can cope with any hostile environment.
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